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Abo-Shally
Hasan

Co-Founder & Entrepreneur
Hasoub

Hasan is an impact-driven multidisciplinary; social-entrepreneur, experience-designer, and technologist. He self-learned 
softwaredevelopment at a young age, sold his first application while in high-school and worked for several tech startups. 
In 2014 Hasan founded "Hasoub" - a grassroots NGO fostering tech-entrepreneurship as an economic lever for the local Arab 
society and working towards creating more diverse innovation within a more inclusive "Startup Nation". And in 2016 he founded 
“Ibtekar” - a socio-educational venture promoting making and technological-innovation among kids and youth from underprivileged 
backgrounds.
Hasan is a Forbes Under 30 honoree (2017), Stanford’s AMENDS fellow, TEDx speaker, OneYoungWorld ambassador and the 
youngest among TheMarker’s 2018 list of "40 Under 40" promising youth in Israel.
Hasan has a degree in interactive media from IDC-Herzliya (with full scholarship) and served in the research team of its Media 
Innovation Lab (miLAB). Currently, he leads the strategy and innovation at Hasoub, pursues an MBA within the Technion’s Startup-
MBA program and recently joined Microsoft as a product manage intern. 



Admon
Uri

Founder, CEO
Captain Up

Engagement and Retention platform, powered by machine learning and behavioral economics.
The platform creates loyalty and increases user engagement, using gamification, communication modules, social tools and insights.
Instructor, Tel Aviv University -  MBA - Technology, Entrepreneurship and Innovation program.
Board member, game.is : the digital games association in Israel.



Aharon 
Aharon

CEO
Israel Innovation Authority 

Aharon Aharon is the CEO of the Israel Innovation Authority, an independent public entity that operates for the benefit of the Israeli 
innovation ecosystem and Israeli economy as a whole. Its role is to nurture and develop Israeli innovation resources, while creating 
and strengthening the infrastructure and framework needed to support the entire knowledge industry.
Prior to his role at the Authority, Aharon served as the VP of Hardware Technologies and General Manager of Apple Israel. Aharon 
joined Apple in 2011, as its first Apple employee in Israel, and managed the R&D activities of Apple’s Hardware Technologies in Israel.
In 2004, Aharon co-founded Camero, a startup company developing through-the-wall micro-power radars for the defense and HLS 
markets. He served as the CEO and Chairman of the company, which was acquired by the SK group in 2010.
From 2003 till 2010, Aharon served as an active Chairman of the Board at Discretix, a startup company providing solutions for data 
security in mobile phones and hand-held devices. Discretix was acquired by ARM in 2014.
Aharon managed Seabridge, a wholly owned subsidiary of Siemens.
As CEO, he oversaw the successful turnaround of the company.
Aharon served as COO of Zoran (NASDAQ: ZRAN) in Silicon Valley, managing all aspects of company activities along with the 
financing of development of chips for consumer electronics markets.
Aharon began his professional career at the IBM Research Division in Haifa, Israel, where he spent 14 years and
held a number of senior management positions including Deputy Manager of IBM Research’s Haifa operations.
Aharon holds a B.Sc and M.Sc in Computer Engineering and Electrical Engineering respectively from the
Technion, where he lectured for more than 15 years (1983-1999).



Aharoni
Ido Place Branding Specialist

Professor of International Relations, 
New York University

Ambassador Ido Aharoni serves as a global distinguished professor at New York University’s Program of International Relations in 
the Faculty of Arts and Science. He is a guest lecturer at Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton and at the University of Haifa in 
Israel. Since 2016 he serves on the International Advisory Council of APCO-Worldwide, one of the largest strategic communications 
firms in the world. He is the founder of Emerson Rigby, a full-service positioning consultancy, and a Global Ambassador for Genius 
100 visions inspired by Albert Einstein. In 2018 he was appointed as Global Ambassador for Maccabi World Union, one of the largest 
sporting networks in the world.
Ambassador Aharoni is a 25-year veteran of Israel’s Foreign service, a public diplomacy specialist, founder of the Brand Israel 
program and a well-known nation branding practitioner. 
Ambassador Aharoni has been Israel's longest serving consul-general in New York to date. He held that position for six years
(2010-2016) and oversaw the operations of Israel’s largest diplomatic mission worldwide. He was a member of Israel’s Foreign 
Service from 1991 until 2016 and held two other overseas positions in Los Angeles and in New York.



Avidan
Meir

Vice President Business
Development International
Cellebrite

Today Meir leads the business development in our tier one accounts, providing technological solutions and services to the Law 
Enforcement & Intelligence entities as part of building Digital Intelligence capabilities. 
In my previous position I was the Director of the National Preparedness Center at Israel's National Cyber Directorate (INCD). I 
developed, promoted and implemented a national concept for cyber crisis preparedness as a framework to enhance cooperation 
and discussions at a national level. 
In addition, I lead team of experts in various cyber disciplines, for the sake of implementing solutions such topics include: risk 
management, incident responses, crisis management and recovery, operational continuity and cyber exercises, both on the national 
level and at private market. 
Prior to joining the INCD I worked nearly 20 years in various defense entities both governmental and private as part of senior 
management positions and managed a large team of officials and experts in Information and cyber security, as part a local and 
international program. 
I was also a defense Attaché in India, where I led and initiated connections between Israel and India's Ministries of Defense, 
Governmental Agencies and industries. 
I have promoted strong relations between both countries, and opened doors and hearts for joined projects. 
I hold a B.A. in Political Science and a M.A. in National Security, both from Tel-Aviv University.



Avraham 
Barak

CEO
From Survival to Leadership

Barak Avraham was born in Ethiopia.  When he was 9 years old he made Aliyah, moved to Israel  with  his mother and siblings, as 
part of Operation Solomon in 1991. 
Barak served as a combat soldier in a Special Unit. 
Barak has a Masters from IDC in Herzliya, he was the Chairman of the Ethiopian Students' Union in Israel. 
Today he is the Founder and CEO of project called "From Survival to Leadership" .  Last year he established a youth movement 
among Ethiopian Israeli that focuses on strength and self-identity. Today the project is in full swing.



Azani
Yaniv CTO and Deputy Head

National Cyber Unit (Lahav433)
Israeli National Police

Yaniv Azani is currently assigned as the Chief Technology Officer and the Deputy Head of the National Cyber Unit (Lahav433) in 
the Israeli National Police. Yaniv manages the advanced technological aspects of cyber investigations and is responsible for the 
strategic development of technology for the different roles operating in the cyber aspects of the law enforcement world, such as 
Intelligence, investigation, forensics and cyber warefare specialists.
Throughout his career, Mr. Azani has investigated and managed numerous types of operational activity, Research & Development 
projects and has a long experience in cyber operation and Technological training in the IDF and the Police Academy.
Mr. Azani’s career spans over 20 years with a variety of assignments in the C5I command in the technological division of the IDF, 
The Israeli Ministry Of Defense and the Israeli National Police.



Bachar
Raz

Managing Director
Microsoft For Startups at Microsoft

Raz Bachar is the Managing Director of Microsoft For Startups in Israel. He is a business development 
professional and strategist, in generating growth for tech services and products. Before Microsoft , Raz built 
and drove the growth of AWS across several startup ecosystems in Europe Middle East and Africa through 
strategic planning, community building and partnerships with VC’s and accelerators.



Bardi
Janma

Co Chair
Volcano Summit - Guatemala

Entrepreneur and Co-Founder of two holdings. Expert in experiential marketing, founder of Group 361.
More than 11 years ago she started along Group 361 a company holding group that is characterized by innovating in experiential 
market strategies and most importantly, always "go the extra mile" to deliver an extraordinary job. She promotes growth and 
profitable performance as a member of the board of directors.



Bayle 
Michael

Executive Vice President
Amadeus

Michael Bayle has spent over two decades in helping digital organizations launch and scale new ventures.  
Michael is currently the Executive Vice President for Mobile at Amadeus.  In this role, Michael leads the commercialization and 
innovation strategies for an extensive portfolio of mobile capabilities on behalf of Amadeus customers including airlines, travel 
agencies, airports and hotels.
Prior to joining Amadeus, Michael held senior executive positions with several leading media companies and start-ups, including 
ESPN, GroundTruth, Amobee (which was founded in Israel), Yahoo and Microsoft.  
Michael is a world traveler and holds several degrees from Stanford University include a bachelor's degree in Japanese, BS and MS 
in Computer Science.  He lives in Madrid, Spain and in his spare time enjoys jazz clubs, scuba diving and watching Atletico Madrid.



Bechor
Eran Researcher & Innovation Facilitator

Medical Innovation Unit of the
Israeli Defense Forces Medical Corps

Eran Bechor serves as a Researcher at the Heller Institute of Medical Research of the Israeli Defense Forces Medical Corps (IDF-
MC). He is also engaged with the Medical Innovation Unit, tackling health-related challenges. Eran’s goal is to facilitate a medical 
innovation community within the organization and build an infrastructure of creativity and strategic collaboration with partners 
in the medical eco-system. Eran holds a Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology with a Leadership Development Minor from San Diego 
State University. Throughout his college career, Eran served as the President of the College of Health and Human Services (CHHS), 
where he assisted thousands of students in developing competence in the field of healthcare.



Belov
Vasily

CEO
Skolkovo Ventures

Member of the Board of Directors of public joint stock company "ROSSETI ", member of the Community Board of the Ministry of 
Energy of the Russian Federation, member of the Coordination Board of Innovation & Investment Market of joint stock company 
Moscow Exchange, member of Government Economic Growth and Integration Committee working group on Blockchain Application 
for intensification of government and corporation management, member of Federal Research and Technology Program realization 
Council on agricultural development for 2017 – 2025. Since 2017, May, CEO, Skolkovo Ventures LLC. Since 2011, December, Executive 
Director of the Energy Efficient Technologies Cluster, Skolkovo Foundation. Since 2013, May, Senior Vice President for Innovation, 
Skolkovo Foundation. Since 2006, CEO and member of the Board of Directors of Fosborn Home, one of the earliest and biggest 
credit brokers company in the Russian market. From 2004 to 2006, consultant for McKinsey, specializing in strategic consulting 
projects in metallurgy and the banking sector. From 2001 to 2002, worked at the «IBS» company, and then “RUSAL” company, 
heading the new projects department of the Aluminium Structures Division.



Berkowitz 
Barak

Director of Operation and Strategy
MIT Media Lab

Barak is the Director of Operation and Strategy at the MIT Media Lab as well as the founder of MarketCentrix, a consumer strategy 
consultancy for tech companies.  Barak consults to start-ups, VCs and large companies and serves as a board member or advisor to 
start-ups.  

Prior to the Media Lab, Barak was CEO of Evi, the virtual personal assistant that was acquired by Amazon and is the intelligence 
in Amazon Alexa. Over his 30 years + in consumer technology Barak was the was involved in a broad range of businesses. He 
was the founder and/or senior executive of a number of start-ups including Wolfram Alpha, Six Apart, OmniSky, The Go Network, 
and Logitech.  Prior to Logitech Barak spent over 9 years at Apple USA and Apple Japan in a number of roles leading consumer 
marketing, as well as the founding manager of Macy’s Computer Stores.

Barak got involved in technology as an operational manager at the New York Public Interest Research Group.  Starting in the late 
1970’s Barak perceived how personal technologies could connect individuals and organizations putting the power of computers 
and networks in the hands of everyone.  His career has been dedicated to making that a reality.



Bronicki
Dita

Founder
Ormat

Dita Bronicki, amongst the first business women and entrepreneur in Israel, founded, together with her husband Yehuda Bronicki 
the Ormat Group and managed this global group of several decades. The couple created this world leader in geothermal energy 
applying unique management principles, technological and business innovation and continuous contribution to the community.  
Outstanding in this activity is the formation in 1970 of the Ormat Ort vocational school, which at the year of its establishment the 
number of its pupils was higher than the number of Ormat employees at that time.  Since her retirement Dita expanded her public 
activity in areas like technical education and co existence with the Arab society. 
Dita got a number of prizes which culminated in the Prize of Israel in 2018.



Buganim
Ilan

FEVP, Head of Data Division
Bank Leumi

x Current Responsibilities:
 Ilan Buganim is responsible for leveraging the data assets of Leumi in order to constantly improve the Bank's value propositionto   

 customers. He is also in charge of Leumi's mobile-only digital bank - 'Pepper', and the Bank's Marketing Department.

Former position at Leumi – Chief Technology Officer (CTO)
 Technology Manager of Bank Leumi and 'Pepper' (launched in mid-2017)
  In charge of Technology R&D and Data infrastructure 
 In charge of IT strategy, Architecture, IT innovation, DevOPS, portfolio management and IT processes
 Designer and Manager of the bank's CRM program

Prior to Bank Leumi 
 15 years at Amdocs. Last position: VP Customer Business Executive and EMEA Chief Architect 
 Development Director in OSS and real time pre-paid 
 R&D of product catalogue & pre-paid
 Managed large-scale projects in telco for Tier 0 customers

Education
 MBA from Tel Aviv University, Israel. Expertise in Information Systems
 BSc in Mechanical Engineering from the Technion, Israel



Calian
John

Head of T-Labs & The Blockchain Group, 
Deutsche Telekom Innovation Laboratories

Calian is a Senior Vice President at Deutsche Telekom AG, and the Head of the Telekom Innovation Laboratories (T-Labs) in Berlin, 
a group of some 300 experts & scientists (+ entrepreneurs) from a variety of disciplines, from more than 25 nations all working 
together at T-Labs. Additionally, Mr. Calian co-founded and leads all product development for the T-Labs Blockchain Group, a team 
dedicated to decentralization research and development. 

In this dual role, Mr. Calian is responsible for developing and leading innovation topics, including blockchain strategies and 
initiatives, machine learning techniques and customer experiences, for Deutsche Telekom and its partners. Prior to joining T-Labs, 
John held numerous technology leadership roles and was the founder and COO of multiple startup software firms in the Seattle 
area. Mr. Calian holds an MBA in Technology Management from the University of Washington.



Carbone 
William

Cognitive Solutions & Watson Leader
IBM - Augmented Innovation

William leads Cognitive & AI Solutions for IBM globally. William is among the most exceptional IBMers appointed with the rare 
distinction of IBM Academy of Technology member. Top 100s technical leaders providing the direction of IBM with innovation that 
matters. William is also the Chairman of the Technical Experts Council for Slovakia and Czech Republic, focusing on innovation, 
patenting, research and state-of-the-art technologies and fostering the technical eminence of young talents and experts in the 
region.



Casey
Liam

CEO & Founder
PCH

Founded in 1996, PCH partners with the world’s leading design-focused brands to create and deliver breakthrough product solutions 
and experiences.
Liam is recognized as a thought leader in product development, supply chain management, and startup initiatives. His talent for 
spotting new opportunities has revolutionized international commerce and disrupted traditional supply chain models, contributing 
to the success of many global brands and startups.
Liam co-founded Highway1, the world-renown hardware accelerator, in 2013. Eighty-three companies from 12 countries have 
participated in the program.
Liam is a member of the Board of Directors of the California College of the Arts, and a member of the Advisory Board for the Jacobs 
Institute for Design Innovation at the College of Engineering at the University of California Berkeley.



Cassimatis 
Emmanuel

Partner
SAP.iO Fund

Emmanuel Cassimatis handles investment activities for the SAP.iO Fund in Europe/EMEA. The SAP.iO Fund is an early-stage global 
co-investment fund of SAP (for seed and series A stages), for companies that can help SAP customers get more value from data and 
new technologies. 
Emmanuel previously worked in Venture Capital and small cap Private Equity in France with investments in startups and companies 
having exited since. He also founded or co-founded several organizations - an internet startup, an energy company which was 
acquired and an ngo. He is a visiting professor for Private Equity at the Edhec Finance Master, co-authored a book on Investments, 
‘Tout Savoir sur le Capital Investissement’, and is the author of ‘The Accelerating World: Speed vs. Control’. He received an MBA from 
Harvard Business School.



Chalumeau 
Thomas

Africa & Middle-East Chief Strategy
& Development Officer
Orange

Thomas Chalumeau is Orange Middle-East and Africa Chief Strategy & Development Officer and Executive committee Member.
Thomas leads Orange global leadership strategy in the Region across 18 countries focused on 3 main priorities: Drive Mobile 
Internet Uptake and Broadband access, promote digital services, ICT and Innovation and expand mobile financial services to the 
underserved populations.
His scope of responsibilities includes strategic planning, business development and partnerships with a specific role in building 
up Orange new Digital services and partnerships in IoT, ICT, smart Tech and Security working with startups and industry partners.
Before joining Orange, Thomas Chalumeau started his career at the French Treasury acting as a Director of the French Government 
Shareholding Agency in charge of managing government public stakes before joining McKinsey & Company and spent 7 years in 
M&A as an Investment Banker with BNP Paribas CIB in France.



Chemetz
Sagi

CEO
Blink Havas

Founder and CEO of Blink first social media agency in Israel. Sagi was the web and tech reporter and editor at "Haaretz" 
and was one of the first journalists at TheMarker.com. In 2007 he founded Blink.  At 2017 blink become a part of the global  
agency Havas group.



Chen
Pearly

Vice President
HTC

Pearly Chen is a Vice President at HTC, a smartphone industry pioneer and virtual reality industry leader. She has served as Chief of 
Staff to its CEO and Chairwoman Cher Wang since 2013 as a cross-functional executive on strategic initiatives. She also manages 
HTC’s $100 million accelerator program since its inception in 2016, leading investments in a growing global portfolio of innovative 
startups in virtual and augmented reality, in addition to being part of the executive team at VIVEPORT, a hardware-agnostic VR 
content service provider. Prior to taking on the mission to improve lives through transformative technology, she was an investment 
professional at Goldman Sachs. 
A dynamic, high energy global citizen, multi-linguist, voracious reader, avid traveler, competitive triathlete and mother of two, she 
believes that everyone has the capacity to create a legacy that contributes to humanity's continual progress. Putting to good use 
of her infectious positive energy and unique perspectives, she makes it her life’s goal to inspire and support others to thrive with 
their fullest potential.



Cohen
Rapha

CTO
Waze 

As Head of Product for Waze, Rapha oversees the company’s product vision and execution, which is fundamental to Waze reinventing 
itself as a Mobility company.  
Parisian born and bred, Rapha moved to Israel to study Electrical Engineering at the Technion (Israel Institute of Technology), 
specializing in Digital Signal Processing and Information Theory. 
After working for global companies as an Algorithms Engineer, he co-founded a company in the algo-trading space, where he served 
as a CTO. He then joined DesignArt Networks as Head of Product to build the first 4G base stations in the market. The company was 
acquired by Qualcomm in 2012 to lead its infrastructure strategy. 
Following those two exits, Rapha went back to the corporate world and joined Google as a Product Manager in 2015—launching 
the new Google Sites (a B2B Sites Builder Tool, part of the GSuite).  A year later he joined Waze as Product Lead for the newly-
launched Waze Carpool, before moving into his current role leading all Waze Product efforts in 2018. 
Rapha is the husband of one and the father of four, and currently lives in Israel’s countryside amongst vineyards and palm trees.



Sir Cohen
Ronald

Chairman of the Global Steering Group
for Impact Investment
The Portland Trust 

Sir Ronald Cohen is a pioneering philanthropist, venture capitalist, private equity investor, and social innovator, who is driving 
forward the global Impact Revolution.
For nearly two decades, his ground-breaking initiatives have catalyzed global efforts to drive private capital to serve social and 
environmental good.
He serves as Chairman of the Global Steering Group for Impact Investment and The Portland Trust. He is a co-founder of Social 
Finance UK, USA, and Israel; and co-founder Chair of Bridges Fund Management and Big Society Capital.
He chaired the G8 Social Impact Investment Taskforce (2013-2015), the UK Social Investment Task Force (2000-2010) and the UK’s 
Commission on Unclaimed Assets (2005-2007).
In 2012 he received the Rockefeller Foundation’s Innovation Award for Social Finance.
He was a co-founder and Executive Chairman of Apax Partners Worldwide LLP (1972-2005), a global private equity firm. He was a 
co-founder and Chairman of the British Venture Capital Association and a co-founder of the European Venture Capital Association.
He is a member of the Board of Dean’s Advisors at Harvard Business School; a former director of the Harvard Management Company; 
and formerly a member of the Harvard University Board of Overseers and the University of Oxford Investment Committee.
He graduated from Oxford University, where he was President of the Oxford Union.
He holds an MBA from Harvard Business School to which he was awarded a Henry Fellowship.
Sir Ronald was born in Egypt and left as a refugee at the age of 11, when his family came to the UK.



Conze
Max 

CEO
ProSiebenSat.1 Media SE

“I love the things we at ProSiebenSat.1 do: entertainment, digital and commerce. It's a business and industry in transformation 
and I believe we at ProSiebenSat.1 can lead that future. We have all to play for: one vision, one game plan, one team of over 6,500 
passionate creators. `If not now – when? If not you – who?´ has been my motto for the past 15 years. It captures my fundamental 
belief that future needs creating now and that responsibility and leadership is absolute and personal. That what we do, we do full 
on with heart and mind and everything we have invested.” 
Max Conze has been CEO of ProSiebenSat.1 Media SE since June 1, 2018. The company pursues a clear growth strategy that 
combines the power of its Entertainment brands with its strong Commerce platforms. By creating this unique business model, the 
objective is to make ProSiebenSat.1 a truly digital, diversified and fast-growing company. 
From 2011 to 2017, Conze headed Dyson Ltd. as CEO. Underpinned by his core beliefs of relentless dissatisfaction with the status 
quo and customer centricity, he transformed Dyson into a global technology leader. During his leadership, Conze quadrupled 
revenues and earnings (£ 3.5bn revenues / £ 801m EBITDA in 2017) and grew the business from 2,500 employees to 10,000 across 
70 countries.  
From 1993 to 2010, Max Conze worked at Procter & Gamble in general management and marketing roles across Germany, Europe, 
US and China. From 2007 through 2010, he was responsible for the German, Austrian and Swiss Beauty & Grooming businesses as 
well as developing new global beauty categories. Conze studied Business Administration at the Columbus State University (Abbott 
Turner School of Business). 
Max Conze was born in 1969 in Bielefeld. He enjoys spending his leisure time horse riding and alpine skiing with his two children.  



Coppel
Toby

Co-Founder & Partner
Mosaic Ventures

Toby Coppel is Co-founder and Partner at Mosaic Ventures, a London-based venture capital firm focused on early stage investing 
across Europe with $300 million under management. Toby has been investing and operating in internet startups since 1996.  He 
began his investment career at Allen & Company, before starting his first investment firm. He joined Yahoo!’s new management 
team in 2001 and spent 6 years as Yahoo!’s Chief Strategy Officer, leading over $5 billion of investments and acquisitions including 
$1 billion into Alibaba that was sold for over $80 billion. Following that, both as an angel and alongside Richard Branson and 
Virgin, he made investments including Criteo, Pinterest, and Transferwise. At Mosaic, Toby is thematically focused on blockchain, 
machine intelligence, next-generation finance, digital health and marketplaces, and works closely with our portfolio companies 
Auterion, Blockchain, Centrifuge, habito, Tray.io, Veriff, and Vortexa. He is the Chair of eLife Sciences, a non-profit, open platform for 
scientific research. He is a graduate of Oxford University and Harvard University, and a Henry Crown Fellow at the Aspen Institute.



Czerny
Steffi

Founder
DLD

Steffi Czerny is Managing Director of DLD Media and co-founder of DLD Conference as well as its global spin-offs like DLDwomen, 
DLD Tel Aviv, DLDcities, DLDnyc and DLDsummer.
Joining the Burda group in 1995, Steffi has held several executive positions in new media activities. Her background is in political 
sciences and communications. She has followed developments in the digital world for over 20 years and focuses on developing 
branding and communication initiatives.
Steffi was identified as number 30 of The 2015 Wired 100 and has also been chosen as one of the 50 most inspiring women in 
European tech in 2015 by inspiring50.com for her success in bringing the international digital elite together at DLD.
Furthermore she owns the state medal for special merits to the Bavarian economy (2014) and the “Europa-Medaille” for special 
merits to Bavaria in a united Europe (2015).



Dana
David

Head of VC Investment
European Investment Fund 

The European Investment Fund is the investment entity of the European Union; the European Investment Bank and the European 
Commission being its main shareholders. The EIF was launched in 1994 to support the access to finance of European SMEs through 
two lines of business: Guarantees and Equity Investments. It is the largest LP in the European Venture Capital market. 
David is heading the VC ICT Team of the EIF, representing circa EUR 1bn of commitments per year, where he has been working for 
more than eight years. Previously, he has been in charge of the investments in VC funds in France, Israel, and of a specific mandate 
to support the diversification of the economy of Luxembourg. David was also overviewing EIF activities with Accelerators.
David has been investing in all the sectors covered by EIF investment programs, such as ICT, Life Sciences, and Cleantech. To date, 
David made 40+ commitments in VC funds (approx. EUR 2bn of commitments) from micro-seed strategies to growth financing. 
David is EIF’s representative in a large number of funds across Europe and a regular speaker in industry conferences and tech 
events.
Prior to joining the EIF, David spent two years at PwC Corporate Finance where he was in charge of fundraising activities for start-
ups and businesses valuations.
David started his career in the Private Equity department of Société Générale Asset Management in Paris for five years, where he 
was part of the VC fund-of-funds team.
David holds a Master Degree in Financial & Tax Engineering from ESCP-EAP Paris, a Master Degree in Portfolio
Management from University Paris XII, and a Master Degree in Finance & Management from University Paris
I La Sorbonne.



De Guillebon 
Pierre-Louis

CEO
Orange Events

Pierre-Louis de Guillebon, born in 1965, is the CEO of Orange Events and is in charge of Orange of Paris 2024 Olympic Games 
project.
As CEO of Orange Events, Pierre-Louis’ role is to oversee telecom services needs for high-profile events (such as Tour de France, 
Roland Garros, G7, FWWC 2019…) and manage for Orange, the Olympic Games project Paris 2024.
Previously, he was the CEO of Orange International Carriers managing international connectivity and transmission services for 
Wholesale Voice, Mobile, Internet and Security services.
Since joining the Group in 1990, Pierre-Louis de Guillebon has held various posts of responsibility, both inside and outside France.
Pierre-Louis brings significant experience of the international wholesale industry to his post of CEO of International Carriers, having 
worked previously in the field of international operators for Telmex in Mexico and on the foundation of optical fibre technology.
Pierre-Louis de Guillebon was with Orange Business Services where he was Managing Director of the Paris B2B sector. This involved 
overseeing the telecommunications needs of all Paris-based OBS customers, including voice, mobile and data services separately, 
as well as integrated solutions and professional services, for France-based companies.
Posts held formerly by Pierre-Louis de Guillebon within the Group, including COO and CEO of Etrali in the trading & finance 
services and Director of France Telecom Long Distance Marketing.
Pierre-Louis de Guillebon is a graduate of École Polytechnique as well as of Télécom Paris Tech and also holds a management 
degree from INSEAD.



De Vries
Gilad

Senior Vice President of Strategy
Outbrain

Gilad is Senior Vice President of Strategy at Outbrain, managing business/product strategy, Corporate 
Development, M&A and the company's New Initiatives such as programmatic and Video. Before joining 
Outbrain,Gilad was VP of Digital Media and Principal at Viola Ventures, one of Israel's top tier venture capital 
firms, where he was highly engaged in Carmel's investments in digital media, Internet and mobile 
startups. Gilad holds a B.A. in economics and business management from Bar-Ilan University and a Global 
MBA cum laude from the IDC Herzelia. 



Diederich
Michael

CEO, Commercial Banking Germany - 
UniCredit Bank AG 

Michael Diederich joined Bayerische Vereinsbank AG (now UniCredit Bank AG) in 1996, after a three year experience in a consulting 
and auditing firm. He started as a Trainee in International Markets, worked in the equity capital markets syndicate and served as an 
Executive Assistant for the Corporate Customer Division until the end of 2000.
Following three years of work at Communication Equity Associates in Munich, he re-joined UniCredit Bank AG in 2003, holding 
various responsibilities in the Markets and Investment Banking Division. In 2009 Michael Diederich became a divisional board 
member of UniCredit Bank AG in the Corporate & Investment Banking Division, followed by the Unternehmer Bank Division. Here 
he headed the large corporate segment for the bank.
In September 2015, after a brief experience as CEO of Euler Hermes Kreditversicherung AG, he was appointed member of the 
Management Board of UniCredit Bank AG in charge of the Corporate & Investment Banking Division as well as member of the 
Executive Committee of CIB UniCredit S.p.A.
On January 1, 2018 he took over the role of Spokesman of the Management Board at UniCredit Bank AG and Country Chairman 
Germany at UniCredit S.p.A. As such he is member of UniCredit S.p.A.'s Executive Management Committee with the Group title of 
Senior Executive Vice President.



Domingo 
David

Head of Innovation Hub
Mobile World Capital Barcelona

David has more than 15 years of experience in project/technical management, entrepreneurship and curation in the fields of 
innovation, startups, audiovisual and digital culture.
Currently Head of Innovation Hub at Mobile World Capital Barcelona, he leads the design, creation or management of industry 
innovation ecosystems, creating long-term relationships to foster entrepreneurship and adoption of disruptive and digital 
innovations.
Prior to MWCB, David founded and worked for several startups and was knowledge manager and programme director of 4YFN 
worldwide events focused in startups, new technologies and investment. 
David holds a computer science degree from BarcelonaTech University (UPC) and has his roots in the demoscene, open source, free 
music and other computer art subcultures.



Dor
Dorit

Vice President of Products,
Check Point Software Technologies Ltd.

Dorit Dor serves as Vice President, Products for Check Point Software Technologies. She manages all product definition and 
development functions for both the enterprise and consumer divisions of the Company. 
Dr. Dor's core responsibilities include leading the company's product management, research and development (R&D) and quality 
assurance (QA) initiatives from concept to delivery. She has been instrumental to the organization's growth and managed many 
successful product releases. 
She has been published in several influential scientific journals for her research on graph decomposition, median selection and 
geometric pattern matching in d-dimensional space. In 1993, she won the Israel National Defense Prize. Dr. Dor holds a Ph.D. and 
M.S degree in computer science from Tel-Aviv University, in addition to graduating cum laude for her Bachelor of Science degree.



Dufour
François

Director Startup Scouting & Promotion
Orange

After 20 years of experience in sales & marketing, Francois Dufour started working on open innovation inside Orange in 2010. In 
2012 he launches Orange’s Startup Program. In 2014 he launches Hello Startup, a TV show sponsored by Orange and broadcasted 
on BFMTV, the #1 TV news channel in France. François Dufour is now Startup Scouting Director at Orange. He is also the Operational 
Director of OrangeFab in Israel.



Duran
Pere

Director
4YFN

Pere is the Event Series Director of 4 Years from Now, one of the most influential startup platforms in the world. He is an expert in 
startups, innovation and growth.
Pere is a Barcelona native who has worked with the MWC for over 10 years. He was the Sales Director of MWC sister-event 4 Years 
from Now (4YFN) and recently took over as 4YFN’s Event Director. Pere studied Economics at the Pompeu Fabra University and lived 
in London for 3 years where he worked in telecoms and events.
Pere has been instrumental in the growth and development of 4 Years from Now from a small area within MWC attracting 2,000 
attendees into a supersize startup event outgrowing its event location and bringing in 21,000 visitors including top investors and 
corporates. The event has grown to LA and Shanghai and has transformed for a one off event to world-famous innovation platform. 
4YFN is building the startup ecosystem, with Pere at the helm.



Dusek
Mirek

Head of Middle East and North Africa & 
Member of the Executive Committee
World Economic Forum

Deputy Head for As Deputy of the Forum’s President for Geopolitical and Regional Affairs, Mirek oversees diplomatic initiatives, 
humanitarian affairs, regional strategies and government engagement with the Centre for the Fourth Industrial Revolution. As Head 
of the Middle East and North Africa, he leads the Forum’s strategy and manages the overall engagement with business, government 
and civil society leaders across the region. Mirek spearheads several publications including The Global Risk Report, The Arab World 
Competitiveness Report and The Future of Jobs and Skills in the Middle East. Mirek joined the Forum as Global Leadership Fellow 
in 2007. 
Prior to that, Mirek worked on public diplomacy at the US Embassy in Baghdad and was the Director of the American Centre at 
the US Embassy in Prague. Mirek has an International Studies MA from University of Reading (UK) and a Political Science BA from 
Charles University (Prague). He speaks fluently Arabic and is a native Czech speaker.



Efrati
Shai

Director
Sagol Center for Hyperbaric Medicine 
and Research 

Director of the Sagol Center for Hyperbaric Medicine and Research, Shamir (Assaf-Harofeh) Medical Center, Israel.  
Director of Research & Development, Shamir (Assaf-Harofeh) Medical Center, Israel.
Professor at Sackler School of Medicine and the Sagol School of Neuroscience of Tel Aviv University.

Dr. Shai Efrati is a professor at Sackler School of Medicine and the Sagol School of Neuroscience of Tel Aviv University and the 
director of the Sagol center for hyperbaric medicine and research at Shamir (Assaf-Harofeh) Medical Center in Israel. The center, 
under Prof. Efrati management, has become one of the largest hyperbaric center worldwide, currently treating more than 200 
patients per day. Prof. Efrati is also the director of Research & Development at the Medical center, affiliated to Tel-Aviv University. 
Taking the two passions/positions together Dr. Efrati has initiated a research program focusing on the neuroplasticity (regeneration 
of damage brain tissue) by the use of Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT). In the first clinical studies it was demonstrated that 
HBOT can induce neuroplasticity in post stroke and Traumatic Brain Injury even years after the acute Insult. The important clinical 
results gained from the research program have led to fruitful ongoing cooperation including multidiscipline team focusing on the 
regenerative effects of hyperbaric oxygen in age related functional decline and Alzheimer disease.



Farbman
Zeev

Co-Founder & CEO
Lightricks    

Zeev had planned on a career in academia, studying Computer Science for his Bachelor’s, Master’s and 
eventually his PhD at Hebrew University in Jerusalem. 
When he’s not at the office, you can find Zeev scouting out the next best oyster or sushi joint and practicing 
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu with co-founder, Nir.



Farhi
Amir

Vice President Strategic Development
WalkMe 

Amir Farhi, VP of Global Strategic Alliances & Business Development at WalkMe

Amir Farhi is the Vice President of Global Strategic Alliances & Business Development at WalkMe, the world's leading Digital 
Adoption Platform. He's responsible for growing the company’s ecosystem via alliances and partnerships with the world’s leading 
software vendors and system integrators. Amir has more than 20 years of industry experience as a software developer, an executive, 
consultant and entrepreneur. Amir is a graduate of Tel-Aviv University (Computer Science & Management) and holds an MBA 
(Entrepreneurship) from Boston University.



Friedman 
Moshe

Head of Amdocs Ventures
Amdocs

Prior to running Amdocs Ventures, Moshe was an M&A “dealmaker” for Amdocs and was responsible for the acquisitions of 
Vubiquity, Vindicia, UXP and cVidya. Prior to Amdocs, Moshe was an investment banker with Deutsche Bank and Jefferies 
and graduated from Princeton University with High Honors.



Gerfer 
Alexander

CEO
Würth Elektronik Eisos

Alexander Gerfer is CEO and CTO of one of Europe's largest manufacturers of electronic and electromechanical components with 
around 8,300 employees, based in Waldenburg, Munich, Berlin and Barcelona, and with R&D locations in Silicon Valley, Dallas and 
Shenzhen. The graduate electrical engineer learned his business from scratch as a radio and television technician.

As a man of the first hour, he set up the product development as well as quality management. The passion of the author of specialist 
books is to communicate complex content understandable. 



Gever
Eyal

Contemporary Artist Passionate
About Technology

Eyal Gever is a contemporary artist whose work sits at the fusion of art and technology. Using just a palette of code, 
he develops life-like digital simulations of moments in time - often dramatic or catastrophic in nature from which he 
fabricates 3D-printed sculptures and light installations. Born in 1970 in Tel Aviv, Israel, attended Jerusalem’s prestigious 
Bezalel Academy of Art and Design. Eyal has been working on the development of 3D technologies for nearly twenty 
years. Harnessing these expertise, Eyal’s artworks are always characterized by the use of cutting-edge technologies to 
explore and examine issues surrounding innovation, ecology and global issues.
In 2016, his sculptures were exhibited as part of a Turner retrospective at the Rijksmuseum Twenthe alongside Gerhard 
Richter and JMW Turner. In 2017 Gever was commissioned by ZKM Museum of Contemporary Art to create large scale light 
installation for Karlsruhe Palace, and in 2018 Eyal collaborated with NASA and Made In Space Inc. to create #Laugh, the 
first art sculpture ever to be produced in space.



Goldberg 
Marc

CEO
Maslow Capital Partners

Marc Goldberg is the founding partner of Maslow Capital Partners a global growth merchant bank focus on the information industry.

Prior to founding Maslow, Marc was a founding member of the Reuters Greenhouse Fund and Occam Capital. He sold Occam Capital 
to Bryan Garnier & Co. to launch BGPI. Marc brings more than 20 years of investment experience in TMT Europe/USA with more 
than 50 transactions as principal and 50 transactions as advisor, as well as 15 years of IT operation background in Europe/USA as 
the former Chief Architect of Reuters 

Marc is the executive producer and co-host of Kinnernet Europe an un-conference that brings every year 200 innovators to foster a 
global conversation on desirable futures. He completed a BS/MS Paris VI University, Post Graduate Stanford, IHEDN session 61. He 
is an avid explorer and long distance runner.



Globerman 
Dror

Journalist
TV Personality

Dror Globerman is a Journalist, TV Personality, public speaker and a musician. 
He hosts the TV documentary series "Anashim" at Keshet Broadcast.
He is also senior technology journalist, and the  founder and Editor-in-Chief at NEXTER.co.il, the leading tech 
media website in Israel.



Hadar
Leora

Director of Europe Department 2
Foreign Trade Administration

Leora Hadar is the Director of the Europe Department and the smart mobility sector at the Ministry of Economy and Industry. 
She joined the Ministry of Economy and Industry in 1997 after graduating from a course for economic representatives. She has 
worked most of her career in the Foreign Trade Administration (FTA) within the ministry. The FTA is the main body in Israel 
responsible for the planning and implementing of Israel’s Foreign Trade policy and activities.

In addition, over the years, she served in a number of positions at the Ministry: 
 Three missions abroad as an economic representative - in Hungary and the Czech Republic on her first mission abroad

 (1999-2003), in Italy on her second mission (2007-2010), and in France on her third mission (2013-2017). 
 Director of the Latin America and Africa Department.
 She served as the content manager of the website of the FTA and of the unit in the ministry responsible for industrial   

 cooperation with multinational companies.

Leora Hadar holds a BA in psychology and business administration and an MBA in finance and organizational
behavior both from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.



Haft
Steven

Head of Global Partnerships
Consensys

HEAD OF GLOBAL PARTNERSHIPS at Consensys, largest blockchain software developer in the world. Until 2017, oversaw innovation 
as SVP at $3B TIME Inc, earlier CSO strategy at AOL’s $1.2B Ad Sales. Multiple Academy Award nominee, producer of films and tv 
including DEAD POETS SOCIETY, EMMA, PIRATES OF SILICON VALLEY & MADtv. Steven Haft is a Fellow at HBS Prof Clay Cristensen's 
Disruptor Foundation and a Trustee (Emeriitus) at The Sundance Institute.



Harris
Aaron

CTO
Sage 

Aaron Harris has more than 20 years of high-tech engineering experience in business applications and software development 
strategies. From Sage Intacct's earliest days, Aaron has led the company's product vision and technology direction. A pioneer in 
cloud computing, Aaron helped Intacct build the world's first cloud architecture delivering on-demand financial applications. He 
regularly contributes to the development of best practices for cloud computing, service oriented architecture, platform as a service, 
and accounting and finance technology standards.

Prior to launching Intacct, Aaron was a member of Arthur Andersen's Developers' Coordination Council, where he evangelized 
emerging development technologies, established best practices, and built infrastructure software development tools, focusing on 
remote data access and web services technologies.

Aaron holds a Master's degree in information systems and a Bachelor of Science in accounting from Brigham Young University.



Hasar
Yariv

Division President
Amdocs Development, Amdocs 

Yariv is a seasoned leader and experienced executive in technology and development with a profound record in the 
software and communications industry. 
In the last couple of years, as a General Manager at Amdocs, Yariv is focused on portfolio management, technological 
excellence and innovation, while building the DevOps methodologies through successful execution of large transformation 
projects. 
Yariv has a strong engineering professional background (B.Sc and M.Sc.in computer science) along with an MBA from 
Kellogg (Northwestern University).
In his spare time Yariv continues to practice some software development, reads fiction, managerial, philosophy and science 
books and articles and enjoys rock music.



Horev
Amos

Former President of Technion University & 
Chairman of Rafael

Amos Horev, born in Jerusalem in 1924, is a nuclear scientist and military expert. He became the first Israeli-born 
president of the Haifa-based Technion, Israel's world-renowned Institute for Technology in 1973, serving in the position 
until 1982.

From 1995 to 2001, Horev served as chairman of the board of directors of Rafael Advanced Defense Systems, the 
armament development authority for Israel's Defense Ministry.

He also served as director of numerous other companies, corporations and government-linked organizations, including 
Elscint, Bank Leumi Investment Company and Dan Hotels Corporation.



Huldai
Ron

Mayor
Tel Aviv-Yafo

In 1998, Ron Huldai was elected the ninth Mayor of Tel Aviv-Yafo, the first Modern Hebrew city, founded in 1909.  He was reelected for 
his third consecutive five-year term in 2008. 
Huldai’s vision for Tel Aviv-Yafo is to further solidify the city as the epicenter of pluralism and liberalism, higher education, commerce, 
scientific achievement, quality of life and the focal point of Israeli art and culture. 
The accomplishments of Huldai’s administration have had a demonstrable impact on the city; most significantly, Mayor Huldai has 
eliminated the municipal deficit and has streamlined the city's workforce. In light of this economic turn-around, Standard and Poor’s 
has affirmed the city the coveted AAA rating. 
Mayor Huldai works tirelessly to create a balance between the national draw to the city’s cultural attractions and improving local 
residents’ quality of life. While making it a priority to upgrade facilities, much emphasis is being placed on returning the public sphere 
to the residents. 
Huldai has increased allocation of budgetary funds to improve living conditions and infrastructure in the lower-income areas of the 
south. Another top priority for the Mayor has been improving infrastructure, living conditions and the social fabric of Yafo (Jaffa).  
Ron Huldai was born in 1944 and raised in Kibbutz Hulda. He joined the Israeli Air Force in 1963 and served as a combat pilot for 26 
years, including during the Six Day and Yom Kippur Wars. He served as commander of two of Israel’s largest air force bases and retired 
from the Israeli Air Force with the rank of Brigadier General.
After his military service, Huldai had the opportunity to pursue his life-long dream. Following in the footsteps of his parents, who were 
educators, he became principal of the renowned Gymnasia Herzlyia, among Israel’s most prestigious high schools. During his tenure 
he transformed a much-deteriorated institution into a pedagogical showcase of educational and organizational excellence.
Huldai is a distinguished graduate of the United States Air Force’s American Air War College ('81) and  holds a Bachelor of General 
Studies from Auburn University of Montgomery ('81). 
Mayor Ron Huldai is married to Yael, and they have three children and seven grandchildren. He enjoys cycling along the city’s 
beachfront, is an avid reader, an amateur musician and frequent sampler of the city's cultural offerings.



Idan
Irit

E.V.P R&D
Rafael

Irit Idan is Executive Vice President for Research and Development at Rafael Advanced Defense Systems Ltd., Israel’s third largest 
defense company.
Rafael is world-renowned for pioneering breakthrough defense systems, such as Iron Dome and Trophy. 

Dr. Idan received her PhD in astrophysics from the Faculty of Physics at Technion in 1994. She serves on the board of directors of 
several companies both in Israel and abroad, and is a member of the Technion Council and International Board of Governors.



Jenner
Petra

Senior Vice President SalesForce EMEA
Commercial Business Unit, SalesForce

Petra joined salesforce in 2016 and is currently responsible for the Commercial Business Unit at salesforce.
Before that Petra has lead the Commercial DACH business as well as the European Innovation and Transformation Services team 
where she has extended the reach of our high end advisory and built a talented and diverse team across EMEA.
Petra is a business and technology executive with a +20- year record of excellence with a varied international experience in full 
P&L responsibility, sales and marketing, digital transformation, multi-channel management and marketing.
Prior to joining Salesforce, Petra was 7 years General Manager at Microsoft in Switzerland and in Austria where she has managed 
a large end to end business while transforming it to the cloud.
Petra is a confident strategist and channel builder with substantial Go To Market experience, who has launched successful technology 
products and services across Europe.
Petra is passionate about growing businesses, networking and the development of future talents.
Petra is married and loves traveling around the globe, cycling and yoga.



Kadec
Dan

eCommerce Team Lead
Unilever

Dan Kadec is part of Unilever's eCommerce & Innovation team based in San Francisco, leading Unilever's presence with the top 
retailers in US, such as Walmart.com, Jet.com, and Boxed.com helping them improve their online and eCommerce footprint.
In his role, Dan identifies eCommerce technologies that provide solutions across big data, advanced analytics, manufacturing, 
supply chain, Sales, and marketing.
Dan launched his career at Unilever Israel were he held multiple roles as a graduate of the Unilever global future leaders program 
spanning from marketing, sales, supply chain, and eCommerce roles were he build and lunched the eCommerce division of Unilever 
Israel
Dan is passionate about the eCommerce world and spends a large portion of his time on finding solutions for transforming 
traditional businesses needs to become successful in the digital world.
Dan holds a bachelor in Finance and psychology from the IDC Herzliya.



Kanayama 
Miki

Global Account Producer
Dentsu

Started my carrier at Dentsu in 2014.
Digital Marketing & Advertising consultant
Global Account producer.
In charge of Sourcing Israeli Market.
Producer in acceleration program of start-ups



Kandel 
Eugene

CEO
Start Up Nation Central

Professor Eugene Kandel is the CEO of Start-Up Nation Central, a non-profit dedicated to strengthening Israel’s innovation ecosystem 
and connecting world business, government, and NGO leaders to the people and technologies in Israel that can help them solve 
their most pressing problems. 
Between 2009 and 2015 Professor Kandel served as the Head of the National Economic Council and as the Economic Adviser to 
the Prime Minister, and played a central role in all the major decisions on economic policy. 
Kandel is the Emil Spyer Professor of Economics and Finance at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. He holds a BA and an MA from 
the Hebrew University, and an MBA and a Ph.D. in Economics from the Graduate School of Business at the University of Chicago. 
Professor Kandel’s primary area of expertise is Financial Markets and Financial Intermediaries, and his research has been published 
in various world-leading Finance and Economics journals. His research was instrumental in the 1997 redesign of the Nasdaq 
trading rules.



Kane
Sean

Co-Founder
f6s

Sean helps startups grow. He's CEO of F6S - the fast-growing 3 million member strong global network that delivers billions from 
corporates, programs and governments to startups. He has led growth at companies like Bebo (acquired by AOL), Intercasting 
(acquired by Good Technology), mp3.com (IPO'd and acquired by Vivendi). He has also completed coursework at the Harvard Kennedy 
School, Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Meiji Gakuin Daigaku (Japan) and ITAM (Mexico).



Kaniel
Oren

Co-Founder & CEO
AppsFlyer 

Oren Kaniel, CEO and co-founder, bought his first iPhone in 2010, while app developers were rushing to find the next best app, 
it became very clear to Oren that app marketers had a serious problem: mobile marketers could see a correlation between their 
marketing investments and mobile app performance, but they couldn’t demonstrate a direct link between their marketing activity 
and business growth; nor could they determine which specific activities were responsible for their success. And it’s here, in 2011 
that Oren together with Resef Mann founded AppsFlyer to solve one of the major problems in the mobile apps market – campaign 
measurement and user attribution. Before founding AppsFlyer, he worked at Emerald Stage2 Ventures and held management and 
engineering positions at Veraz, Avaya and Intel. Oren holds a BA in Computer Science, Cum Laude, from the Technion, and an MBA 
from IDC, as part of an exchange with the Wharton Business School.



Keren
Amit

Business Development
Deutsche Telekom

Amit joined DT Partnership team in early 2014 and brings over 20 years of experience as an international marketing, sales, 
business development, and operations executive.
He started his career in 1995 at a data communications pioneer, which was acquired by Siemens.
From there he moved to marketing and sales roles where he led and won multimillion dollar deals. Aside from executive 
experience, Amit made a couple of attempts to found startups and is an active angel investor and startup mentor. He holds 
a bachelor’s degree in Computer Science and an MBA.



Kerner
Lou

Partner
CryptoOracle

Lou Kerner is a Founding Partner of CryptoOracle, a Crypto VC and Advisory firm focused exclusively on investing and advising 
entities leveraging, blockchain, cryptocurrency, smart contracts and decentralization. CryptoOracle also started CryptoMondays, the 
largest crypto Meetup in the world with chapters in over 50 cities.  Lou has been a Crypto enthusiast, investor, public speaker and 
thought leader since 2013, when the Wall Street Journal called Lou “Wall Sreet’s Bitcoin Expert”. Lou regularly hosts conference 
calls and Meetups with Crypto industry innovators attended by hundreds of Crypto enthusiasts and investors from around the 
world.  Lou is ranked among the Top 10 most influential Crypto bloggers on Medium, regularly keynotes major Crypto industry 
events, and often appears on TV or in print talking about Crypto.   

Prior to CryptoOracle, Lou was a Partner at the decentralized VC, Flight, where he managed The Israel Founders Syndicate.  Prior to 
Flight, Lou was the Managing Partner of The Social Internet Fund (SIF), which invested in shares of rapidly growing tech companies. 
Prior to SIF, Lou was an angel investor, best known for investing in Facebook and writing the first Wall Street style research report 
on the company in 2010. Before angel investing, Lou ran two digital companies, Bolt (the largest social network before MySpace), 
and .tv, which commercialized the top-level domain (.tv) licensed from
the tiny island nation of Tuvalu.  .tv was acquired by Verisign. Prior to .tv, Lou had a distinguished career as an
equity analyst following media and tech companies for Goldman Sachs and Merrill Lynch. 

Lou has a B.A. from U.C.L.A. and an MBA from The Stanford Graduate School of Business.  



Kissos Hertzog 
Michal

CEO
Pepper

Michal Kissos Hertzog leads Pepper, Israel's first mobile-only challenger bank that was launched in mid-2017. Pepper, part of the 
Leumi Group, represents a revolution in how millennials think about and manage their money in a digital world. It is based on a AI 
technology that helps customers better manage their finances and make the most of their money. 
Michal has over 12 years of experience in digital banking, strategy and corporate development within the Leumi Group. In her 
previous role, Michal served as Head of Innovation and Digital at Leumi. She was responsible for leading and implementing digital 
innovation across all business lines of the Group, alongside managing 'Leumi Digital' – the bank's digital banking channels. Michal 
also served as Head of Corporate Development at Leumi's Retail Banking Division and held several managerial positions at 'Leumi 
Card', Leumi’s credit card company.
Prior to joining Leumi, Michal spent several years as an attorney at GKH law offices, one of Israel’s leading law firms, specializing 
in corporate and commercial law, securities and M&A transactions.Michal holds a B.A. in Economics and an LL.B. from Tel Aviv 
University, and an MBA from IDC Herzliya (Wharton Executive Program).



Kletzkine 
Jeremie

Vice President of Business Development
Startup Nation - Israel

Jeremie Kletzkine, VP of Business Development at Start-Up Nation Central. Jeremie is an entrepreneur and executive with 
technological expertise. He previously served as the Director of Worldwide Business Development at PrimeSense (acquired by 
Apple). Over the course of the last decade, Jeremie founded 2 startups, has mentored, and advised several VCs, accelerators and sits 
on the boards of various technology companies.



Koren
Ruthi

Co-President & CEO
OSCAR4B

Formerly CEO of Globes Yizum for seven years, possesses twenty five years of experience in the management, organization and 
planning of international and local business conferences.
Established Oscar4B, a company specializing in creating content events in partnership with Orly Shani at the beginning of 1996.
Since the founding of Oscar4b the company has produced and managed numerous events in Israel and around the world enhancing 
and assisting the innovation ecosystem. Events in China, Russia, Japan, USA, UK, and more. Our flag event, DLD Tel Aviv Innovation 
Festival (a week-long event) which we consider the highlight of our work, following a year long process of putting together 
startup companies and entrepreneurs with investors, multinational companies, Fortune 500 companies, academia, government, 
VC’s, opinion leaders and angels. The event includes over 100 co-events, conferences and cultural and social events by industry
leaders and key players. 



Korol
Lucas

Head of Product Development
Code & Pepper

Lucas has spent last 13 years of his career leading product development processes in different sectors. For the last few years 
he has been playing a role of Head of Product Development in Code & Pepper - Fintech-focus software house that is helping
start-ups and scale-ups to build their software products. User Experience and Product Design are his most favourite fields of work 
when building new product.



Kostyal
Adam

Head of Listings Europe
NASDAQ 

Adam Kostyál is the Senior Vice President - Head of European Listings for Nasdaq.

Besides the Nordic Exchanges, Nasdaq has approximately 200 companies from EMEA that are either primarily 
listed or dual listed on Nasdaq

Adam has been with Nasdaq for the past 10 years. Prior to his current role he head overall responsibility for 
Nasdaq Market Technology for the European, Central and Eastern European regions. Prior to Nasdaq, Adam 
held various positions with Enron, Cell Network and Bloomberg.

He holds a BSc in Economics and Marketing from Vrije Universiteit de Bruxelles and speaks four languages 
including English, Swedish, Italian and French. He is also the father of five.



Kraft
Daniel Faculty Chair for Medicine,

Singularity University - Founder & Chair
Exponential Medicine

Daniel Kraft is a Stanford and Harvard trained physician-scientist, inventor, entrepreneur, and innovator. 
With over 25 years of experience in clinical practice, biomedical research and healthcare innovation, Kraft has chaired the Medicine 
for Singularity University  since its inception in 2008, and founded and is Executive Director of Exponential Medicine. 
Board Certified in both Internal Medicine & Pediatrics.
Daniel's academic research has focused on: stem cell biology and regenerative medicine, stem cell derived immunotherapies for 
cancer, bioengineering human T-cell differentiation, and humanized animal models. 
Daniel recently founded IntelliMedicine, focused on personalized, data driven, precision medicine. He is also the inventor of the 
MarrowMiner, an FDA approved device 
Daniel is an avid pilot and has served in the Massachusetts and California Air National Guard as an officer and flight surgeon with 
F-15 & F-16 fighter Squadrons. 
He has conducted research on aerospace medicine that was published with NASA, with whom he was a finalist for astronaut 
selection.



Kraut
Julia

Director
Global Cybertech Events

Julia Kraut is Partner and Director of Global Events at Cybertech, one of the largest cybersecurity networking and events platforms 
around the globe. Under her management, Cybertech has grown from one annual event in Tel Aviv, to a global network of events in 
such places as Singapore, Tokyo, Los Angeles, Toronto, Rome, Indiana, Panama and more. Cybertech global events attract thousands 
of attendees from across a wide range of sectors, and has positioned itself as the global meeting place and dialogue center for 
anything cyber, innovation and technology. In 2018, Julia opened the U.S. subsidiary of Cybertech, Cybertech USA, and
manages all new operations for the U.S. market.

Julia resides in New York City, and has a MA from the Johns Hopkins University in Public Policy & Security Studies, and a BA from the 
IDC Herzliya in International Relations and Middle Eastern Affairs. In her spare time, she likes hiking and watching ‘Seinfeld’ reruns.



Kreindler
Jack

Medical Director
Centre For Health and Human Performance Ltd

Dr. Jack Kreindler is a physician, physiologist and serial technology entrepreneur. Since 1997, alongside his career as a doctor in 
emergency and high altitude medicine, Jack has worked with, founded and incubated numerous pioneering ventures in information 
technology, biosensors and machine intelligence. His projects include Douglas Adams’ H2G2.com (acquired by the BBC), Vielife 
(acquired by CIGNA) and Sentrian Remote Patient Intelligence. In 2007 Jack founded The Centre for Health and Human Performance 
in London, applying elite sport science to help not just our greatest athletes but also the most unlikely taking on extreme pursuits 
and the sickest patients facing their greatest challenges. Jack and his ‘Weird and Wonderful’ team of thought leaders dedicate much 
of their time to public engagement promoting transformative innovation in healthcare and the life sciences for organisations 
including Founders Forum, Singularity University, TEDx London, The Science Museum and WIRED. Jack lectures globally on the 
future of medicine and is frequent television presenter for CNBC, Sky Sport, BT Sport and the BBC.



Krieger 
Naomi

Head of Societal Challenges Division
Israel Innovation Authority

Naomi Krieger Carmy is Head of the Societal Challenges Division at the Israel Innovation Authority. The division addresses the 
challenge of developing and attracting high-skilled human capital for Israel's knowledge-based industry with a variety of programs, 
and also funds and promotes technological innovation addressing societal challenges such education, welfare and the effectiveness 
of the public sector. 
Naomi was the founding Director of the UK Israel Tech Hub, an award-winning initiative by the British government to connect 
the two countries in innovation and technology, which has since been replicated globally. Previously, she was General Manager 
of STRIVE Israel – a national program helping the unemployed develop meaningful careers. She began her career in the private 
sector as an investment banker at Lehman Brothers, where she worked on mergers and acquisitions, IPOs and valuations for leading 
technology companies.
Naomi holds a Masters in Public Policy from the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University and was a fellow at Cambridge 
University's Centre of Science and Policy.



Levanon
Ariel

Vice President Cyber Security
Mellanox

Ariel Levanon is an expert on cyber security and managing complex intelligence projects. Mr. Levanon currently is Mellanox VP 
Cyber Security, responsible for defining Mellanox Cyber security architecture, roadmap and solutions for Cloud Security. His areas of 
expertise include cyber threat intelligence as well as cyber security networks analysis. He specializes in Cyber security for complex 
systems and networks, including Hardware and Software technologies.

Mr. Levanon brings with him 20 years of working experience in Cyber & Intelligence positions . Ariel served as a Major in the IDF’s 
intelligence unit for 17 years, where he led a number of Cyber & Intelligence Groups dealing with highly complex technological 
projects that received Special awards for Excellence.
Mr. Levanon holds a B.S.C in Electrical and Software engineering and an M.B.A from Tel Aviv University, specializing in Technological 
Management & Entrepreneurship, Cyber-Security and Marketing Management



Levy
Maurice

Chairman
Publicis Group

Maurice Lévy is Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Publicis Groupe, the leader in business, marketing and communications 
transformation. 
He joined Publicis in 1971 as IT Director, and was appointed CEO of Publicis Conseil, the Groupe's flagship agency, in 1981. He was 
named CEO of Publicis Groupe in 1987, a role that he fulfilled for 30 years until being named Chairman of the Supervisory Board 
as of June 1, 2017. He was responsible for transforming Publicis from a great, French creative agency into a global leader, covering 
all segments of the advertising industry. With spectacular acquisitions such as Saatchi & Saatchi, Bcom3 (Leo Burnett, Starcom, 
Mediavest) Zenith or in the digital space with Digitas, Performics, Razorfish, Rosetta and Sapient, today Publicis represents more 
than 80,000 talents, $10 billion in revenue and is present in more than 104 countries.
In 2016, to celebrate Publicis Groupe’s 90th anniversary, Maurice Lévy was determined to look to the future rather than the past, 
keeping in line with Publicis’ pioneering spirit. The result was two initiatives – Publicis90, through which Publicis Groupe invested in 
90 promising startups and Viva Technology Paris, a global event dedicated to the collaboration between large companies and startups.
Widely recognized as a leading figure in the communications industry, Mr. Lévy also co-founded the French Brain Institute (ICM) 
in 2005, and serves as the Chairman of the board for several entities, including the International Board of Governors for the Peres 
Center for Peace. In 2015, he was appointed Chairman of the Pasteur-Weizmann Institute. Mr. Lévy has been honored with numerous 
distinctions and accolades for his contributions to media, business leadership, tolerance and peace. Mr. Lévy holds the
distinctions of Commandeur of the French Légion d’Honneur and Grand Officier of the Ordre National du Mérite.
In recognition of his 30-year involvement and achievements in advertising as well as exceptional philanthropic
work within and beyond the communication industry, Maurice Lévy has been inducted into the 70th AAF
Advertising Hall of Fame at a gala event in New York on April 30, 2019.



Mann
Reshef

CTO & Co-Founder
AppsFlyer

As the CTO and co-founder, Reshef Mann leads a strong, growing R&D team at AppsFlyer. Reshef and his best friend (and co-founder) 
Oren Kaniel, put their engineering background to work , and spoke to app marketers to better learn their pain points and saw the 
need for a mobile attribution and marketing analytics platform to provide more transparency across the marketing industry.
After  seeing an opportunity to create mission critical software to serve and capitalize on the rapidly developing mobile ecosystem 
while creating a software devoid of conflict of interest, AppsFlyer was born.
Before starting AppsFlyer, Reshef has worked on various web technologies and distributed systems in Intel, SAP and startup 
companies like Jajah (acquired by Telefonica) and Xsights. Reshef holds a BSc in Information Systems from the Technion. Web 
technologies lover with appreciation to excellent UX and aesthetics



Michaeli
Michal

Director of International Economic Development
Tel Aviv Global & Tourism

Tel Aviv Global is a municipal company managed directly under the Office of the Mayor of Tel Aviv-Yafo. Its primary efforts are 
directed toward making the city more accessible to the world and facilitating its quantum leap in the global arena, achieved in 
cooperation with municipal, national and, private partners.
The International economic development department is focusing on fostering the city as a global center of innovation - The world’s 
Beta Site: A municipal-national effort to attract int’l entrepreneurs, investors and startups, through creating value, eliminating 
barriers and creating a set of incentives. By doing so - allowing Tel Aviv to develop from the center of the “Startup Nation” to a 
world-leading innovation hub.
Before joining Tel Aviv Global, michal was the Founder & Managing Partner at Eva Ventures – An angel group investing in gender 
diverted exceptional Israeli start-ups.
Michal has extensive experience in working with leading companies ranging from cutting edge startups to retail and consumers 
market leaders. Her expertise is on helping startups define their vision, mission and initial strategy. Before ‘jumping’ to the 
entrepreneurial and start-up scene, Michal managed Pelephone’s roaming division, increasing the service technologically and 
profitability. 
She is a mentor at the 8200 Impact accelerator program and DRIVE - the Technion accelerator and volunteer as a mentor for young 
entrepreneurs in the Unistream program. Michal was also a member of the Ministry of Economic task force on ‘Women in tech’ and 
a speaker in international forums and events. 
Ms. Michaeli holds a Master of Business Administration from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, and a Bachelor’s degree in Arts 
(Management and Behavior Science) from The College of Management Academic Studies.



Mikityuk 
Alexandra

Head of Blockchain Technology
Deutsche Telekom Innovation Labs

Alexandra Mikityuk is a 10 year veteran of the telecommunication industry, having held various positions at Deutsche Telekom in 
Berlin. Dr. Mikityuk received her Diploma in Telecommunication Engineering from the University of Applied Sciences HTW Berlin. In 
2010, she concentrated her research and work on secure media distribution and processing topics. In 2013, she joined the Security 
in Telecommunication research group at TU Berlin, where she received her doctorate (PhD) in embedded security for remote 
processing. 
In 2017, Dr. Mikityuk turned her attention towards distributed ledger technology and is currently the Co-Founder and Head of 
Blockchain Technology for The Blockchain Group, a unit of Deutsche Telekom Innovation Labs (T-Labs).



Miretzky
Nir

CEO
GameIS

Nir Miretzky is a video producer & engagement designer. He is the Co-founder of TheGamers.TV, which can be descriped as a 
production studio, specializing in game and technology videos. Furthermore Nir is the co-founder of TheGamers.BIZ, that offers 
consultation & solutions for Engagement Design. Mr. Miretzky is also the CEO of GameIS, The Israeli Game Industry Organization.



Morel 
Thomas

R&D Director Custom Solutions Director
JCDecaux, DGRPO

In charge of prospective and emerging technology, to help develop the business
Focusing on digital signage, interactivity, new mobility, smart city, AR/VR, retail
Attending CES Las Vegas, NRF, ISE, MWC, SXSW, Display Week, CES Asia, Movin’On, DLD Tel Aviv, Tax Free TFWA, LA CoMotion, SLUSH,…



Morgan
Howard

Chairman
B. Capital Group

Chairman B Capital Group
President Arca Group Inc.
CoFounder and Special Advisor First Round Capital

Howard Lee Morgan is Chairman of B Capital Group and Co-Founder and Special Advisor to First Round Capital, a Director of Idealab, 
the Pasadena , CA based creator and operator of internet companies, where he was a founding investor in 1996. He holds a B.S. in 
Physics from CCNY, a Ph.D. in Operations Research from Cornell University, and an M.S.(hc) from the University of Pennsylvania. He 
has held faculty positions at Cornell, CalTech, Penn and the Harvard Business School.
His research on user interface technology and on optimization of computer networks led to his bringing the ARPAnet to Philadelphia 
in 1974. From 1982 to 1989, he served as President of Renaissance Technologies Corp. in New York. He is currently helping to 
nurture a number of startups in both early stage venture and quantitative investing including MyndYou and Augury Systems.



Muirhead 
Richard

Founding Managing Partner
Fabric VC

Fabric is a VC fund adapting the early, technical, and patient approach of venture capital to investing in Web 3.0 and decentralised 
data networks.  Backed by OpenOcean (a leading European fund focusing on “delicious” and data-intensive software at Series A) 
and Firestartr (a seed stage investment platform), Fabric invested in projects including Polkadot, Ocean Protocol, Orchid, Blockstack, 
zeppelin_os, and Keep. Combining a pedigree in open source, developer-oriented tools, and early stage venture investing with 
blockchain focus since 2013, investments Richard has made personally and/or led via a fund include Pantera Venture Fund, Bitstamp, 
Bitrise, Tray.io and Citymapper. Richard was previously a 3x software entrepreneur, building/ scaling Automic (CA), Tideway (BMC), 
and Orchestream (Oracle) - reaching a cumulative market cap of $2.2bn.



Munafo
Ariel

CBO and Senior Cloud Advisor
CloudEdge

Ariel is a Cloud Computing Evangelist and a Senior Cloud Advisor to CTOs and CIO with deep technical knowledge and practical 
experience in the area of cloud computing. 
He is also leader of the largest cloud computing community in Israel and Mange the Israeli Government forum of knowledge, 
working under government ICT authority.
With over 20 years experience as a professional in a wide variety of roles in many Startups and enterprises, working as a Developer, 
BI expert, DBA and Cloud Computing Solution Architect, Ariel has an broad view of current and future IT challenges.



Narayan
Ravi

CEO
T-Hub - India

Ravi is the Chief Executive Officer at T-Hub, which enables and empowers an ecosystem hungry for innovation. Based out of 
Hyderabad, India, T-Hub leads India’s pioneering innovation ecosystem that powers next-generation products and new business 
models. It currently houses India's largest tech incubator and leads programs with large corporations like Boeing, Facebook, and 
United Technologies along with several international institutions. In a career spanning over two decades, Ravi has been a product 
engineer, entrepreneur, investor, mentor, and leader. He has co-founded three companies that he led from their inception to their 
successful acquisitions. As the global director of Microsoft for Startups, Ravi has helped establish Accelerators and Co-sell Programs 
across the world. He also worked with the portfolio of Temasek funds in Singapore to help them with digital transformation by 
collaborating with global startups. Mentor Partners, a venture capital fund that he co-founded, invests in product startups from India 
building for the global market. With a marked focus on creating world class products out of India, Ravi has been actively involved in 
India's startup ecosystem. By helping create startup density in the product space of Bangalore, Ravi is a key player in its evolution 
beyond being a hub for services. Besides advising government of Karnataka, Ravi has also advised with other national governments 
such as Singapore and Malaysia. During his time in Bangalore, he chaired TiE Entrepreneurial Summit (TES), NASSCOM Product 
Conclave and PAN IIT Conclave. An engineer from IIT Madras, Ravi also holds an MS, and an MBA from the University of Southern 
California. Having seen every facet of an entrepreneurial journey, Ravi now spends his spare time amalgamating
age-old wisdom from the scriptures and classics with his experiences so one can lead a balanced, and fulfilling
entrepreneur's life.



Noss
Elliot

CEO
Tucows  

Under Elliot, Tucows challenged how software was distributed in the 1990s and how domain names were offered and managed in 
the 2000s and is challenging how mobile phone service and fixed Internet are provided today.
For nearly twenty years, Elliot has loved and championed the Internet as the greatest agent of positive change the world has ever 
seen. Through his role at Tucows, his involvement in ICANN and his personal efforts, he has lobbied, agitated and educated to 
promote this vision and protect an Open Internet around the world.



Novik
Gilad

Partner
Lakestar  

Gilad brings more than 20 years of experience in investing, product management and technology innovation. With significant 
European, US and Asian experience, Gilad has a world class reputation in the technology, telecommunication and internet worlds, 
with special access to global networks in academia and research institutes.
Before Lakestar, Gilad acted as CTO at Horizons Ventures. For six years, he successfully identified and engaged with all of Horizon’s 
investment activities, winning some of the key tech deals in recent years in the US and Europe.
Notable investment exits include Waze, Onavo, Summly, DeepMind, Misfit and Hola. Earlier, Gilad worked with the Hutchison Group 
for 10 years on senior strategy, innovation and research roles in Tel Aviv, London, Berlin and San Francisco.
Gilad holds degrees in Telecommunications Engineering and an MBA. He is a member of the Technion University Board of Governors 
and was ranked among the “Top 100 influencers in Israeli Hi-Tech” in 2015.



Novgorodskaya
Alena

CEO & Founder
Global Israeli Initiative - Ukraine

Since 2012, she has been working in the field of startups, B2B sales and venture business, engaged in the development of 
acceleration programs for startups and project management of large conferences.
- For four years she managed projects in the American-Ukrainian business accelerator Happy Farm.
 In addition, Alena was engaged in the organization of acceleration programs and business tours for technology startups and 
 venture investors in Ukraine, Kazakhstan, USA and Israel.
- She was the Chief Project Manager of international technological conferences Startup AddVenture / Europe Venture Summit 
 (Ukraine, 2013), Ukraine Tech Gem (USA 2014), Techconnect.tech (Kazakhstan, 2015) and co-organizer of Ukrainian Israeli 
 Innovation Expo (Israel, 2018).
- In 2016, she moved to Israel, where she worked for 1.5 year as Business Development Director of the American-Israeli 
 technology startup Nexense Technologies.
- Today,  Alyona Novgorodskaya is developing her own business platform called Global Israeli Initiative, that was created for 
 effective business cooperation between Israel and other countries. At the same time she is engaged in consulting startups at 
 an early stage, speaks at startup events in Israel.
- Global Israeli Initiative together with UNIT.City held Ukrainian Israeli Innovation Summit in Kyiv on November 20, 2018 -

an international technology conference to strengthen Ukrainian-Israeli business relations and strategic partnership at the 
level of governments, business and start-up ecosystems. The event united more than 400 TOP-managers, IT entrepreneurs, 
grocery and outsourcing IT companies, startups, venture investors and etc. from Israel and Ukraine



Nunley
Jake

Senior Researcher
The Business of Cities

Jake Nunley is a senior researcher at The Business of Cities, an urban intelligence enterprise based at University College London 
that works in more than 50 cities worldwide each year. 
He has led comparative city benchmarking for more than 20 cities including Sydney and Milan and has participated in city strategy 
and brand identity building processes for cities such as Glasgow, Oslo, Warsaw, Philadelphia and Amsterdam. 
Having studied at the University of Cambridge and Harvard University, Jake has co-authored more than 20 reports on how cities 
and regions use data to manage their future. 
He also advises cities on how to leverage city benchmarks for global branding and influence and is currently leading a major 
analytics programme on the world's 100 top innovation districts.



Olmert
Shaul

Co-Founder & CEO
Playbuzz

Shaul Olmert is co-founder and CEO of Playbuzz, the leading global user engagement platform.

A native of Israel, Shaul spent most of his professional career in the United States where he held several senior executive positions 
in digital media ventures, with an emphasis on games and entertainment content products.

Prior to starting Playbuzz, he was vice president of digital products at MTV Networks, responsible for the network’s online gaming 
content. He also spent time as president of SundaySky, a video marketing company, and was chief marketing officer of the online 
and mobile marketing company Conduit.

Shaul is a director and advisor to many digital media ventures. He holds a master’s degree in interactive telecommunications from 
New York University.



Oron
Yifat

CEO
LeumiTech 

Yifat Oron is the CEO of LeumiTech, Leumi Group's high tech subsidiary. In her role, Yifat is responsible to leverage Leumi Group's 
capabilities and offerings to cater to high technology companies financing needs.
Yifat combines close to twenty years experience working with Technology companies, through her experience at Venture Capital, 
banking, and consulting.
Yifat spent most of her career as a Partner at Vertex Venture Capital (Israeli based Venture fund with AUS of over $650m), where 
she invested and served as a board member on the boards of early stage technology companies, in the Semiconductors, Enterprise 
IT and Cleantech sectors.



Palmor
Emi

Director General
Israeli Ministry of Justice

Previously, Ms. Palmor served as the Director of the Department of Pardons in the Ministry of Justice. In addition, Ms. Palmor was a 
Member of the Negotiation Team for the Release of POW Gilad Shalit, and has been appointed to coordinate and carry out political 
gestures for prisoner release to the Palestinian Authority. Ms. Palmor has also served as a prosecutor in the criminal section of the 
Office of the State Attorney, and as a lawyer in the civil law field.

As part of her position, Ms. Palmor was appointed in 2016 by the Prime Minister of Israel as the head of the Inter-ministerial 
Committee for the Eradication of Racism against Israeli Citizens of Ethiopian Origin. In 2017, Ms. Palmor was appointed as head of 
a Governmental Committee for Reducing Consumption of Prostitution Services, and she is currently the head of the Governmental 
Team for Coping with the Consequences of Polygamy.

Ms. Palmor graduated LL.B from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and the JDC Institute for Leadership and Governance Social 
Policy & Administration Program.



Parakatil 
Slagin

Global Product Manager for Quality of Living, 
Personal Tax & Employee Mobility Guides, 
Mercer

EMPLOYMENT
Slagin is a principal in Mercer Global Mobility practice and is based in Switzerland. He is the Global Product Owner for the City 
Attractiveness, Quality of Living Products, Personal Tax Products and Employee Mobility Guides. He has over 18 years of senior 
professional experience, sourcing and managing key client relationship and developing new and innovative concepts, products 
through a wide range of expertise within global mobility.

EXPERIENCE
Project lead and senior advisor for municipalities on City Attractiveness and Living Standard Assessment for various countries 
such as – Ireland, Morocco, Poland, Singapore, South Korea, Switzerland, UAE, United Kingdom and USA. As a subject matter expert 
on Living Standard and City Attractiveness, he is often invited as a speaker in international conferences, municipality conferences, 
Mercer Expatriate Seminars and is an active spokesperson in media/press communication on City Attractiveness and Quality of 
Living. He provides recommendations, consulting and HR Mobility policies for Mercer’s key clients (companies within the top 1’000 
worldwide leading firms).

EDUCATION
Slagin holds an MA in International Relations & Human Resources Development. He is fluent in English
and French, and has knowledge of Malayalam (India).



Parker
Assaf

Head of Technologies for Digital Health 
Ministry of Health

Assaf leads digital health initiatives and driving digital health solutions for health care system challenges. 
The solutions Include challenge tenders for the Israeli startups and incentive programs for the Israeli health organizations
Assaf came to the government from the private sector with an academic and professional background in Economics, 
Management and Industrial Engineering.
 



Partovi
Shez

Director WW BizDev - HCL
Amazon 

Shez Partovi obtained his medical degree from the prestigious McGill University, in Montreal, Canada and completed his 
neuroradiology subspecialty training at Barrow Neurological Institute in Phoenix, AZ. He is a serial entrepreneur and has launched a 
number of health IT companies, one of which was a telehealth company built on AWS. After a decade of clinical practice, Dr. Partovi 
transitioned into executive roles at Dignity Health where he served as its Chief Health Information Officer and, subsequently, as 
Chief Digital Officer/SVP of Digital Transformation. As the CHIO, Dr. Partovi oversaw the deployment of Cerner across the enterprise 
in both inpatient, outpatient and oncology settings. As the CDO, Dr. Partovi was responsible for the digital experience of consumers, 
patients and providers across Dignity Health. Shez joined Amazon Web Services in 2018 as the Worldwide lead for Healthcare, 
Life Sciences and Genomics. He is currently working on over a dozen large scale initiatives across the globe and has a unique 
perspective of the opportunities to transform healthcare worldwide. Dr. Partovi combines his clinical, entrepreneurial and AWS 
experience to help the audience Think Big and imagine the Art of the Possible.



Pellissier 
Gervais

Delegate Chief Executive Officer
Group Transformation and Chairman
Orange Business Services

Gervais Pellissier, born in 1959, graduated from l’Ecole des Hautes Etudes Commerciales (HEC Paris), with a degree in International 
Management (joint diploma of HEC, Berkeley University, USA and University of Cologne, Germany) and a bachelor’s degree in law.

He joined France-Telecom Orange in October 2005 to oversee the integration of Group companies in Spain, and subsequently 
became Group Chief Financial Officer. Prior to that, he was Managing Director and Deputy CEO of the Bull Group, where he held 
various positions between 1983 and 2005.

In 2009, Gervais Pellissier was appointed Orange’s Deputy CEO in charge of Group Finance and Information Systems. In November 
2011, he became Deputy CEO in charge of Finance & United Kingdom JV. September 2014- April 2018, he was the Group’s Deputy 
CEO in charge of European operations.

Since May 2018, Gervais took over new responsibilities in the Orange Group Executive Committee as the Group’s Deputy CEO for 
Transformation, as well as Chairman of Orange Business Services.



Dr. Przystalski 
Karol

CTO
Codete 

Obtained a PhD degree in Computer Science in 2015 at the Jagiellonian University in Cracow. CTO and founder of Codete. Leading 
and mentoring teams of Codete. Working with Fortune500 companies on data science projects. Built a research lab that is working 
on machine learning methods and big data solutions in Codete. Give speeches and trainings in German and English in data science 
with a focus on applied machine learning.  Currently involved in trainings at O’Reilly.



Rahat
Itay Associate Vice President,

Consumer Marketing Products
Warner Music

Professor Eugene Kandel is the CEO of Start-Up Nation Central, a non-profit dedicated to strengthening Israel’s innovation ecosystem 
and connecting world business, government, and NGO leaders to the people and technologies in Israel that can help them solve 
their most pressing problems. 
Between 2009 and 2015 Professor Kandel served as the Head of the National Economic Council and as the Economic Adviser to 
the Prime Minister, and played a central role in all the major decisions on economic policy. 
Kandel is the Emil Spyer Professor of Economics and Finance at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. He holds a BA and an MA from 
the Hebrew University, and an MBA and a Ph.D. in Economics from the Graduate School of Business at the University of Chicago. 
Professor Kandel’s primary area of expertise is Financial Markets and Financial Intermediaries, and his research has been published 
in various world-leading Finance and Economics journals. His research was instrumental in the 1997 redesign of the Nasdaq 
trading rules.



Rennard
Marc

Chairman & CEO
Orange Digital Ventures

Marc Rennard is CEO of Orange Digital Investment, and President of Orange Digital Ventures, the CVC fund of Orange. Prior to 
leading this activity, Marc Rennard has been Managing Director of “Société des Montagnes de l’Arc”, Deputy Managing director of 
TDF, CEO of a telecommunication operator in Spain, and CEO of Orange Middle East and Africa (that grew from 16 to 110 million 
customers in 12 years). Based in Paris, Marc Rennard sits on various boards of both telcos and Fintech companies; he is also the 
Chairman of the “Digital Task Force”, a Medef International initiative dedicated to enhance the development of French companies 
in the digital sector.  He is “Chevalier de l’Ordre de la Légion d’Honneur”.



Ross
Rony

Founder & Chairperson
Panorama Software

Rony Ross, the Founder and Chairman of Panorama Software inc., a leader in Business Intelligence (BI) Software.  
One of the pioneers of Israel’s Software industry, Rony was the first Israeli entrepreneur to sell technology to Microsoft in 1996,  
and the story of her meteoric success paved the way for dozens of Israeli entrepreneurs who followed in her footsteps, developed 
innovative products and helped grow the Israeli Hi Tech industry. 
Rony is an investor in startups, mentor to young entrepreneurs, motivational speaker, director in several public companies, and well-
known figure in the Israeli business community. In parallel, she continued to grow Panorama Software, re-establishing it as a global 
company in the hot Business Intelligence and Analytics space. 
Rony holds a Masters of Computer Science from the Weizmann Institute of Science , an MBA from Tel Aviv University Business 
School and a Bachelor of Science in Mathematics from the Tel Aviv University.



Rossi 
Maurizio

Founder
H-FARM - Italy

Curiosity driven and a keen observer, to discover and understand differences of people's lifestyles and their cultures as well how 
technologies impact our day life.
Entrepreneur, co-founder of H-FARM, a large innovative platform focused on next gene education and corporate transformation. 



Saint-Malo 
Roberto

Founder & Managing Partner
Beta Angels

Roberto has focused on sourcing, executing, and managing PE and VC investments in multiple geographies, since 1995.  
In 2011 he founded BetaAngels, an investor group formed by accomplished company builders and professional investors, currently 
active in Europe, Israel and the US.  Earlier, In 2002, he co-founded Spain VC firm Adara Ventures, serving as Managing Partner 
until 2010.  BetaAngels investments include , UniSpectral (Tel Aviv), Nuubo (Madrid), Clover Food Lab (Boston), Lexington Medical 
(Boston), Fetcher (NYC); recently exited investments,  Corephotonics (Tel Aviv), DogBuddy (London).
A graduate of Dartmouth College (BA Computer Science with Summa Cum Laude honors) and Harvard University (MBA), Roberto 
started his professional career with McKinsey & Co. in Madrid.  From there he was recruited as CEO of Jumbo Comercial, a 34-site 
food retail operation.  At Jumbo, he led the company’s successful repositioning and was instrumental in its divestiture to Auchan.
A citizen of Panama and Spain, Roberto is a proud father of 3, and has been an active member of YPO since 1992.  He co-founded 
the KinnerLat UnConference Community in 2015 in partnership with Yossi Vardi, which holds an annual gathering in Latin America.



Sarma
Avinash

Managing Partner
GRIL Ventures & Habitatio 

Avi Sarma is managing partner at GRIL Ventures, a private investment vehicle with over 45 investments across three venture 
portfolios. GRIL focuses on backing high growth, high impact technology companies in areas such as education, health and mental 
wellness, food and agriculture, consumer tech, and more. Avi is on a mission to use his position as an investor to align disruptive 
technologies and great entrepreneurs to advance dignity around the world. 
Avi is an investor in / advisor to Square Roots (urban farming, founded by Kimbal Musk), Youplus (google for the video web), Beyond 
Imagination (commercializing avatars), Verseon Corp (FRA: 7VC1, removing the accuracy barrier for drug development) and others. 
Avi is a board member at GVNG (create a nonprofit in 60 seconds) and Upgraded (devices-as-a-service platform).
 Avi recently launched Habitatio, a philanthropy-technology platform with the aim of channeling billions to wildlife conservation, 
with a first project now live in North Kenya. Avi attended the Wharton School @ UPenn, graduating in 2010, and lives in Washington 
DC, USA.



Schwartz
Eytan

CEO
Tel Aviv Global

Eytan Schwartz is the CEO of Tel Aviv Global, a municipal initiative aimed at positioning Tel Aviv as a global city. In his position, 
Eytan oversee's Tel Aviv's international efforts, including the attraction of foreign business to the city; the promotion of Tel Aviv as 
an urban destination for visitors; the branding of Tel Aviv globally and the growth of its international markets. 
Before being appointed to his current position, Eytan served as Senior Advisor to Tel Aviv-Yafo's Mayor Ron Huldai for International 
Affairs, where he was in charge of managing all diplomatic and international operations of the Mayor's Cabinet. During his time 
as Senior Advisor to the Mayor, Schwartz designed and implemented a new municipal strategy to absorb the growing numbers of 
immigrants in the city, as well as designing and managing various public campaigns to position Tel Aviv abroad.
In 2013, Monocle Magazine named Schwartz among its 10-people Dream Team of municipal officials from around the world.
Schwartz has a BA summa cum laude in Anthropology from Columbia University and MA in Middle Eastern Studies from Tel Aviv 
University.
Eytan resides in Tel Aviv with his wife and three children. He speaks Hebrew, English and French.



Schwitzer
Limor

CEO
MOV.AI

Seasoned technologist entrepreneur with a passion to create startups that engage talented teams in transforming ideas into 
products and mind share. Limor heads RoboSavvy, a company that distributes & develops advanced mobile robots, 3D printers 
and parts & tools for making them. RoboSavvy projects include Fonzie the "Twerking robot", FRHANK the gamer sidekick "Fridge 
Raiders dispenser", Frankie the Segway riding humanoid and Ground Drone, the first camera-man replacement robot. Limor started 
companies in diverse areas such as Telecom Billing, Internet Security and Social Email Templating. He has been granted many 
patents and is a regular speaker at tech events. Born in the UK, lived in Italy,USA, Israel and currently in Portugal. Served 3 years in 
the Israeli Army-Intelligence, studied Physics, still enjoys coding, 3D design and animation.



Schwarzinger 
Stephan

CEO & Professor, ALNuMed GmbH
Bayreuth

Stephan Schwarzinger is professor at the Research Center for Bio-Macromolecules and manager of the North Bavarian NMR 
Centre (NBNC) at the University of Bayreuth, Bavaria. 
After finishing his studies in chemistry in Linz, Austria, he worked as postdoctoral researcher at the Scripps Research Institute in 
California in the field of protein folding. He then moved to the University of Bayreuth, where he finished his habilitation in protein 
mis-folding. There, he is now heading a research group on food quality and authenticity. 
His research focuses on quick fingerprinting of ingredient profiles of food. To derive quantitative ingredient profiles of food 
within only minutes of measurement time Prof. Schwarzinger utilizes magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy to screen dozens 
of ingredients that can be present at very different concentrations. The resulting ingredient profiles represent digital fingerprints 
of foods that not only include information on the quality of the food per se, but also information about geographic origin, species, 
production method and possible fraudulent admixtures. In particular, he has made important contributions for establishing NMR-
profiling in the honey and edible oil sector. 
Prof. Schwarzinger is a co-founder of ALNuMed GmbH, who develops and puts to the market NMR-based tests for food authenticity 
and traceability. With his team, he is pioneering the combination of different analytical methods (including NMR, LCMS,
optical methods and IRMS) for digitizing food. When linked with distributed ledger technologies such digital
food fingerprints will substantially improve the traceability of foods in global supply chains.



Seal
Daniel

Founder & CEO
Unbound

Daniel is a serial entrepreneur and the Founder & CEO of Unbound, an ecosystem builder which bridges the gap between 
entrepreneurs, corporate business and governments to fuel a digital future.  He serves as the host to Unbound’s award winning 
innovation festival series which takes place in Singapore, London, Miami, Abu Dhabi and Bahrain and collectively attract over 25,000 
delegates from around the world.  His successes with Unbound have led him to receive the award for the Best Trade Conference in 
Singapore from the Singapore Tourism Board and accept the Key to Miami-Dade County from the Mayor.   
In June 2018, Daniel sold a controlling stake of Unbound Innovations to SingEx, a wholly owned subsidiary of Temasek Holdings, 
the investment company of the Singapore Government.  As of June 2018, it is reported that Temasek has over $250 Billion of assets 
under management. Daniel is an angel investor, mentor & advisor to many startups around the world.
He is a thought leader on government’s role in innovation, how to create knowledge-based economies as well as digital 
transformation and entrepreneurship.  He is an active angel investor and advisor to many startups with a focus on SE Asia and how 
western companies can scale into Asia Pacific.
From 2010 – 2015, Daniel was one of the youngest elected officials to the London Borough of Barnet representing Garden Suburb 
Ward. While in office, he was Chairman of the Residents Forum, Vice Chairman of Resources, Assistant Cabinet Member for Policy 
& Performance, and Pension Fund Committee Member. Daniel was re-elected in 2014 with an increase percentage of the vote but 
stood down in May 2015 to concentrate on his business interests. 
Daniel was listed number 24 in '40 Under 40 Future Leaders’, which was featured in the UK & International press. Prior to founding 
Unbound, he was CEO of one of the largest business networking organizations in Europe. Previously, he was a Co-Founder & COO 
of Bedside Manner, a software platform, which provided crowd feedback to medical professionals.
Daniel has a BSc (Hons.) in Biochemistry and an MSc Business Management from the University of London. In his spare time, he 
enjoys skiing, airsoft and scuba diving. 



Shafrir
Amit

Co-Founder & CEO
Quiv

Amit is an advisor to companies in various verticals such as Medical Devices, Consumer Internet, and SaaS.
Amit is the co-Founder of Quiv, a marketplace of askers and experts where the proceeds benefit charitable organizations.
Previously, Amit has co-founded of a few companies in the senior care tech space. Among them, SaferAging,com, lert.ly, and 
OurParents.com (sold).
Amit has vast expertise in both consumer Internet and enterprise software, having managed some of the Internet’s most powerful 
brands such as icq, Netscape Security Solutions, and WinAmp. Badoo, and AOL Premium Services. Products that have acquired over 
1 Billion users,  and have generated over $2 Billion in shareholder value.
Amit has also held senior position at Amdocs, providing software services to companies like AT&T, Sprint, Nextel and T-Mobile.
Amit holds a BA and MBA degrees from Tel Aviv University. He lives in Bethesda.



Sher
Guy

General Manager
Via Mobility Israel

Guy Sher is the General Manager of Via Mobility Israel. He is responsible for both business development and execution of Via's 
deployments in Israel. Prior to joining Via at 2018, Guy worked as the Chief Finance and Operation Officer in an International large-
scale technological projects company. 
Guy is a graduate of Hebrew University in Jerusalem (History & Interdisciplinary studies) and holds an MBA from IDC Herzliya. He 
also serves as a lieutenant Colonel (res.) in the Israeli army. Guy is married to Noga and a proud father of two.



Shalev
Lior

CEO & Co-Founder
Algaemor - SimpliiGood

Lior Shalev is one of Israel’s most passionate voices for transforming society through the combination of tech and social 
entrepreneurship and promoting the double impact ecosystem in Israel.
Lior is the CEO and co-founder of Algaemor an Agritech startup that grows fresh Spirulina -a micro algae as a sustainable food 
source and plant based protein.
Algaemor is addressing the most fundamental global issues of the Foodtech and Agritech sectors: from malnutrition and food 
insecurity to the protein gap and implication of industrialized food.
He is the founder of Infogan, an ed-tech company that links parents and preschools.  He is the Co-Founder, Investor or Director in  
8 more additional startups that combine tech with social commitment from agri-tech and digital health to IOT and water.
On 2018 he was elected by 'Globes' (Israeli business magazine and daily Newspaper) to the list of – "40 most promising under the 
age of 40, under the category - Social Hi-Tech & Impact".
Lior has more than 10 year track record of seeding and enabling social impact organizations in all sectors of Israeli society. He was 
a board member of UNICEF-Israel and lead the Israeli innovation project and several other NGO’s focused on transforming society 
through social entrepreneurship.  
Lior is also the Co-Founder of "Social Tech Israel" - the biggest community in Israel promoting the social tech ecosystem.
 He is an active lecturer speaker of social entrepreneurship, giving recent  talks at DLD, Unbound, GES Beijing, Ed-Tech summit  and 
the General Assembly of United Jewish Federations. 
Lior is a voice that is helping to turn the “startup nation” into the “give back” nation.  His innovative work is focused in particular on 
childrens education and youth at risk.
He is a hands-on social entrepreneur who is willing not only to roll up his sleeves and raise the money, but then build a self-
sustaining program that is staffed, successful, and able to stand on its own.  His organizing principle is to turn local society into a 
truly civil society in which people recognize their responsibilities towards one another in and empowering way.



Shamim 
Shaukat

Founder & CEO
YouPlus

Shaukat Shamim is the founder & CEO of Youplus.  Prior to Youplus, Shaukat was the founder and CEO of Buysight, a performance 
marketing company that was acquired by AOL.  Prior to Buysight, Shaukat was the founder of Rhythm Newmedia, one of the 
first mobile advertising companies that merged with Blinx and subsequently went public as RhythmOne (RTHM:Lon).  Shaukat 
was an early member of the Yahoo! team (from 1997, where he led the creation of one of the first messaging platforms, Yahoo 
messenger). Shaukat was also a partner at Neocarta Ventures, a $300m early stage venture fund based in Silicon Valley.



Shani
Orly

Co-President & CEO
OSCAR4B

Holds a BA in Economics and Business Administration from Tel Aviv University, and has fourteen years of experience in the 
planning, organization and management of conventions in Israel and abroad. Established Oscar4B, a Company specializing 
in creating content events, in partnership with Ruth Koren at the beginning of 1996.



Sharabi
Barak

Founder
Infinity Technologies

A Strategic Tech Advisor, an Angel Investor, an Ecosystem Builder, Startups' Founder, head coach of SPARK accelerator in Thailand, a 
mentor and coach in various accelerators and institutes, a tech regional expert with a wide network and an entrepreneur at heart.
Barak was born and raised in Tel Aviv, Israel, traveled throughout the world’s continents, holds 3 degrees in Law, Business and 
Diplomacy and Security.
In the public service, Barak served in the Israeli Air-force and years later in the Government of Israel as the Head of the Economic 
and Trade Mission at the Israeli Embassy in Bangkok, Thailand, covering Thailand, Myanmar and Cambodia.
Prior to serving as an Israeli diplomat in South East Asia, Barak worked in various positions in the private sector, from strategic 
consultancy and investments in global markets, ICT and Medical technologies and IP, Antitrust and Commercial Agreements.
Barak has various interests from Innovation and Entrepreneurship to International Relations and Defence as well as extreme Sports.



Sherman 
Lysbeth

Founder
States of Minds

Lysbeth Sherman is a Strategic Communications Advisor specializing in Public Diplomacy. Since 2013, she has been President of 
States of Minds, a Washington-based non-profit organization, which she founded.
 
States of Minds assists institutions and corporations in designing initiatives that aim to reach various communities.  It has established 
a number of US-Israeli platforms where professionals from the public and private sectors of both countries have met to address a 
variety of topics, including the effective use of tech innovation, data analysis, storytelling, and digital civic engagement to convey 
messages for maximum beneficial impact on their communities
States of Minds currently is working on an exciting new project related to technology education.
 
Lysbeth worked at the French Embassy in the United States and launched the first French Film Festival in Washington DC.



Prof.
Shoseyov Oded

Protein Engineering &
Nano-Biotechnology
Hebrew University

A faculty member of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Prof. Shoseyov’s research is in plant molecular biology protein engineering 
and nano-biotechnology. His group focus on Bio-Inspired Nanocomposite materials.  He has authored or co-authored more than 
180 scientific publications and is the inventor or co-inventor of 62 patents. Shoseyov is a TED speaker. His talk was translated to 
21 languages with more than 1.5 million views.
(https://www.ted.com/talks/oded_shoseyov_how_we_re_harnessing_nature_s_hidden_superpowers). Shoseyov is also co-owner and 
winemaker of BRAVDO winery (http://www.bravdo.co.il/home) named after his mentor, and partner Prof. Ben Ami Bravdo.  Prof. 
Shoseyov received the Outstanding Scientist Polak Award for 2002, the 1999 and 2010 Kay Award for Innovative and Applied 
Research,  The 2012 Israel Prime Minister Citation for Entrepreneurship and Innovation, The 2018 Presidential Award  for his 
contribution to the Economy and Society of Israel. He is the scientific founder of 14 companies.



Shwed
Leah

Head of Innovation Unit
Israel Police



Sina
Afra

CEO & Founder
Tiko

Sina is a Serial Entrepreneur. His latest endeavor is Evtiko.com which he founded and serves as CEO. Before that he was the 
Founder of Markafoni, the first online fashion site of Turkey. Markafoni became also the first Turkish internet company expanding 
beyond the borders of Turkey: Markafoni launched sites in Australia, Ukraine, Greece and Poland between 2009 and 2011. Sina 
served until 2014 as Chairman and CEO.  
The Naspers Group acquired in July 2011 a majority stake at Markafoni and signed for one of the biggest deals in the Turkish 
internet.  
Sina is also an active Business Angel and invests in early stage start-ups. He is the President of the Entrepreneur Foundation, 
Endeavor Turkey Board (2013-2017) and TÜSİAD Board Member.
Sina has been elected as the “Internet Entrepreneur of the Year” and “Business Angel of the Year” in Turkey. Markafoni won several 
awards: “Best Web Start-up 2011” and “Best Online Fashion Site in 2011, 2012 and 2013”. The Wired UK magazin elected in 2012 
and 2013 Markafoni to the hottest 100 companies in Europe. Sina was also selected (2014 & 2015) to the Top 100 most influential 
tech people Europe. In 2016 he was selected as one of Top 100 most influential tech people in the World (Wired Magazine)  
Prior to Markafoni, Sina spent more than 5 years with eBay and 12 years with KPMG. Sina received a "Diplom Kaufmann" from 
Münster University and joined later Harvard Business School. He speaks five languages. His passion goes with his family and 
esports where he is the President of "1907 Fenerbahçe esports” team - a professional esports team in the TCL.  He shares his 
thoughts on eCommerce in his personal blog www.sinaafra.com and on twitter (sinaafra). 



Sion
Lior

CTO
Bringg   

Lior, previously CTO of GetTaxi and Clarizen, is a serial entrepreneur with years of experience and know-how in disrupting the 
delivery industry. He is a leader and a hacker at heart who has been enthusiastically active in the open source community and the 
local startup community for years, contributing, mentoring and helping others with his technical and product experience.



Spitz
Roger

Senior Strategic M&A Adviser

Based in San Francisco, Roger is a senior strategic adviser on innovating and growing businesses through Investments, 
M&A and Partnerships. 
Adept at building and leading technology strategic advisory businesses, he launched the US investment banking presence 
in Technology, Media & Telecom (TMT) for the second largest bank in Europe by establishing the group’s M&A practice 
in San Francisco. Before moving to the US, he spearheaded its European Technology M&A investment banking franchise, 
including creating a Digital corporate finance studio advising companies across industries on future-proofing their business 
through investments, M&A and strategic partnerships.
As a startup adviser and mentor to emerging growth companies - Nasdaq Entrepreneurial Center,  SU Ventures - Roger is an 
ardent supporter of venture-backed startup ecosystems in the US and Europe, including an early career in venture capital.
Roger also enjoys contributing to the education of Innovation - Rutgers Big Data Advisory Board Member, MIT Technology 
Review Panelist, Singularity University GSP - and as a speaker / expert panelist on Technology Disruption.
With an international DNA, he has lived/worked in 10 global cities across 3 continents.



Tadmor
Dan

CEO
Beit Hatfutsot

Dan Tadmor was appointed CEO of Beit Hatfutsot – the Museum of the Jewish People, in December 2012. 
Prior to joining Beit Hatfutsot he held several senior executive positions in Israeli media, dealing with content development and 
management. He was CEO of Tel-Ad Broadcasting Channels, a privately held company specializing in the production of television 
channels for the multichannel TV industry in Israel and abroad, CEO of the Music 24 channel, a privately held television channel 
broadcasting music and music-themed programming, and CEO and Editor in Chief of Yediot Shurot (of the Yediot Ahronot group), 
which specializes in premium magazines for the Israeli market, and which he launched. 
In the IDF Dan Tadmor served as an officer in an elite intelligence unit. 
He is a graduate of the Department of Political Science at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, where he completed a Bachelor's 
degree with honors. 
Dan Tadmor is married + 3, and resides in Rehovot.



Takamori 
Masakazu

Senior Solution Directo
Dentsu

Started my carrier at Dentsu in 2007.
In charge of Digital Marketing & Advertising consultant & PR of major communication companies and global apparel 
brands Started business with Israeli startups to enter the Japanese market in 2017.
As a senior solution director at the Solution Intelligence Center in 2018.
It provides Japanese clients with the latest technology and services from Israel.



Tal
Karen

Founder & CEO
Tovanot B’Hinuch (Educational Insights)

Karen Tal is the founder and director of Tovanot B’Hinuch (Educational Insights), a unique initiative of professional educators 
and leaders of the Israeli hi-tech and general business community to affect positive change in schools in Israel’s social and 
geographic periphery. The initiative seeks to break the equation between background and achievement by turning around schools 
in underserved communities. 
Tovanot B’Hinuch developed a holistic model for the transformation of a school based on the perception of the school principal as 
an educational leader and social entrepreneur, developing management practices, and recruiting a corps of volunteers and partners.  
Tovanot B’Hinuch is currently serving 15,500 students in 35 public schools in the urban and geographical periphery of Israel, 
including secular, national religious and Israeli Arab elementary and secondary schools. There are currently 1500 teachers and 
1600 volunteers working with Tovanot schools, operating three municipal models throughout the country. 
Until September 2011, Tal served as principal of the Bialik-Rogozin Campus in southern Tel Aviv.  Bialik-Rogozin received both 
national and international recognition of the school’s pedagogic and social achievements..
In 2011, Bialik-Rogozin was awarded the National Education Prize by the Ministry of Education, and was the subject of the film 
“Strangers No More,” which won the 2011 Oscar for Best Short Documentary. Tal was awarded the title of 2010 Honorary Fellow 
by the Ruppin Academic Center, and honorary doctorate from Ben Gurion University and was the recipient of the 2011 Charles 
Bronfman Prize, considered to be one of the most important and prestigious awards in the Jewish world.  In 2017 she won the 
Wework Creator Award.
She is a graduate of the Mandel Institute for educational leadership, and holds an MA in Public and Educational
Policy from the Hebrew University. Tal teaches a course in TAU for MA education students, which focuses on
the Tovanot turnaround school model. Karen is married and a mother of two.



Tal
Yuval

Maker

Yuval Tal is a serial entrepreneur and a technical leader in a variety of startups in media: Out of Tune - a live music game show, 
Public - a platform for messaging as form for media, Boxee - a social video streaming device.  
Currently leads the Samsung Next engineering team in New York. Yuval is also a founder of Garage Geeks, an Israeli non-profit 
organization that promotes creativity in the Israeli high-tech industry.



Taneja
Kartik

Director, Channel Sales EMEA
Google

Kartik has been in the industry for the last twenty-two years and runs and manages the Channel Sales business for Europe Middle 
East and Africa for Google . In his current role he is responsible for growing profitable partnerships with Google Ads across the 
region. He has been with Google for more than seven years and use to run the India Channel Sales business before moving to 
Europe four years back . 
Previously Kartik has worked in helping SMB's grow both in the offline and the online world with different companies starting off 
with Yellow pages in India and then worked tech companies like Verisign to help SMB's grow . 
Kartik is passionate about the SMB ecosystem and spends a large portion of his time thinking of how this ecosystem is evolving 
and how can we work with our partners to help the small businesses become successful in the digital first world.



Tapio
Jussi

Strategic Growth Advisor
Ghost

Jussi loves demanding, long-term growth consulting with focus on innovation, customer management, leadership and IT.
Jussi is a super business-minded executive with a lot of international experience. However he is not the traditional salary
man but a pain-in-the-ass straight shooter.
Extensive 360° corporate background has not made him a cynic but an expert in the harsh realities of change management.
Thanks to Jussi’s hands-on experience in numerous IT-projects he also translates fluently from business to nerd.
Driven by passion to get things done, Seeing behind the corners and through the walls, turning business needs to digital
solutions. Jussi is willing to take controlled risks and fail fast when needed.



Tas
Jeroen

Chief Innovation & Strategy Officer
Royal Philips

Jeroen joined Philips in 2011, leading IT worldwide as Group Chief Information Officer (CIO). In 2014 he became CEO of Philips 
Healthcare, Informatics Solutions & Services, overseeing digital health and clinical informatics. From 2016, Jeroen led the company’s 
Connected Care and Informatics businesses, demonstrating a passion to create new models of people-centric healthcare, based on 
the power of information technology.
Before joining Philips, Jeroen co-founded and served as President, COO and Vice-Chairman of the board for MphasiS, an IT and 
Business Process Outsourcing company, which was acquired by HP in 2006. Prior to MphasiS, he was the head of Transaction 
Technology, Inc., Citigroup's tech lab, responsible for the innovation and development of the bank’s customer-facing systems, 
including Internet banking and self-service devices. From 2007-8, he was Vice President and General Manager at EDS, responsible 
for the company’s global competency centers.
Jeroen is the 2004 winner of the E&Y Entrepreneur of the Year Award in the Information Technology category for the New York 
region. He also won the Dutch CIO of the year 2013 Award, NASSCOM Global CIO Award 2014, the World Innovation Congress 2014 
CIO Leadership Award, CIO Net European CIO of 2014 Award, the IT Executive 2014 Award and the Accenture 2015 Innovator of the 
Year award. He holds a Master’s Degree in computer science and business administration from VU University, Amsterdam.



Tennenhouse 
David

Chief Research Officer
VMware

David leads the research & innovation activities that are accelerating and extending VMware’s technology leadership. He also 
represents VMware’s technology strategy to government customers worldwide.
David has a track record of driving innovation in multiple domains. He has worked in academia, as a faculty member at MIT; 
in government, at DARPA; in industry at Intel, Amazon/A9.com and Microsoft; and as a partner in a venture capital firm. Dr. 
Tennenhouse has been involved in the strategic planning and execution of programs related to a wide range of technologies, 
including distributed/cloud computing, blockchain, networking, computer architecture, storage, wireless communications, machine 
learning, search/advertising, robotics, MEMs, healthcare, and nano/bio-technology. 
David holds a BASc and MASc in Electrical Engineering from the University of Toronto and obtained his PhD at the University of 
Cambridge. He is a member of the ACM, a Fellow of the IEEE, and a member of the FCC’s Technological Advisory Council.
David leads the research & innovation activities that are accelerating and extending VMware’s technology leadership. He also 
represents VMware’s technology strategy to government customers worldwide.
David has a track record of driving innovation in multiple domains. He has worked in academia, as a faculty member at MIT; 
in government, at DARPA; in industry at Intel, Amazon/A9.com and Microsoft; and as a partner in a venture capital firm. Dr. 
Tennenhouse has been involved in the strategic planning and execution of programs related to a wide range of technologies, 
including distributed/cloud computing, blockchain, networking, computer architecture, storage, wireless communications, machine 
learning, search/advertising,
robotics, MEMs, healthcare, and nano/bio-technology. 
David holds a BASc and MASc in Electrical Engineering from the University of Toronto and obtained his PhD at the
University of Cambridge.
He is a member of the ACM, a Fellow of the IEEE, and a member of the FCC’s Technological Advisory Council.



Tolkowsky
Dan

Former Commander
IAF Orange

Dan Tolkowsky born January 17, 1921 is a retired Israeli Air Force officer who served as a major general in the Israeli Air Force (IAF) 
from 1953 to 1958.
A noted investor, he helped start the first Israeli venture capital fund.
In 1959 Tolkowsky joined the Discount Bank Investment Corporation (DBIC), originally an arm of the Bank, later a public company in 
Israel. He was appointed as Managing Director in 1965 and Vice-Chairman in 1980. Beginning in 1962, DBIC was the first financial 
institution in Israel to invest in local hi-tech industry. Tolkowsky helped Uzia Galil start the technology holding company Elron 
Electronic Industries in 1962. In 1985 Tolkowsky, in partnership with his son Gideon and Frederick Adler, a noted American venture 
capital investor, founded Athena, the first venture fund in Israel, to invest in Israeli and American ventures, mostly hi-tech.
Tolkowsky is a Commandeur of the French Legion d’Honneur (1958), holds a Doctorate Honoris Causa from the Technion Israel 
Institute of Technology (1980), and holds an award from the joint US-Israel Science and Technology Authority named after Yitzhak 
Rabin.



Tykuchinskiy
Mikhail

Development Director
Skolkovo Foundation

Mikhail Tykuchinsky has been the Director for Development of the Energy Efficiency Cluster of the Skolkovo Foundation since 
2012. Responsible for setting up efficient cooperation programs between large corporations and external innovation ecosystem 
in the electric power, construction, housing and communal services, oil and gas, metallurgy, heavy machinery industries. Ensures 
the success of the commercial development of cluster startups by supporting the implementation of their developments in large 
corporations and supports corporations in setting up open innovation model.

Since 2013, Mikhail is also in charge of the cross-industrial cooperation of the Skolkovo Foundation with large corporations. 
Thanks to his work, dozens of major Russian and international corporations from various industries implemented joint projects with 
startups, began active work on a model of open innovation, created their own innovation centers in Skolkovo.

Prior to joining the Skolkovo Foundation, Mikhail worked for more than 10 years at one of the leading international consulting 
companies, providing support to companies from various industries on improving business performance, making investments in 
emerging markets, building accounting systems and building reports. He worked in Russia, China and Ukraine.

Mikhail is a graduate of the Economic Cybernetics Department at St. Petersburg State University.



Valls
Aleix

Managing Partner H-FARM BCN & 
CEO & Co-Founder
LiquiD

Mathematician and MSc in civil engineer graduated at University of Barcelona (UB), and holding a Ph.D. in Computational Fluid 
Dynamics from the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC)
He started his career as a researcher at the International Centre for Numerical Methods in Engineering between 2000 to 2004. 
During this same period, he also joined a spin-off company from Barcelona Tech University (UPC), Compass Ingenieria y Sistemas, 
and developing high performance numerical simulation software for engineering applications.
In 2006, he joined The NODE Company; a consulting firm specialized on product and service innovation, based in Barcelona. 
Between 2008 to 2010, he moved to Dubai (UAE) to manage LOOP consultancy office for MENA region.
In July 2010, he joined Accenture strategy team helping global corporations’ clients to set up and deploy strategy roadmaps and 
new business execution.
In December 2015, Aleix Valls held the position of CEO of the Mobile World Capital Barcelona (MWCB), an initiative with which he 
was linked since its creation in 2012 until July 2017.
During his time at the MWCB, he highlighted the launch and consolidation of the 4YFN, a global digital innovation platform 
with more than 50,000 members (www.4yfn.com) and the seed investment fund (15M) and mVenturesBcn acceleration programs 
(https: / /mventuresbcn.com/), more than 40 investments made.
He is currently CEO and co-founder of Liquid consultancy and senior advisor for digital business and digital transformation for 
companies such as Zurich, Colonial, Roca & Junyent World Economic Forum...



Vardi
Yossi

Chairman
DLD Tel Aviv Innovation Festival

One of Israel’s early entrepreneurs, Yossi Vardi Co-Founded, led, funded and helped build more than 80 high-tech, energy, natural 
resources, and clean-tech companies. Many of them went public, including Tekem, Alon Energy, Granite Hacarmel, Answers.com, 
Scopus, International Laser Technologies, ePals, Tucows, Brightcove, other were acquired: Gteko (by Microsoft), Tivella (by Cisco, ) 
Airlink (by Sierra Wireless), FoxyTunes (by Yahoo), StarNet (by IAC), Gift project (by eBay). 
As the founding investor of Mirabilis Ltd, -the creator of iCQ - Vardi Co-Pioneered instant messaging. ICQ was one of the internet’s 
earliest successes, later sold to AOL.
Vardi was Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Jerusalem Foundation, serves on the board of Trustees of the Technion and served on 
those of Weitzman Institute, Hebrew University, and Open University. He was advisor to the World Bank, United Nations Development 
Program, CEO’s of Amazon, AOL, Siemens Albis, and Allied–signal. Member of the World Economic Forum, and Co-Chairman of the 
EU-Israel business dialogue.
Vardi had an extensive government and public career, he was the Director General of Ministry of Development and Ministry of 
Energy. He was Chairman of Israel National Oil Company, and Israel Chemicals. Vardi has also participated in the peace talks with 
Egypt, Palestinians, Jordan and Syria. 
He received Honorary Doctorates from Technion, Israel Institute of Technology, and the Ben Gurion University, the Prime Minister 
Hi-Tech Award for life achievements (twice); Best Internet Personality by TechCrunch Europe; Entrepreneur of the Year by Tel Aviv 
University , Europe’s 25 top techs by Wall Street Journal; and one of the 200 Greatest Israelis of all times by Ynet. was elected 
by Israel 21c to the top 10 icons of Israeli high tech - the pioneers, by The Algemeiner for the "Jewish 100 - the top 100 people 
positively influenced Jewish life " and by wired magazine (UK) as number 9 of the wired 2014 top 100 influential people in Europe.



Vardi
Oded

Co- Founder
TLV Media Lab

Oded is an Internet/New Media entrepreneur and investor. For the past eighteen years he has been helping startups grow as a 
founder, hands-on investor and advisor. Oded is a co-founder of TLV Media Lab, which partners with leading tech and media talents 
to conceptualize, develop and scale exceptional products at the intersection of technology and entertainment.
In addition, Oded is an active angel investor in promising startups like PlayBuzz, the high flying media company helping digital 
giants turn ordinary stories into engaging, interactive content, as well as Soom.la, comedy.com and more. He’s also a member of the 
advisory board of 90min, a global leader in user generated sports related content.
Previously Oded was a co founder and President of Superna, a pioneer and innovator in digital home enabling software, and one 
of the world’s first companies to commercially launch HD video streaming products. His past investment portfolio includes Airlink 
(acquired by Sierra Wireless), Wibiya (acquired by Conduit) and others.
Oded started as an analyst at Giza Investment banking and Giza VC. He holds a BA in Psychology and Business Management from 
Tel Aviv University.



Viner
Ronen

Head of Strategy,
Innovation & Business Development
Meuhedet Health Services

Ronen has a deep experience and passion for strategy, innovation and healthcare transformation. 
Ronen has served in diversified managerial roles in these fields, and among them was Vice President at Shaldor Strategy 
Consultancy, Business Development Manager at Teva Israel, Co-Founder and Board Member at Sanara Ventures (Health-
tech investment platform of Teva and Philips), Co-Founder and CEO of RISE Healthcare (new venture arm, transforming 
healthcare accessibility in emerging markets), and Head of Innovation Unit at Clalit Health Services.
He holds a B.Sc. in Industrial Engineering and Management (Summa Cum Laude) and an MBA (Cum Laude) – both from the 
Technion, Israel's Institute of Technology.



Volozh
Arkady

Founder & CEO
Yandex

Arkady Volozh is a technology entrepreneur, investor, computer scientist, and philanthropist, best known as the founder and CEO 
of Yandex. Yandex is a technology company that builds intelligent products and services powered by machine learning and is 
one of Europe's largest Internet companies, operating Russia's most popular search engine. Volozh co-founded several successful 
IT enterprises such as InfiNet Wireless, CompTek International, and Arkadia Company.  In his early days, Volozh pioneered the 
development of search with new technology advancements and search software companies. Today, Volozh and Yandex remain at 
the forefront of cutting edge technology and the future of AI, having recently launched a Russian-speaking intelligent assistant and 
introduced a driverless car prototype among other major milestones set to shape the future.



Von Hagen 
Philipp

Member of the Executive Board
Porsche Automobil Holding SE

Secondary Education
1988 – 1991 London School of Economics & Political Science (LSE) B.Sc. (Econ.) – Industrial & Business Economics
1991 – 1994 University of Oxford M.Phil. (Economics)

Professional Experience
1995 - 1997 Daiwa Europe Limited, London Corporate Finance / Equity Capital Markets
1997 - 1998 Intercapital Securities Limited, London Corporate Finance 
1998 - 2012 NM Rothschild & Sons Limited, London Rothschild GmbH, Frankfurt am Main Director Global Financial 
Advisory
Since 03/2012 Porsche Automobil Holding SE Member of the Executive Board
since 2014 INRIX Inc., Kirkland Member of the Board of Directors
since 2017 PTV Planung Transport Verkehr (PTV Group), Karlsruhe Chairman of the Supervisory Board

Philipp is executive board member of Porsche SE, a listed holding company and majority voting shareholder in Volkswagen 
AG (brands include Audi, Bentley, Bugatti, Ducati, Lamborghini, Porsche, Seat, Skoda, VW, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles, 
MAN, Scania). Porsche SE also owns PTV Group, a global market leader in intelligent software solutions for transport 
logistics, traffic planning and traffic management, and is a shareholder of INRIX, a global SaaS and DaaS company providing 
connected car services and transportation analytics. 
Philipp holds degrees in economics from the London School of Economics and the University of Oxford.
Prior to joining Porsche SE in 2012 Philipp was an investment banker at Rothschild.



Warshavsky 
Avi

CEO
MindCET

CEO of MindCET, Educational Technological Innovation Centre (established by CET - the Center for Educational Technology) which 
brings together the educational and start up cultures, by opening spaces where entrepreneurs can develop their ideas, together 
with a network of educational professionals, schools and researchers. 
Pionneer of innovative approaches for digital textbooks, developer of new technology-based educational environments, and Co-
developer of Kotar- CET Digital Textbook Platform.
MA in Philosophy and Humanities (Talmud, History, Bible) from Tel Aviv University.
Worked in instruction, development and management in the field of educational technology for leading organizations in Israel. 
Served as the Director of CET’s Humanities and Social Studies Department.



Waterman 
James

Senior Director Strategic Relations
Singularity University

James Waterman is a leading proponent for the adoption of exponential technologies across complex ecosystems to achieve 
"exponential humanity."  In his current role at Singularity University, James' goal is to educate, inspire and empower leaders to 
address humanity's grand challenges. 

With an I.T. career spanning 35 years in California and across the globe, James has been a change agent and advocate for public/
private collaboration to solve far reaching and difficult problems. Notable stops in James' career include HP, Microsoft, Forward 
Innovation Group, One Concern, X-Curve Partners and Google. James has spent the past decade advancing Mission Critical Computing, 
Big Data, Analytics, Cloud, OpenStack, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning solutions. At Google, James pioneered 10X 
Innovation for government ecosystems.



Weisfeld
Tzahi (Zack)

General Manager
Ignite: Intel for Startups at Intel

Tzahi (Zack) Weisfeld is a one of only few global executives with experience in open innovation, building startup ecosystems and re-
igniting innovation at fortune 50 companies.
Partner level General Manager @ Microsoft corporation, responsible for Microsoft efforts with startup ecosystems globally.
• One of the 10 top most influential Israelis in Tech worldwide (Business Insider May 2014)
• Founder and managing director of #1 worldwide corporate accelerator program(#1 program in China as awarded by the national 

VC association, #1 ecosystem builder in India as awarded by Fortune magazine, #1 Acceleration program in Israel as awarded by 
GeekTime). Financial results only #2 to YCombinator (~700 startups, $4B USD raised, 60 Exits)

• Founder of Microsoft Accelerator (AKA Microsoft ScaleUp)
• Keynote speaker and thought leader in the field of Corporate Innovation and Ecosystems creation (Zack@Startup-Nations.com)
• Chief Evangelist
• Founding team member of Microsoft Israel R&D, an active member of the R&D management staff for the past 8 years. 
A seasoned executive and a serial entrepreneur, with 25+ years of experience in tech consumer and enterprise markets. Zack was the 
Head of Microsoft for Startups and Founder of the Microsoft Accelerator, his responsibilities included Microsoft BizSpark, Global startup 
accelerator partnership with 200+ accelerators in 47 countries, Microsoft Later Stage Accelerators in Seattle, Bangalore, Beijing, Shanghai, 
Berlin, London and Tel Aviv, as well as post acceleration programs and VC engagement. 
Prior to Microsoft for Startups, Zack co-founded a few startups, including Sequoia backed Mintigo , Vice President of Marketing & Strategy 
at modu, the Israeli personal communications startup. (IP sold to Google Corp.) Before that, Zack held the position of Sr. Director of 
Business Management at Microsoft Corp. Prior to his period at Microsoft, Zack was the General Manager Americas and Corporate Vice 
President for the Mobile Market at msystems (NSDQ: FLSH), which was acquired by SanDisk Corp (NSDQ: SNDK) for 1.6B at the end of 
2006. According to Business Insider (May 2014) - Zack Weisfeld is among the 10 top Most Influential Israelis In Tech Worldwide. Zack was 
also named one of the top influencers on Israeli Tech by NewsGeek magazine (Dec. 2015). 



Wienberger 
David

Writer In Residence
Google PAIR

David Weinberger, Ph.D., has been a pioneering thought-leader about technology's effect on our lives, our businesses, and most of 
all on our ideas. He has contributed in a remarkably wide range of fields, from marketing to libraries to politics to journalism, and 
more. 
And he has contributed in a remarkably wide range of ways, as the author of books that have made a difference, starting with 
co-authoring the international best-seller The Cluetrain Manifesto ; a writer for a remarkable span of leading journals including  
Wired, Scientific American, and Harvard Business Review and even  TV Guide; an acclaimed keynote speaker around the world; 
a strategic marketing VP and consultant; a teacher; an Internet advisor to presidential campaigns; an early social networking 
entrepreneur; the co-director of a groundbreaking library innovation lab; a senior researcher at Harvard's Berkman Klein Center 
for Internet & Society; a fellow at the Harvard Shorenstein Center for Media, Politics, and Public Policy; a Franklin Fellow at the US 
State Department; and a writer in residence at a Google machine learning research group.
His latest book, Everyday Chaos: Technology, Complexity and How We're Thriving in a New World of Possibility (Harvard Business 
Review, 2019) explores how the Internet and Artificial Intelligence are transforming our understanding of how the world and the 
future work, and how we can are learning to thrive in it. 
Dr. Weinberger's doctorate is in philosophy from the University of Toronto. He lives in Boston.



Yaacovi 
Yoram

Venture Partner
Shenzhen Capital Group Co., Ltd

Microsoft: For seven years and through January 2018, Yoram was the General Manager of the Microsoft Israel Research & Development center, 
one of the three Microsoft Global Development Centers (GDCs), responsible for the R&D centers in Herzlia, Haifa and Nazareth, developing core 
cybersecurity, business intelligence and big data analytics products for Microsoft. The center also partners with the local VC and startup community 
and with the academia. During his tenure as General Manager, Microsoft Israel shipped multiple products globally, acquired seven companies in 
Israel and founded the Microsoft Startup Accelerator, one of the first successful corporate accelerators globally.
Ecosystem: While at Microsoft, Yoram was a board member of the Israeli Advanced Technology Forum (IATI) and founded the Forum of Multinational 
R&D Centers in Israel (MNC Forum), a forum that brings together the General Managers of all the Multinational R&D centers in Israel. In 2017, Yoram 
was appointed to the Board of Directors of the Technion, Israel’s Institute of Technology, where he also serves on the Advisory Board of the Computer 
Science department. 
Community: Seeking a higher engagement of Arabs and Palestinians in hi-tech, as a benefit for the people, the industry and the region, Yoram is a 
Director in Hasoub, a organization that is paving the way for the next generation of Arab Entrepreneurs, and in Co-Impact, the overseeing organization 
for creating a breakthrough in the rate of employment and quality of employment of the Arab population in Israel. In addition, Yoram is a member 
of the core team of Breaking the Impasse (BTI), and organization that seeks to bring Israelis and Palestinians together with the vision of two states 
for two people, and is directing the business initiatives within BTI.
Today: These days Yoram is splitting his time between being a Venture Partner at the Shenzhen Capital Group, the largest VC in China, serving as an 
advisor to several Israeli startups in cybersecurity, digital advertising and enterprise software, and helping include minorities such as Israeli Arabs, 
Palestinians and Orthodox Jews in the local hi-tech scene in Israel
Earlier in his career, Yoram was the CTO of the Microsoft Israel R&D, VP R&D, Division President and COO of the products group at Amdocs (NYSE:DOX), 
responsible for the Amdocs Products suite and spent eleven years in product development roles at Microsoft’s Headquarters in Redmond, including 
products such as Windows 95, NetMeeting, Microsoft Reader, Rights Management Server (RMS) and Office Information Bridge Framework.
Yoram is the co-author of 23 patent applications and several IETF RFCs including Dynamic LDAP. He has a BSc in Computer Science from the
Technion.



Yadlin
Aharon

Former MK & Secretary General
of the United Kibbutz Movement

Aharon Yadlin was born in Israel. 
From 1950 to 1952 he was a member of the executive committee of the Histadrut. He received an MA in history, economics and 
sociology from the Hebrew University. He was one of the founders of Beit Berl Academic College.
In 1960 he was elected to the fourth Knesset and again to the fifth in 1964, and remained an MK until 1979. 
After his retirement from the Knesset in 1979 he served in several public roles, including secretary general of the United Kibbutz 
Movement from 1985 to 1989. He has three sons and eleven grandchildren.[2] One of his sons is high ranking IDF officer, General 
(res.) Amos Yadlin.



Yanko
Naama Venture Capital &

Startup Business Development Manager
Google Cloud

Naama leads VC & Startup Business Development for Google Cloud Platform in Israel and her focus is developing strong startup 
ecosystem around Google Cloud Platform. Before joining Google, Naama worked at Magma Venture Partners, a leading Israeli VC, 
for 3 years as Deal Flow & Marketing Manager. Prior to that she served as the Head of Deal Flow and Business Development at 
Deloitte. Naama holds MBA & BA in Political Science and International Relations, both from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.



Yarnitsky 
Ariel

Entrepreneur; Advisor; Investor

Entrepreneur with a distinguished track record in the Internet, Technology, Media and Telecommunications industries.  
Touching the lives of over 1 billion users as Co-GM of ICQ, CEO of Speedbit and founder of technology startups in fintech 
and communications.
Vast experience in the lifespan of startups as well as large multi-national corporations. 
Tech Pioneer by the World Economic Forum.



Zelnik-Manor
Lihi

Senior Director DAMO Machine Intelligence
Israel Lab
Alibaba Group

Prof. Lihi Zelnik-Manor is the Head of Alibaba Machine Intelligence Israel Lab since October 2018. Before joining Alibaba she was 
an Associate Professor in the Faculty of Electrical Engineering at the Technion and a visiting professor in CornellTech in New York.  
Prof. Zelnik holds a PhD and MSc (with honors) in Computer Science from the Weizmann Institute of Science and a BSc (summa cum 
laude) in Mechanical Engineering from the Technion. Her main area of expertise is Computer Vision.



Zioud
Rabea

Co-founder & CEO
Hasoub

Rabea Zioud is a Physical therapist in his profession, entrepreneur & community leader in his soul, seeking to leave a mark in his 
Society and in the whole world. 
Zioud started his first business When he was 20 years old. 
He has been involved in the Israeli startup ecosystem since 2010. 
During this years he served as the VP for the MENA region at Voiceitt (Masschallenge Finalist 2014) 
Also  co-founded Hasoub - non profit Organization that promotes tech & entrepreneurship in the Arab society where he is serving 
as the CEO nowadays. 
With a background in Physiotherapy and years of experience in business development in the assistive technology & social impact 
fields, He is eager to contribute to more startups in this field, help them grow and expand especially in the MENA region. 

Part of my achievements with Voiceitt:
-  TEDxjerusalem Talk:  https://goo.gl/if4GQ5
-  WSJ.D Startup showcase:  https://goo.gl/RMgjbD
 -  30 under 30 by MAKO:  https://goo.gl/BvxCpQ



StartUps
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4Decision.com is an Online Solution for Financial Departments and Accounting Firms
4Decision.com:
-  assists accounts and bookkeeping staff in their daily dealings with customers.
-  provides high standards and non-stop access to all company documents. 
-  stands for specific benefits for staff and users in their daily work as well as tangible savings for businesses.
4Decision.com is also a free on-line service for issuing invoices.
4Decision.com stands for effective everyday task support. Helps to provide accurate information to superiors and company Management Boards. 
It offers benefits to both staff of in-house financial departments as well as accounting firms.
For more infromaction pls visit www.4Decision.com or call us directly +48 608 053 024.

4BestCare Sp. z.o.o. is an Authorized Distributor of 4Decision.com system.

4BestCare Sp. z.o.o.

500Tech is a leading front-end consultancy with offices in Tel-Aviv and New York, specializing in React, React Native Angular and Node.js.
For the past 7 years, our expertise has been building complex web and mobile apps, training teams and consulting on challenging projects. We 
LOVE to contribute to the ecosystem and help startups with their challenges to develop great products.
 
To learn more about 500Tech, click here.
Read our clients’ reviews on Clutch.
 
Contact details:
Chen Kamin, Business Development and Client Success Director
+972-58-577-1199  |  chenk@500Tech.com  |  www.500Tech.com

500Tech
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BACKWELL is an Israeli start-up that addresses the problem of back pains which 80% of the population suffer from. Backwell has a patent on a 
unique system that imitates and mobilizes the pelvis in a walking pattern.
Backwell has succeeded in developing and implementing this patent and created the Active Balance Chair, which exercises the back while sitting 
and prevents the back pains associated with prolonged static sitting.
This technology is the future of sitting.
We are looking for a partner for producing the Active Balance Chair and present it to the world.

Meir Reingewirtz CTO, Backwell Ltd.
Tel +972-52-881-8578  |  meir@back-well.com  |  www.back-well.com
See it in action
https://youtu.be/FQqUqRfAE3E

BackWell

Airbud creates plug and play conversational AI assistants by seamlessly ingesting data on websites to allow users to interact with information via 
voice or chat, simply and intuitively, leading to increased engagement and conversions.Unlike existing solutions, Airbud provides organizations 
with frictionless deployment and maintenance processes by automatically building a knowledge graph out of their existing content without any 
integration, playbooks or training data.Founded by a technical team comprised of Google Duplex, 8200 and Cornell Tech alumni, Airbud’s mission 
is to become the default conversational AI layer for all organizations.

www.airbud.io

Airbud
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The Talent Pool Platform

New career opportunities, not just vacancies: we offer white collar professionals personal online consultations with the best career 
consultants and networking with experts from your dream companies and industries.

CareeFan



Cerebro is an AI patent-pending platform that uses facial analysis and Geo-location technology to automate and optimize the creative 
content displayed on DOOH screens in real-time. Cerebro is the first system to allow real-time audience targeting including age, gender 
and other parameters for DOOH campaigns while leveraging current digital screen's inefficient inventory management and providing 
agencies with a holistic tool to plan and execute DOOH campaigns based on prediction models.
We came to the conclusion that the complexity and inefficiency of the media buying, planning and monitoring in the OOH Eco-system 
today are holding back agency spends. Therefore, our product is designed to use AI and prediction models, in the effort to do all the heavy 
lifting of the planning and execution process in the most automated and KPI oriented way possible.
Moreover, as media owners are subjected to high sales and operations costs, limited reach to local buyers, time-consuming manual 
processes and a linear pricing model for all the campaigns - all of which cause a high unsold spots ratio of approximately 30%-40%, our 
solution gives the opportunity to monetize unsold spots and to easily connect advertisers to your DOOH units with a Real-Time-Bidding 
marketplace solution with full transparency and control.

Cerebro gathers real-time audience data from various data sources in two ways:
Geo-location - Cerebro offers comprehensive real-time Geo-location data in order to reach a unique audience segmentation.  We partnered 
with over 2 dozen live data providers  (no Wifi or Bluetooth needed) with an approximate reach of over 1B unique mobile devices 
worldwide.  By learning a mobile device’s location history, installed applications, visited websites, etc.’ we are able to create a profile 
of its owner and deliver a personalized message in real-time. Thanks to our technology, we are able to determine one’s demographic 
information, interest, journey, occupation, economic status and more.
Facial analysis - We use high-end outdoor miniature cameras with special lenses and field servers which are installed on different 
DOOH units, to provide real-time facial analysis and allow real-time audience targeting. Cerebro’s cameras are continuously scanning the 
audience and analyzing the audience's demographic characteristics. Cerebro's Marketplace is using the live data to display the right ad 
(less than seconds to trigger an ad).
Our platform is very unique and brings a lot of added value over the current solutions in the market. We have recently partnered with the 
biggest media agencies in the world and the responses are phenomenal. The key differentiation is the fact that our system combines all 
aspects of a campaign setup (planning, buying, and monitoring) based on smart automated mechanisms that up to now have not been 
used in this industry and allows the agencies to reach their KPI's while maximizing the inventory revenue for the media owners.

https://cerebroplatform.com

Cerebro Platforms

C E R E B R O
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ContextSpace provides Privacy Compliance Automation. It is designed to eliminate more than 80% of the cost of compliance for tough 
global privacy regulations.
We deliver true cyber-privacy data protection - not just documentation and reporting. Our technology meets the tough operational 
enforcement requirements for EU GDPR, HIPAA, CCPA, India PDP law, Brazilian LGPD, Japan APPI and similar strict, principle-based privacy 
and data protection regulations.

Features include:
– Low Code / No Code integration with Enterprise and Digital Applications
– Transparent Data Protection (Privacy Firewall)
– Automated Data Breach Defence, Containment and Resilience
– Privacy Impact Management
– Self-Service Personal Data Rights management
– Personal Data Lake with Data Federation
– Comprehensive Evidence of Processing
– Enterprise Personal Data Governance

The company’s platform is offered via affordable “pay as you go” subscription on cloud and/or premises. This enables customers to rapidly 
achieve privacy regulatory compliance and risk elimination using existing budgets and resource

www.contextspace.com

Contextspace

South Startup Boulevard  51-120
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D-Bug is a high school robotics team based in Tel Aviv-Yafo, Israel. The team was founded in 2010 and since then it has grown to be one of the 
best teams in the ISR District. The team consists nowadays of 20 students (10th-12th grade) and ten mentors, and has made it to the quarter- 
and/or semi-finals every year since our foundation. 

The team competes as a part of FIRST organization's FRC program, in which students must strategize, design, build, wire and program a robot 
to fit that year's mission, and have 6.5 weeks to do so from scratch. We use military-standard design process, in-house heavy machinery and 
innovative control systems to engineer high-end robots.

Throughout the years we received many awards for our robots: the Quality Award at the 2018 World Championship in Houston, Texas; Innovation 
in Control Award at the 2019 ISR District event; Industrial Design Award at both 2018 & 2015 Israel Championships; Excellence in Engineering 
Award at the 2016 Israel Championship. 

In addition to the mechanical work, the team also spreads the STEM values & knowledge to the community around it. During the last 6 years, 
we opened and mentored 48 robotics teams for kids ages 5-10 of various backgrounds - boys, girls, deaf, religious, and from all over Tel Aviv, 
north to south. We held and participated in many STEM events, and mentored four middle-school FLL teams, two of which are among the best 
teams in israel. Our hard work was recognized by numerous awards, including the most prestigious award in FIRST organization - the Chairman's 
Award, honoring the team that best represents a model for other teams to emulate and best embodies the purpose and goals of FIRST, and 
the Engineering Inspiration Award for outstanding success in advancing respect and appreciation for engineering within a team’s school and 
community at the 2017 Israel District Championship. 
 
D-Bug does not only build robots - it is a platform for students to realize their potential, be inspired and develop an enormous love for all things 
STEM stands for in Israel and all over the world!
 

D-Bug
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Gan4U started as an idea a few months ago, and really gained momentum at the Hackathon that TLV municipality organized.
Our goal is to make the communication between kindergartens and parents more effective and efficient. The app sends online notifications 
to the parents about the kid’s daily routine and also general messages about special events and vacations.
Our challenge was to think of a way that will need minimum attention to the app, but still will send all the important information to the 
parents.
 
Less with the phone, more with the kids.

Gan4U

Loox is an app that helps educators monitor cognitive, emotional, social and motor development in the early childhood (newborn to 6).
Loox is designed to form
an accurate and professional profile of the child’s progress and needs. The information can be shared with the child’s parents and educational 
services. Quantitative information regarding the kindergarteners` skills can be provided to help plan and improve educational Infrastructure 
across cities.
Creating smarter cities for our children.

Loox
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Mokio is an Open Source CMS in Ruby on Rails. Based on this tool, we help entrepreneurs build great products and online services. Our team 
consists of technology enthusiasts working in Poland for the clients from the whole world.
Great designers, business analysts, developers, marketing freaks - we have them all on board.

http://dld.mokio.org

Mokio

Makeme.click
Simplifies complicated online marketing processes and platforms, such as tracking, lead distribution, affiliate referral programs, making it accessible 
and affordable to every small marketer, agency and beginner.

Makeme.click is a full SaaS solution for any business that wishes to integrate their own partners program within minutes.
It is powerful, yet light, equipped with a full set of features, as well as a built in “mini-CRM”, meeting every marketing effort, minus the effort.
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Myoji is an image tech company which makes Myojis- photo animations. 
Meaning- taking a users' still photos and bringing them to life, through magnificent animation templates.

Myoji

Choose your way of walking. 
Myway is a free mobile navigation app that finds real-time personalised walking paths based on your own needs. 
Walking in the city can often be unpleasant and stressful experience - high volume roads, blocked sidewalks, radiating sun, horrible noise or 
pollution.
Myway will present you with several possible routes to reach your destination - the quiet route, the shaded or the one with the widest sidewalks. 
Choose what works best for you.
You might be walking with a stroller, a dog or late at night - Each, requires a different set of considerations, that’s why Myway was born. To help 
you make a better, more informed choice.
Our vision is to empower pedestrians, providing them with more confidence to walk in the urban areas, enjoy a healthier lifestyle, stimulating 
the local economy and enhance environmental awareness. 
Do you want to use Myway in your city?
Contact us - Info@mywayapp.co    https://www.mywayapp.co

MyWay



The planet’s simplest and most convenient solution for cryptocurrency acquisition & trading.
For individuals and enterprises alike.

N.Exchange
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The NUTRICCO platform empowers people to maintain a healthy nutritional balance simply and conveniently. 
Based on personal profile, nutritional habits and activities the system optimizes nutritional intake, provides personal recommendations for diet 
and supplements and empowers people to gain control over their health. 
Nutricco developed a home device linked to an interactive smartphone APP that dispenses a daily personalized mix of dietary supplements. 
The opportunity is Huge – US dietary supplements market is estimated around 40B USD and with about 160M daily users it is constantly 
growing. With about 55,000 of different types of supplements available in the market, the users are lacking a simple personal since-based tools 
for the decision making and here comes Nutricco.
Our all-inclusive subscription-based model together with innovative technology provide people with the simple tools to make an educated 
decision about their health. For only $50/month people get the: 
• Dispensing Unit
• Smart APP
• Basic Dietary Supplements 
We will not encourage the use of dietary supplements but rather eating healthy as the default and consuming supplements to fill nutritional 
gaps when needed. 
Our solution could disrupt the multibillion-dollar supplement market, providing simple tools to manage nutritional balance and empowering 
subscribers to take control over their health. Our partners will gain loyal customers, reoccurring income, additional channels and data.  

Nutricco
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ParKam developed a unique vision-based software solution for the global parking industry- supporting existing cameras. 

ParKam processes live image streams from cameras installed on-street and off-street to collect parking and traffic flow insights and 
probabilities. Our solution identifies parking vacancy, provides in-app navigation, recommends dynamic pricing of parking spots and even 
identifies parking violations -all in real time and with unprecedented accuracy. 

With ParKam's artificial intelligence and deep learning based system, one can look over as many as 100 parking spots with one single camera. 

Parkam-IP

Rivver is a platform for investment funds to issue securities and manage their fund administration processes, powered by Distributed Ledger 
Technology. By making a security digital and using Smart Contracts, Rivver encodes matters such as ownership, regulatory compliance and 
contractual limitations into a Digital Fund Interest. The Rivver Platform provides a full infrastructure for funds to issue securities and afterwards 
manage their back office processes such as: investor on-boarding, capital calls, portfolio management, reporting, distributions, and more. Rivver 
enables fund managers to provide their investors with an additional source of liquidity, raise capital more effectively and facilitate audit.
 
https://rivver.io

Rivver
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Scale business connections rapidly and boost your sales with a powerful and personalized email outreach.

https://snov.io

Snov.io

Sonaris introduces the AI-enabled ultrasound - offering on-demand medical imaging for non-skilled users anywhere.
Our solution provides vital ultrasound imaging for diagnostics and screening of various clinical conditions without requiring skilled technicians 
or radiologists on site, instead of having to refer patients to an imaging center or a hospital.
Our innovative and patent pending technology provides an automated imaging procedure by combining unique sensor positioning and real-time 
image guidance based on machine vision, overcoming the current need for extensive technical skills to perform ultrasound image acquisition.
Sonaris has successfully validated its technology in a clinical pilot, comparing its autonomous ultrasound scan to a standard ultrasound scans 
performed by certified and skilled sonographers.
https://www.sonaris.co

Sonaris
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SQream has redefined big data analytics with SQream DB, a complementary SQL data warehouse harnessing the power of GPU to enable fast, 
flexible, and cost-efficient analysis of massive datasets of terabytes to petabytes. SQream DB significantly reduces query times, minimizes data 
preparation, and enables previously unobtainable business intelligence.

https://sqream.com

SQream

TakeTask is a Polish StartUp, founded by Sebastian Starzyński. It’s a Field Force automation platform with advanced confirmation of tasks 
fulfilment by replacement of paper forms and checklists with a one comprehensive mobile app.
Our Field Force automation is used by Retail, Convenience, Petrol Stations also for Merchandise & Promotion, Replenishment, Store 
Operations. Use of our solution prevents hazards at your shops and restaurants and helps to ensure brand standards.
We aim to help retailers and other companies with dispersed labor force to simplify management of their tasks and to make sure that all 
of them are carried out to the highest standards.
No matter what processes you need to implement - Visual Merchandising, Replenishment, Store Safety, Store Maintenance, Food Safety, 
Promotional Activities – we turn time consuming and uninspiring tasks into ones which are fast, simple and stress-free.
We manage multiple data sources to speed up the performance such as GPS, barcode scanner, Real Time Image Recognition, Machine 
learning and we also integrate with IOT.
We work in a SaaS model and implementation of our system is relatively easy and fast as for an enterprise software used by thousands 
of employees per company.
That’s why our list of happy clients is growing fast in Europe and we got our first tests on other continents.

http://www.taketask.com/en

TakeTask 

SQream
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Talent Alpha is building a Human Cloud Platform that will unlock the brain power of IT Service Companies in Central & Eastern Europe 
(700,000+ IT Specialists). By vetting the skills & mapping the availability of each Tech Team, we provide Enterprise Clients around the 
world with the best possible Tech Teams on Demand.

https://talent-alpha.com

Talent Alpha

TKBEL is an application that allows any speaker to be heard directly in the participants' headphones. At the end of the conference or visit, 
the participant will have the opportunity to download an audio or pdf file and come back to the conference in which he participated. 

http://tkbel.fr

TKBEL
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Quality of restaurant, now in comfort of your home!

Ulala Chef is a internet platform where customers can choose and book a private chef for a dinner party at their own home.
We select best chefs on the market and connect them with our customers.
Ulala Chef was created primarily for private parties arranged in houses of our Clients. However, it quickly turned out that our concept 
and diversified offer are an ideal response to the needs of Clients in the business sector. In this way, from the very beginning, our chefs 
in many different and interesting forms also highlight your business receptions, conferences, and training. We operate dynamically and 
invite you to cooperation. Let’s build something together!

https://ulalachef.com/en

Ulala Chef

Zoomd (Public Traded: ZOMD), is a first-of-its-kind site search, mobile user-acquisition and retention platform. Offering one solution for both online 
publishers and advertisers looking to increase content monetization via higher user engagement. Zoomd Publisher's business has a specific focus 
on leveraging on-site search data to increase monetization results and extend average session length. Zoomd Advertiser's business has a specific 
focus on mobile apps user acquisition. Zoomd has built a key performance indicator-based algorithm that enables intelligent media buying in a 
manner that improves the accuracy of consumer targeting. Zoomd provides advertisers the ability to acquire new users, while understanding better 
the needs of their target audience in almost every existing mobile inventory via a smart platform that connects to more than 600 digital media 
channels under one unified dashboard, reducing advertisers campaign management resources drastically.  
The company successfully completed a public offering and commenced trading in early September on the Toronto Stock Exchange Ventures (TSXv) 
under the ticker ZOMD.

Zoomd
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Our Expertise
 • Web & Mobile Development
 • Enterprise Solutions
 • Quality Assurance
 • Internet of Things
 • Graphic Design
 • Server Support
 • IT Consulting
 • Internet Marketing
 • DevOps
 • Big Data Services
 • Machine learning
 • AI
 • AR/VR

United Perfectum
Industries 
United Perfectum as outsourced developer successfully works for major corporations 
dealing with various fields, such as:
 • Internet & social networks
 • Information Management
 • Biopharmaceuticals and Healthcare
 • Cyber Security
 • Geo tracking technology
 • Mobility
 • Manufacturing
 • Insurance
 • Games and entertainment
 • E-Learning and Distance
 • Telecommunications
 • Enterprise Resource Planning

Come visit our booth at the annual DLD Tel Aviv!

http://unitedperfectum.com
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Aciety is a b2b software platform, matching clients with the most suitable software development options. It’s based on a 1200+ network of 
software development and product companies from Eastern Europe. The database of products, modules, frameworks and development firms 
combined with the matchmaking algorithms enable the platform to give you the most competitive offers for any software need. Aciety serves 
funded startups like Pillar Project as well as big companies like Expedia.
Aciety has a unique software distribution model based on TAP (Token of Aciety Platform). It enables clients to get software with significant discounts. 
It empowers product providers to grow their sales by having a sales channel of 1200+ partners and providing discounts without losing revenues. 
So contact us for:
1. Solving your challenges and needs in software development.
2. Getting high quality software products with significant discounts.
3. Ability to sell your software products via Aciety’s platform and companies’ network (1200+ firms).

    Visit us at aciety.com

Aciety

Ascender’s disruptive enabling technology delivers cost- and resource-efficient Cloud execution of Android apps.
Our technology of remote containerization of Android with client-side rendering, no GPUs on the server, enables Android apps to be viewed on 
the client without performance compromise. Non-Android platforms, such as Windows, iOS, Tizen, and web browsers, can thus provide Android 
applications via the Cloud. Ascender’s technology provides native performance with low latency and extremely low network bandwidth for 
Android apps, via the Cloud.

https://androidinthecloud.io

Ascender



The world’s most advanced platform for managing the wisdom of crowds
“Big Data” is one of the business world’s most expensive and sought-after resources today. Can this resource be gained in a quick and cost-
effective manner through smart use of the wisdom of crowds? This is precisely where our platform enters the picture.
 Surfers
Today, more than ever, surfers consult with each other and seek to discover what others think and like. With Askapedia surfers can upload any 
question (“closed question”) or dilemma to the digital space or search the Platform’s Q&A and receive immediate answers through the wisdom 
of crowds.
Companies and businesses
Developing a new product? Do you wish to know what you customers think or need? With Askapedia you can upload surveys or
research questions and receive objective answers quickly and at low cost from other Internet surfers.
The Platform’s advanced tools enable performing cross-reference of data drawn from surfers, and achieving valuable Big Data database,
which can serve companies and businesses to carry out accurate marketing campaigns and publications.
 
We intend making Askapedia the world’s leading wisdom of crowds platform. Provide an advanced Big Data database to companies and businesses 
with minimum investment and time.
The portal will form a quick and cost-effective alternative to research and survey institutes, by asking questions and enabling broad exposure to 
numerous users over the Internet.
 
https://www.askapedia.co.il/home

Askapedia
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bio-T™ is driving healthcare innovators to join the IoMT (Internet of Medical Things) revolution by accelerating their way to introduce smart 
connected regulated solutions while enjoying dramatic reduction of cyber security and other risks.
Designed to provide complete flexibility and data ownership, the bio-T™ cloud platform allows quick and affordable end to end device-cloud-
mobile app connectivity, and healthcare-related functions, including adherence management, remote patient recovery management, regulation 
compliance (US FDA & HIPAA, EU ISO & GDPR), and V&V protocols. 
Cardiovascular implants, laser-based surgery devices, orthopaedics, gynaecology are just a few domains where bio-T is the chosen solution for 
lifechanging impacts today.

https://www.biot-med.com

Biot- Med

The world’s urban population is tripling, demand for home delivery is increasing and its associated impact on air pollution intensifies. 
BLITZ is tackling these challenges to become the leader in smart transportation solutions. 
Founded in 2012 by Raphael Moszynski and a group of engineers, BLITZ has created an easier, cleaner and more cost-efficient 100% electric
two-wheel vehicle. Enabling the last mile industry to grasp the potential of smart transportation.
BLITZ electric scooters are designed at its research and development centre in Tel Aviv, where innovative battery technology and robust design are 
paired to create the ultimate emission free electric scooter. Combining our Battery Management System to ensure a balanced and optimal energy 
capacity, with BrushLess Direct Current engines which boast a magnificent 91.5% electric energy to mechanical energy conversion efficiency ratio.  
BLITZ supports your smart transport needs with a full-service solution, including a 24/7 customer service centre on hand to support in the 
operations, insurance, branding & maintenance of your fleet. 
It is our mission to transform the urban center, in Israel and beyond, into a smart city.We are proud to have started that journey with over 20 million 
BLITZ driven kilometres for both private consumers and corporations leading last mile delivery - including Domino’s Pizza, McDonalds, Pizza Hut 
and Post Office - saving our riders more than 50% in overall costs. And this is just the start of the ride.

https://blitzmotors.com/

Blitz
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Bzigo is the first ever device that actively detects and locates mosquitoes. Once a mosquito is detected, you receive a notification to your 
smartphone, and a laser marker shows the mosquito’s precise location, allowing you to easily eliminate it. 
Bzigo's technology will be used to eliminate pests for industrial purposes, such as in greenhouses and dairy farms. 

Bzigo - Autonomous devices for a pest-free life.

https://bzigo.com

Bzigo

Would you like to watch your company work smoothly, complete tasks on time, and share information simply and securely? Spend your valuable 
time growing and improving your company. CANIAS is one of only a few real-time business management systems in the world based on cloud 
technology. It will optimise and speed up processes in your company, and the data it collects and processes will help you make the most profitable 
strategic decisions possible. Collect, modify and optimise your processes with the convenient and flexible CANIAS business management system.

OPEN SOURCE SYSTEM
With our unique technology, architecture and development environment, the TROIA code management tool gives clients direct access to the 
program's code. Therefore, companies with CANIAS software can adapt flexibly and efficiently and continue to develop their existing solutions.

Canias
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codequest delivers successful products to startups and SMBs. 
What differentiates us from other software agencies is not only our experience but also the emphasis we put on the quality of our work. We make 
sure that every line of code we deliver is robust, secure and easily maintainable. 
We’ve built a whole product dedicated to code quality; codebeat.co. codebeat is an automated code review tool for web and mobile applications. 
Its customers are companies and open source developers from all around the world. 
The company was founded by Tomek Korzeniowski (CEO) after Apple bought the startup he was a part of. 
Due to our experience with in-house projects and business ventures, we are a perfect match for organizations in need of a technological partner 
who understands all aspects of running scalable software products.

https://codequest.com

Codequest

Our mission is to help companies to hire the best talents, and to help job seekers constantly improve their skills to be able to find a job of their dream.
Existing recruiting models are time and cost-consuming. An automated interview process offers the possibility to reduce the admin costs 
associated with preliminary interviews. Indeed, structured interviews increase accuracy, reduce unconscious bias, and improve workplace diversity.
Only a few companies have a straightforward onboarding process. This might be a reason for a bad first-impression of newcomers and additional 
costs for companies.
Each employee should have a learning path which should help to achieve their goals. It’s an essential component of company success. Individual 
learning paths modeled by artificial intelligence can significantly improve the learning process.
Chatty’s vision is to create a conversational AI platform for recruiting, interviewing, onboarding, and learning processes automation.
 
https://chatty.ai/identity/login?ReturnUrl=%2F

Devrain- Chatty
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Ecycli developed a lightweight portable detachable unit that converts a regular bike into an E-bike, for in-city commuters. E-bikes are subject to 
theft during parking, thus, commuters avoid using E-bikes on a daily urban journey. The use of Ecycli detachable power unit allows commuters 
to park anywhere, and carry the power unit with them.

http://www.ecycli.com

Ecycli

A ONE-STOP SHOP FOR GLOBAL INVESTMENTS, USING DIGITAL ASSETBACKED-SECURITIES ON BLOCKCHAIN
FROM REAL ESTATE MARKETING, CAPITAL RAISING, DIGITAL ISSUANCE AND ASSET MANAGEMENT TO GLOBAL SECONDARY LIQUIDITY WITH 
COMPLIANCE AND SECURITY.

EverFlow cuts illiquid real estate assets into small digital units on Blockchain, providing accredited investors a direct access to institutional 
investment markets. Enable LPs to create their own diversified REIT portfolio even for a limited budget. EverFlow global network of securities 
exchanges, disrupting the $255T illiquid real estate market, creating secondary market for real estate and Pr. Eq. funds investors
EVERFLOW PROVIDES ALL INVESTMENT, BANKING, REGULATORY AND REPORTING SERVICES IN HOUSE

https://www.everflow.global

EverFlow
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FirePUSH us an automated Email, SMS, Web push & Messenger marketing that helps drive sales.
All-in-one remarketing app… packed full of innovative features.
It’s an automated omnichannel solution, designed to help drive online sales with cleverly-timed web push, E-mail, SMS and Messenger 
notifications. It includes several easy-to-use, powerful features to help you attract first-time customers and extract more value from the ones 
you’ve already got.

FirePush

AI matching platform for higher education with users from over 150 countries.

https://www.gradtrain.com

GradTrain
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Ideamotive

Kerris IT is a brand of Kerris Group. We deliver digital products to power your business.
KERRIS Group is one of the fastest growing technology and marketing groups in Poland (2017 Deloitte Fast 50 CE). It provides comprehensive 
services in the fields of digital marketing and new technologies, including strategy development and advertising campaigns implementation. 
KERRIS Group works with some of the largest companies on Polish and European markets, including Porsche, Roche, Honeywell, ZT Kruszwica, 
Romet, Digital Care, Polycom, Grohe, CH Klif, L'Oréal. It also cooperates with media houses and startups.

Visit: www.kerrisgroup.com.

KerrisIT

Ideamotive is an agile software development agency in Europe. The platform enables managers and startup founders to scale their tech teams 
by leveraging highly skilled talent from Central and Eastern Europe. Ideamotive Platform is a Product Team as a Service (PTaaS) solution.
The platform includes:
- growing talent database (currently based on signed agreements with mid-sized European software consulting companies - e.g.,
 from Poland and Ukraine),
- project briefing, predefined team templates with timelines of example projects (helpful for non-tech and first-time founders)
- AI-powered recommendation algorithm *,
- simple billing and invoicing, *) 
The recommendation solution divides each talent by skill level in technologies (e.g., iOS, Java, senior, AWS), previous industry experience (e.g., 
FinTech, Travel), similar projects (SaaS, mobile, landing page, video streaming, cloud), location/timezone, language skills, nationality, hourly rate, 
availability, etc. We also tokenize projects, and basing on this data algorithm will recommend the best fitting team for given project requirements. 

https://ideamotive.co
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Kontroller CPM

LEADERS - Your influencer marketing technology partner
Fuse AI with big data and smart algorithms to put your influencers marketing activities on autopilot!
LEADERS is here to shift agencies’ direction, transforming their organization into a tech-driven powerhouse with the competitive edge they need 
to scale without limits!

Influencer marketing is the fastest-growing segment of online marketing with over $2 billion spent in the industry just last year.
Although many investments have been made into self-service influencer marketing technologies aimed at cutting out the role of agencies, 80% 
of the industry is still managed by influencer and PR agencies. Here at LEADERS, we believe this trend will stick.
However, the main challenges for many of these agencies are that they are still working the old fashioned way, with manual-entry excel sheets 
and emails, no standardization in terms of KPIs, causing confusion among clients and the possibility of fraud with fake followers.  Finally, 
activating a large number of influencers requires a costly amount of time and manpower.

LEADERS streamlines this process so that agencies have all their influencer needs in one place. Hence, we’ve created a unique solution to execute 
influencer marketing campaigns from start to finish, answering all the market needs – including planning and pre-campaign KPIs calculator, 
influencer discovery, execution, client analytical dashboards updated in real-time, a talent agency platform, and an influencer app–all focused on 
delivering maximum communication between all parties.

www.ldrstech.com

LEADERS

Kontroller CPM Software developed a BI embedded innovative CPM (Corporate Performance Management) that provides a full and comprehensive 
solution to the financial regulatory and analytics needs of national and multinational enterprises.
The self-service platform accelerates the financial consolidation process and provides sophisticated analysis and dashboards to management.

www.kontrollercpm.com
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Martal

Medva GIS was founded in 2014. Its key product, Insight, is an advanced cloud-based GIS and spatial BI platform. Insight is already in service 
in the Israeli market as well as abroad. The company is based in Tel Aviv and is the technological arm of Medva Group. The Group has long 
been a recognized pioneer and leading provider of geo spatial products and solutions and there have been international sales and pilots.
The company’s philosophy is to combine the most advanced technology with efficient and easy to use interface to create powerful tool for 
various organizations management.
We provide solutions to several industries: Upstream Oil and Gas, Infrastructure and Construction, Water Management, Explorations, 
Municipalities and Agriculture.
Agri Insight is an SDSS first of its kind. It showcases the next era of pest control management. It addresses decision making in a way that 
matches the challenges faced by the farmers’ ecosystem. Agri Insight is an agriculture industry focused system with the power of a full 
platform allowing it a broader range beyond the farm itself and into the circles that support it. IT is a Spatial BI platform and Decision Support 
System for the global market at the service of the farmer as well as his service providers.

http://www.mdvia.net/

Medva GIS

MARTAL GROUP – MARKETING AND SALES POWERED BY HUMAN INTELLIGENCE AND RELIABLE BUSINESS DATA

Martal is your on demand sales partner, servicing B2B tech companies.
We provide managed services for outbound & inbound sales, our fractional sales executives, marketing leaders and account managers will help
your team in sourcing deals, pitching prospects and winning new business.
Our U.S. based sales units will serve as an extension of your sales and marketing team; they are sourced to fill your sales teams’ calendar with 
new business, accelerate your growth and fill gaps in your process. We build weekly prospect lists enriched by intent data. We target decision 
makers using multiple touch points – email marketing, linkedin messaging, cold calls and trade shows.

http://martal.ca
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Mobiversal

Video and AI are the next big thing in HR Tech and recruiting. myInterview is disrupting recruitment technology and taking it to the next level 
with a best-in-class video interviewing platform enabled with predictive analytics, designed to put personality back into the hiring process and 
streamline the work of recruiters.

www.myinterview.com

MyInterview

MARTAL GROUP - MARKETING AND SALES POWERED BY HUMAN INTELLIGENCE AND RELIABLE BUSINESS DATA

Martal is your on demand sales partner, servicing B2B tech companies.
We provide managed services for outbound & inbound sales, our fractional sales executives, marketing leaders and account managers will help
your team in sourcing deals, pitching prospects and winning new business.
Our U.S. based sales units will serve as an extension of your sales and marketing team; they are sourced to fill your sales teams’ calendar with 
new business, accelerate your growth and fill gaps in your process. We build weekly prospect lists enriched by intent data. We target decision 
makers using multiple touch points – email marketing, linkedin messaging, cold calls and trade shows.

http://martal.ca/
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MyLivia

MYOR, is an Israel-based Digital Health company developing cutting-edge technologies for disease prevention and management of health.
Via skin-surface noninvasive monitoring of various skin biomarkers such as the microbiome, biophysical properties, optical properties, metabolites 
and volatiles combined with machine-learning we personalize intervention for several health issues.
Our leading product is “Precision Infant Care” prediction and prevention of atopic dermatitis (eczema).

https://myor.me/

MYOR

Meet Livia – the off switch for menstrual pain.
Livia, iPulse Media’s flagship product, is a breakthrough wearable  menstrual pain relief device. Its patented technology is helping women across 
the globe overcome menstrual pain more effectively, quickly  and safely than drugs. Using electric micro-pulses to tap into the body’s natural 
pain defenses, Livia prevents  menstrual pain from being felt. Unlike pain medications, there are no side-effects to using Livia, and  the female 
body cannot build up a tolerance to it. Livia is portable, fashion-forward, easy to use and can be worn discreetly under most outfits. Moreover, its 
long-life  rechargeable battery makes Livia reusable for years.  
To learn more about Livia, watch here.
iPulse Medical is an Israeli developer and marketer of innovative femtech products, that was founded in 2015 by tech entrepreneur Chen Nachum.
 
www.mylivia.com
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Naturaily

We are Omica, a team of bioinformaticians, medical geneticists and data scientists. Our aim is to simplify genomics - we are developing 
bioinformatics solutions which make genetic data more accessible to use in research and routine clinical practice. We aim to improve healthcare 
and make genetic information understandable and easy to use not only for genetics specialists but for others, too.

Omica

Software development experts

focused on delivering high quality services.Naturaily is a Poland-based tech company with over 12 years of experience in web and mobile 
development that uses proven technologies such as Ruby on Rails and revelations like Vue.js, React.js, Node.js, and many more.Our key areas of 
expertise are IoT industrial applications, connected industry, SaaS, smart power grids and e-commerce (Shopify development in particular). We 
provide the following services: Web development, Internet of Things, UX / UI Design, and Machine Learning.

https://naturaily.com
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optiDealer

ORDERNAVI is fleet management and P2P marketplace solution, which provides an easy way to start new or to optimize existing businesses. 
This solution contains mobile apps for customers and providers, admin dashboard, powerful analytic tools for on-demand services platform 
and comes equipped with major payment services such as Braintree, Stripe, MangoPay.

Find more at: https://ordernavi.com

Ordernavi

As a manager of the business you are responsible for developing and implementing the strategy to achieve business operational goals such as 
increasing company revenue, or improving your market penetration, or expanding geographical coverage of your business in particular territory. 
OptiDealer employs Machine Learning technology to suggest relevant KPIs subset and recommend their target values while ensuring that other 
business indicators won’t fall below the threshold. It does that in seconds and update the whole picture in real time if you tune some parameters 
or when new relevant data flows in. Effectively, OptiDealer does the job of highly qualified management consultant but costs less and works 
faster. Additionally, OptiDealer provides the tools to visualize KPIs and perform all necessary data analysis and visualization tasks when needed.
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PAI Tech
PAI-TECH makes computers smarter through the power of intelligent bots, PAI-BOTS. We have created the world’s first bot operating system 
standard, PAI-BOSS, an all-inclusive distributed solution that enables you to improve efficiency, save costs as well as increase security.
PAI-BOSS is cross-platform & cross-device and provides a universal & intelligent interface to easily adopt new technologies like AI, Blockchain, 
and IoT.

With PAI-BOSS you are able to:
- Develop: Create your own distributed applications (d’apps) using intelligent bots
- Manage: Use PAI-BOTS to gain full control over your hardware and systems
- Analyze: Run AI algorithms in real-time, on any data, using a distributed network of bots
- Trade: Buy and sell your PAI-BOTS, bot upgrades, algorithms, and data
 

PAI-BENEFITS – What PAI-BOSS can do for you:
- Accessible Solution: Our PAI-BOTS are more accessible and easier to use than existing terminals and interfaces.
- Distributed Network: Using a distributed network will improve your overall software performance and speed.
- Reduce Costs: PAI-BOSS enables you to lower your costs by up to 65%.
- Upcycling Existing Hardware: Don’t throw away your old hardware – Install a PAI-BOT on your old device and access its
 computing power through a distributed network.
- Scalable Solution: PAI-BOTS are interconnected which enables you to easily scale your services and processes.
- Full Control: Using our PAI-CODE protocol, you have full control over all your PAI-BOTS.
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Pragmasoft
We provide Infrasenses solution - AI based real time space tracking tool, dedicated to human behaviour and space usage detection. It consists 
of hardware ( IoT device with thermal sensor) and software components including neural network. Infrasenses delivers detailed real time space 
insights, enabling its full understanding and experimentation in terms of office space utilisation. Machine learning, computer vision, predictive 
analytics are our domains. Based on that we also deliver our agile managed services by fueling our clients with most talented engineers to solve 
their software dilemmas.

https://pragmasoft.pl/he 
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Refundit

ScholarshipOwl is the only marketplace connecting students to private scholarship providers. With over 4.8 million registered students we offer 
the most effective and cost efficient way to reach this generation, while also doing something good for students and your brand. We offer a state 
of the art CRM and CMS system allowing everyone to launch, manage, and distribute a scholarship to their desired target audience – all built-in. 
Lead acquisition and branding at its finest!

https://scholarshipowl.com

Scholarship Owl

Refundit revolutionizes Tax-Free shopping, through a mobile app that saves tourists time and money, getting their VAT refund easily and with no 
lines or paperwork.

https://refundit.tax
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Setapp

At SHORE teams we help you build dedicated high quality development teams on near and offshore locations. We can match you with over 100 
highly qualified IT partners and therefore 5.000+ of outstanding developers world wide. Most of our clients use our service to start/expand their 
development team, are looking for specific expertise or would like to cut costs on development/developers. We’ve got the best developers for 
your needs. Guaranteed.

https://shoreteams.com

Shoreteam

We are a tech consulting company based in Poznan, Poland, and recently, we’ve developed a Virtual Reality training platform for machine operators 
called Simmersiv. Our VR simulator can be integrated with state-of-the-art customised motion platform or a physical cabin. Simmersiv combines 
highest quality software with customized hardware solution. Thanks to this merger, we deliver ground-breaking and tailored VR simulations for 
highest level immersion experience. At DLD we are going to present use cases of our project - for operators of excavators, forklifts and tractors, 
which are currently going through the implementation process

https://setapp.pl
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Smart55

Souktel; Digital Solutions in complex crises. Introducing EpiTrak - a digital Epidemiological Tracking Platform for Global health problems & 
Dart.ai – a digital complex crisis management platform. EpiTrak & Dart.ai - deliver faster crisis solutions with more reach for real time response. 
Souktel digital platforms deliver remote biometic-verified services and collect data to predict and respond to crises

www.souktel.com

SoukTel

Smart55 developed an innovative native advertising ‘in image’ platform, briefly ‘We monetize pictures’.
We have noticed growing importance of pictures within the online articles and we developed unique ad placements on editorial pictures.
Our technology uses valuable context of photos for presenting clients brand or product and at the same time we provide additional revenues 
for online publishers.
 
http://smart55.com
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The Galilee Accelerator
The Galilee Accelerator is a program dedicated to Israeli early-stage startups, developing solutions and business models that can transform 
the manufacturing sector.

We’re focusing on startups that target manufacturers as customers, taking part in the big wave of innovation in factories called Industry 
4.0. Some other relevant names are IIoT – Industrial Internet of Things, Advanced Manufacturing and Smart Factory. 
This includes innovations in manufacturing, maintenance, factories’ management, logistics and more, using advanced technologies. 
We’ve established a network of entrepreneurs and a network of industrial and tech companies, Israeli and multi-national, to help our 
entrepreneurs succeed while benefiting from innovative solutions and top-notch startups engagement. 
Entrepreneurs and mentors are taking part in our program from all over Israel. We take no equity nor IP rights from our start-ups. Our 
services are provided free of charge.
The Galil Accelerator is taking its startups to their next level!

The program is managed by Ort Braude Academic Engineering College Karmiel, Moona – A Space for Change, and the Karmiel Municipality,
and Misgav Regional Council cooperating with industrial companies – Israeli and multi-national ones. The Accelerator is supported by the 
Israeli government – The Ministry of Economy and Industry, Maof-Tech.

rami@galil-accelerator.org.il
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Visuality is a business-driven full-stack software house. We have know-how and experience in creating high-quality products built from scratch 
and taking over already existing products. 
Our experts will run a complex audit of your product to verify the strengths&weaknesses of the code and offer you a proper solution. When 
building an MVP you will participate in all-inclusive workshops that will help to define the business and technical structure of the application.
Our know-how allows us to run a precise estimation that will answer your doubts regarding the budget. Visuality’s project managers will set-up 
all the necessary tools and build a complex backlog.
Our team will work in bi-weekly sprints and communicate with you on a daily basis. You will take an active part in sprints planning and decide 
about the next moves.You will quickly see your product grow, receive progress and project health reports.

www.visuality.pl

Visuality

Toughlex
Toughlex is a Lithuania-based IT company founded in 2015, that partners with companies in need of software development services. We believe 
that only working together with our clients can assure the most efficient route to creating software that satisfyingly fulfills all the expectations. 
This kind of software delivers magnificent customer experiences, drives revenue growth and help clients quickly achieve their business goals. 
Software with impact - that's how we call digital products created at toughlex. To achieve such impacts, we use agile methodology and full 
transparency to speed up products to market.
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We Are Marketing
We Are Marketing is a full-scope marketing agency specialised in B2B with successful track record locally and internationally. The company 
offers unique and modern approach to marketing and branding strategy which was found very attractive by IT, finance, logistic solution and 
professional service providers as well as manufacturers.
We Are Marketing provides result-oriented services range from positioning, market entry and export strategies to graphic design, and 
include leads generation, employer branding, content marketing, brand identity design, website creation, campaigns management, business 
presentations and sales tools, public relations and other areas of your marketing activities. Team of highly experienced professionals is working 
towards companies‘ solutions stands on strategic thinking and precise evaluation of clients‘ business environment and goals.

Wearable Devices develops an AI-based wearable which decodes the neural activity of the nervous system - an API for the Brain. The Mudra 
device, available at www.getmudra.com, identifies subtle finger movements and translates them to gesture interactions with AR/VR, smartwatch, 
Mobile, and any digital device. When the user moves his fingers, the sensors detect biometric signals (a.k.a. “Action Potential) and Deep learning 
algorithms translate the signal pattern to user-intended finger movement.
Each gesture is bind with a control function - moving the Index finger to navigate right, Thumb finger to move left, tap the Middle finger with the 
thumb to select. Gradational fingertip pressure is used to hold, drag, drop and rotate items. The device offers hands free interaction and creating 
real-life immersive experiences without clenching fingers on hand-held controllers or using un-natural hand movements for gesture cameras, 
with visible display, indoors and outdoors, with no external setup.

http://wearabledevices.co.il

Wearble Device
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amb software is an IT group which specializes in high quality IT solution development using agile project management technologies. Our full 
range of IT services include: Web, Mobile & Cloud Solutions, IT Consulting, Outsourcing & Nearshoring Services, Digital Asset Management and a 
unique 360-degree Product Lifecycle Management Service. Additionally, innovation, passion and 19+ years of experience at the heart of each of 
our services. Our top talents of IT Architects, Front-end & Back-end Developers, Project Managers, Product Owners, DevOps, QAa & Testers, Scrum 
Masters, Analysts and IT Consultants have an extensive knowledge about many programming languages, web technologies, cloud computing 
related topics, as well as great experience about dev&ci and testing&qa tools, all modern backend technologies, every kind of databases, mobile 
app development and many others.

www.ambsoft.pl/eng

Amb Software

BigID aims to transform how enterprise protect and manage the privacy of personal data. Organizations are facing record breaches of personal 
information and proliferating global privacy regulations like the EU GDPR with fines reaching 4% of annual revenue.
Today enterprises lack dedicated purpose built technology to help them track and govern their customer data at scale. By bringing data science 
to data privacy, BigID aims to give enterprises the software to safeguard and steward the most important asset organizations manage: their 
customer data.
BigID has offices in the US and Israel and is founded by security industry veterans spanning the identity, data security, big data and governance 
markets.

BigID
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Bilance is a Long-Term Flexible Solutions platform in the Future of Work.
We help companies managing their workloads by “Sharing Expertise” of their employees across companies.
Bilance is a location-based platform for companies. Bilance provides businesses services physically at
your office or remotely.

B2Bilance ->> Business to Business
Our significant solution is “Experts Sharing” between companies. Your employee can provide some time and
work for other companies. It will be a mutual benefit for everyone. You, the employer, will be able to manage
your workloads and the employees will experience diversity and interest.

www.bilance.co.il/home

Bilance

BLACK SNOW is Augmented Reality platform for building open world large scale cinematic games as well as gamificated applications for 
advertisement and map interaction.
The innovative technology enables for all-time seamless merger of physical and digital worlds on handhelds. Virtual objects like airplanes 
or spaceships are rendered in AR at their real geo positions, light conditions, distance and height.  No third party hardware needed. 
The platform comprises realtime multiplayer, first person shooting, real time strategy and card collection mechanics that can be repurposed 
for any skin or IP content set.
BLACK SNOW is also the name of the game, which demonstrates the platform capabilities. Watch the trailer here.
Nothing like this exists on market yet - the game renders a Hollywood sci-fi alien invasion blockbuster around you. It immerses players into 
the aerial fleet vs. fleet duels with a first person shooter feeling. It is both single and multiplayer, eSports enabled - MOBA-style PvP. The 
battlefield is the real world area of 2 miles around the player. 

www.blacksnow.tv

Black Snow
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Challengy operates an "Open Innovation Lab" in Tel Aviv to accelerate disruptive projects between large organizations and startups. By organizing 
Innovation bootcamps, workshops and events, we've setup a unique human and technological playground to help international organizations 
quickly reach innovation insights and enable growth.

Drop by our DLD Tel Aviv booth, visit us at www.challengy.com and challenge us anytime at yossi@challengy.com.

Challengy

Codete is an IT consulting and software development company. Helping enterprises to use emerging technologies such as Big Data & Data 
Science to create a powerful business advantage. We advise on digitalization and implement IT solutions combining top quality with being agile. 
Since 2010 we create dedicated teams of engineers and consultants for customers. Codete operates globally in a variety of business verticals 
such as Fintech, E-commerce and Retail, Travel, Healthtech, Advertising and Marketing, Automotive, Logistics, Media and Entertainment. Our 
customers are in majority tech scale-ups and multinational corporations from DACH Area, US, Nordics and UK. We are also involved in cooperation 
with top technology universities internationally in the area of Data Science R&D. 

Codete
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Team augmentation and end-to-end software development services for FinTech companies. Code & Pepper key clients have been invested by J.P. 
Morgan, Barclays, and Thomson Reuters.

https://codeandpepper.com

Code & Pepper

The goal of ConTech is turning Israel into an international leader and attractor-point in the construction-tech sector in the spirit of the ‘startup 
nation’, using the latest innovation and technologies.
As a part of the program framework, we have built and maintained an eco-system of startups and a variety of collaborators and companies 
consisting of: Contractors, developers, corporate enterprises, regulatory bodies, policy makers and investors.
Through our expanding eco-system, new collaborations are being made on a regular basis, maximizing the potential of cross-border business 
collaborations on an international and local scale.
Our network assists of young ventures seeking early stage funding from setting up the initial infrastructure all the way to receiving their 
investment.
ConTech’s vast network activity has significantly contributed to increasing investments in the field, attracting key players in the global market to 
discover new opportunities in the growing Israeli construction-tech sector.
ConTech has also helped raise public and government awareness for the field through cooperations with municipal legislators, authorities 
and policy makers. As a result, new programs, accelerators and public funding programs, many of which are done together with international 
corporates, have raised dramatically in recent years, turning Israel into a global hot-spot for new construction tech startups.
Over the last two and a half years, ConTech has also brought together numerous international delegations to discover the latest startups and 
technologies in the Israeli ‘Silicone Wadi'.

ConTech
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Dentsu

CangoSket is the future shopping basket, which is both a checkout and payment terminal. It has a large, integrated screen that helps shopping by 
showing shopping list and placement of a selected product. Shopping basket also has entertainment function and helps with choice of healthy 
products.
CangoSket makes everyday shopping easy and saves our time, as the payment for purchased products is made through our basket so you do not 
waste your time standing in a line at the checkout.

http://dosebits.com

DoseBits
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DSR since 2005 effectively supports the use of the manufacturing company's resources, by the assessment of real usage of machinery and work 
time of the specialists using IoT tools and cloud computing. Moreover, our solutions allow for the improvement of production processes providing 
actual image of the production key performance indicators. The production management systems  we offer, also allow for fast analysis of the 
resources availability and better organization of labor as well as for efficient scheduling and production planning.
Our production management system developed for Industry 4.0 called DSR 4FACTORY - is a package of IT solutions for improvement of the 
specific areas within the whole production process, which includes services and software for registration and analysis of the production process, 
monitoring of specific machine parameters and material flow tracking:
SFC 4FACTORY - Shop Floor Control - best solution for more effective production thanks to analyzing and controlling real time data from the 
manufacturing shop floor. With this cloud services, it is known what is happening in individual production processes. All orders are monitored 
and collected in real time in the system's database, for later reporting and analysis. Data collected by the system regarding various KPIs inform 
about the progress of work on individual orders, the effectiveness of work of people, machines and devices.
EAM 4FACTORY  - Enterprise Asset Management software for overall production plant maintenance to help optimize production through complete 
preventative and predictive maintenance capabilities. Full functionality allowing for efficient management of the company's assets. Handling of 
events related to machinery and equipment reported by the production department, as well as repair orders allowing registration of mechanics' 
working time, reservation and release of parts and consumables from the warehouse.
IOT 4FACTORY - using SFC 4FACTORY or EAM 4FACTORY is highly recommended to collect data directly from production units. This solution uses 
hardware which integrates with existing units and gather data in the real-time. In order to register production data from manufacturing shop 
floor in automatic way IOT 4FACTORY module is indispensable. Then all production units can be examined using KPI tool according to ISO 22400 
and causes of effectiveness losses can be verified. This solution is also an integral part of the predictive maintenance. Using it manufacturing 
company can schedule asset maintenance in advance before expensive failure occurs.
CFG 4FACTORY - allows manufacturers to configure products of any level of complexity.  Application enables fast and correct execution of 
individual orders based on options and variants available in a given model. It is a complete, integrated IT solution supporting the production of 
custom-made products. Based on the prepared rules and information provided by the user via the questionnaire, the CFG 4FACTORY application 
generates a complete bill of material (BOM) and complete routings which are used by the any ERP system.
MPS 4FACTORY - Master Production Schedule is a software that supports manufacturing companies in creating a long-term and short-term 
production plan as a dynamic and digital production plan, with generation of production orders. MPS 4FACTORY  is a tool that shows all 
necessary data that will help to plan production, load of machines and raw material demand in the next days and longer time perspective.

https://www.dsr.com.pl

DSR S.A.
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Eastern Peak is a strategy and technology consulting and development company that helps SMBs and enterprises to adapt and evolve in the face 
of disruptive new technologies, dynamic global markets and rapidly changing regulatory environments. We do it by modernizing their legacy 
systems, automating business processes and creating the technological foundation to withstand and embrace continuous change. We develop 
and deploy unique data analytics capabilities across their infrastructure and introduce competitive advantages by utilizing the advances in 
technology such as IoT, AI, Cloud, Big Data, AR/VR and others.
Notable clients: European Commission, DPD UK, O2, HPE, Western Union, Raiffeisen Bank, Comcast, Gett, Amdocs.

https://easternpeak.com

Eastern Peak
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Zero Energy Solutions develops energy solutions for multi-room buildings. The company 
deploys wireless climate node networks that enable users to sense, analyze, and automate 
the climate in every room, through a climate intelligence platform.
The technology aims to minimize the day-to-day hassle for site managers, optimize usage, 
and enable automated climate personalization for each end-user.
Zero Energy Solutions offers its technology to multi-room building operators as a service 
model that includes hardware, installation, software, ongoing service, and upgrades

ZES

Correlata Solutions: Transforming technology to align with the business of tomorrow!
Correlata (Patent-Approved) generates the intelligence needed to visualize the daily IT 
operational activities from a Management view point for better understand and Quantify 
the real value of IT assets to business!
The Correlata CorreAssess ™ platform grants proactive approach methodology of analyzing 
outcomes of IT hardware and software infrastructure provisioning, usability, availability, 
resiliency and efficiency. 

Correlata

Class.Me - A mobile platform, that offers educational communication- a social learning 
center and virtual classroom in every student's pocket.
The app connects students, teachers and educational environments, creating the first 
shared, virtual learning experience. Not only does Class.Me allow students to discuss 
and enrich each other in virtual classrooms, but it also gives students extra support with 
lessons from professional tutors at an affordable price. We help teachers and administrators 
dissect each student's learning level, allowing all students to reach their highest potential

www.class.me . 054-6662978, 0528808558. 

Classme

Get together - Study better
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Simlat is a leading provider of innovative, next generation training solutions for Unmanned 
Aerial Systems (UAS). 
These training solution systems enable training for any platform, payload and mission. 
Simlat’s systems provide an astounding UAS training experience that boosts performance 
and safety while dramatically decreases risk and expenses.
 
Simlat Ltd. Headquarters
49 Hasivim St., Petah-Tikva. POB 3257 Herzliya 4613102 Israel
Telephone: +972-3-656-0807
Website: www.simlat.com 

Simlat

Lofic, is a startup company engaged in the music, media and entertainment fields and its 
mission is to recognise promising music and artists from early stages.
The company offers a music recording studio App for mobile devices, and analyses unheard 
musical content of its users to detect potential content for commercial use.

Tarek Issa, Founder
+(972) 545-828-339
www.Lofic.net

Lofic
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TeleMessage Mobile Archiver captures and records: WhatsApp chats, SMS, MMS and Voice 
calls of employees; allowing enterprises to comply with regulations such as FINRA, SEC, 
MiFID II, Public Record and others.
Our mobile archiving solution set support corporate and BYOD phones, and consists of:
• Enterprise Number Archiver - Provides employees with a business number associated with 
an App on their phone. All business communication is archived.
• Android Archiver – A lightweight agent runs in the background and records all messages 
and calls, uploads them to be archived.
• WhatsApp Archiver - Identical to regular WhatsApp, while capturing all WhatsApp chats, 
files and attachments and uploading them to be archived.
• Network Archiver - Integrated with mobile carrier networks to get a copy of messages and 
calls directly from the operator network side and archive them.
All mobile messages are archived with full mobile message metadata, employee details and 
ready for eDiscovery, in any compliance and governance platform.
TeleMessage complements the Mobile Archiver with our Mass Messaging and Secure 
Enterprise Messaging product lines.

Gil Shapira | VP of Business Development
Mobile: +972-544-777-503 | Direct: +972-779-211-901
E-mail: gil@telemessage.com | Web: www.TeleMessage.com

Telemessage
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Foreign Trade Administration

DiA Imaging Analysis is the leading provider of artificial intelligence (AI)-powered ultrasound 
analysis solutions, that make ultrasound analysis smarter and accessible.
DiA’s AI-based solutions help ultrasound users to acquire the right image and automatically 
analyze it, to find clinical abnormalities that today they are struggling to find visually and 
make decisions based on accurate and objective data.
DIA's solutions are FDA/CE cleared and have been implemented in leading vendor’s systems 
and are used by hundreds of medical centers worldwide.

Schlanger
Marketing Manager
Edith@dia-analysis.com

DIA Imaging

AIdocs by Make-Sense - Using the power of AI and machine learning we reduce the time it 
takes to produce accessible documents down to seconds creating a better digital experience 
for all users.

David Adi - Founder & CEO
DAVID@mk-sense.com
Cell: +1-215-920-0311 | +972-(0)50-4040033

Make-sense
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Beeper Broadband Technologies Ltd.  is focusing on the multi-billion-dollar niche market 
based on the current status of its offering – a proven, commercially deployed technology, 
representing zero risk for development and market validation.
The company designs, develops, engineers and manufactures today's market's most advanced 
SD-WAN wireless technology solutions, developed in Israel by the company.
The company’s traction to date includes a measurable set of customers and users, 
demonstrating that it is offering a unique solution in the Wireless SD-WAN and edge 
networking markets

Moshe Levinson, Execcutive Vice President
T:+972 3 6104321
M:+972 54 5505330
EMAIL: moshel@beeper.co.il

Beeper

Compedia, under its Skillreal.com brand, is a global leader  in developing and implementing 
patented VR and AR technologies and platforms. Compedia is delivering AR/VR solutions 
for Fortune 100 companies like Siemens and Intel. Our solutions are built on technology 
leadership integrating innovations in AR/VR Virtual Humans and Computer Vision.
Tal Yanai
Business Development
Compedia Ltd.

Email: Tal@compedia.net
Mobile: +972-53-722-3457
Web: www.compedia.net

Compedia
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OpenLM is a leading provider of software license management solutions for engineering 
software applications. Founded in 2007, the company has established a global install base 
of more than 1000 customers which includes many of the world’s largest corporations in the 
Fortune Global 500.
 
OpenLM is an enterprise software system that monitor and manage the use of licensed 
software products. OpenLM allows the organization to optimize usage, forecast software 
licensing requirements and maintain an effective ratio of licenses to users. The software can 
be deployed on the organizational network or used in a secured cloud implementation. 
The core product, OpenLM for Engineering Licensing, lets you monitor the consumption of 
software licenses being used in the organization. It comes
 
It supports more than 30 leading industry license managers and covers almost any high end 
engineering software such as Autodesk, Matlab, Catia and many others.  OpenLM connects 
to all your organizational directory and allows you to distribute costs and allocate licenses 
based on your organizational structures. It can be downloaded from our website and typically 
installed and configured without the need for professional services. Furthermore, we provide 
full, unlimited support, including telephone support, during the 30-day free trial period.
 
OpenLM has support centers worldwide and provides 24/6 response by chat, email or phone. 
Support is provided in multiple languages such as: English, German, Korian, Japanes, French, 
Russian and more.

Israel - OpenLM Ltd.
Phone: +972-4-6308447  |  Fax: +972-77-4704100  |  email: info@openlm.com

U.S.A - OpenLM Inc.
Phone: +1-866-806-2068  |  Fax: +1-206-203-2191  |  email: info@openlm.com

OpenLM
STRETCHING YOUR LICENSES TO THEIR LIMIT
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Commugen provides Business Process Management solutions based on its AppChi No 
Code platform.
About 100 solutions for GRC, Cyber Security, IT, Procurement and HR etc. are used by 
dozens of organizations mainly in the financial and public sectors. Commugen solutions 
were chosen by the Israeli Cyber Directorate as the national platform for Cyber Security.

Contacts
Eyal Sassoon, CEO, eyal@commugen.com, +972-52-440-1870
Jacob Shaham, Regional VP, Jacob.Shaham@commugen.com, +972-52-454-1111

Commugen
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Green Parrot is a digital product development and marketing company. We help companies to design and develop their digital products and 
market them successfully. We’re also developing our own products and ventures. 
At DLD Tel Aviv we’re presenting two projects:
Finderstand.com 
Thanks to NLP technology we create automated consultants for financial services companies, that contain all the knowledge of the organization 
and provide access to that knowledge by conversation.
Develtio
At Develtio we redefine software production through agile IT talent management and quantitative approach to scoping projects. We help 
companies to create great apps fast and on a fair budget.
Develtio works with a pool of 70 best software developers from Poland. True experts in their specific fields. Thanks to our proprietary algorithm 
for teams creation, we choose the best of them for a given project in order to deliver it on the best possible quality and blazing speed. This top 
talent is supported by our inHouse developers and experienced product managers.

https://greenparrot.pl/

Green Parrot

inFullMobile is a product design and development agency. We specialize in consumer brands at the intersection of physical and digital. inFullMobile 
has helped companies large and small turn their ideas into engaging products.
With over 10 years of experience, the inFullMobile team offers clients the confidence needed in creating not just a great product, but the 
supporting services to deliver a seamless user experience. From the first sketch, through prototyping and testing, product engineering, brand 
development, and manufacturing, our team will be there with you through the entire process. 
From humble beginnings, inFullMobile has grown into a technology agnostic, internationally renowned powerhouse studio-having delivered 
over one hundred projects across industries and verticals. From payment terminals and POS systems, networked audio devices, voice integrations, 
enterprise platforms, AI and machine learning systems, cookbook apps, IoT / connected devices and much more-riding the cutting edge of 
technology to achieve the goals of our clients, and their clients.

https://infullmobile.com

inFullMobile
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Look4App is a Polish software house that delivers cutting-edge blockchain and web development projects. With a strong fintech background and 
eye for exceptional design, we are up for your challenge.
We differentiate ourselves by a strong foundation of business ethics, partnership and acting on solid data. We like it triple-checked. We don’t get 
carried away with trends and keep our promises. While developing and managing complex solutions we deliver on time and always strive for the 
best quality maintaining our role as a genuine, trustworthy partner

https://www.l4a-soft.com/

Look4App

MWDN is a software development company located in Ukraine. We build top-notch remote dedicated teams for many successful Israeli startups 
and enterprise companies.
The main idea is to find and hire developers on the base of your company needs, technology stack and cultural fit to the core team.
We take care of all processes and help your business growth.
Our key clients: Gett, Bezeq, McKesson, Comeet, Gilate Satellites Networks, TechSee, Pointer Telocation, Hi-G-Tek.

https://mwdn.com

MWDN
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MWC Barcelona 

RobotUnion is the first remote pan-european acceleration programme entirely focused 
on robotics startups and SMEs in the areas of manufacturing, healthcare, agri-food, civil 
infrastructure and open disruptive innovation. To this end, the project is distributing €4 
million equity-free funding through 2 open calls. The 20 selected companies will be 
able to participate in a 12-month premium acceleration service, led by top Research 
and Technology Organizations from all over Europe, key world-class digital ecosystem 
professionals and entrepreneurs.
https://robotunion.eu/

RobotUnion

5G Barcelona seeks to turn the city of Barcelona into one of the European digital innovation 
hubs within the area of 5G, based on an experimental infrastructure in the metropolitan 
area that will act as an urban, citizen-oriented and technological laboratory to validate 5G 
technologies and services.  Is a public-private initiative that works towards transforming 
the metropolitan area of Barcelona into an open and neutral urban laboratory for the 
validation and adopting of 5G technologies and applications in a real environment. 5G 
Barcelona is an innovative project promoted by the Generalitat de Catalunya, Barcelona 
City Hall, Mobile World Capital Barcelona, i2CAT, CTTC, Atos and the UPC.
 https://5gbarcelona.org/

5G Barcelona

IMPACT Connected Car is an acceleration programme that supports, connects and funds 
with €2.1 million in equity-free funding, startups and SMEs with innovative projects in the 
field of smart mobility, providing solutions such as cyber security measures for connected 
cars, wireless chargers and intelligent driving software, among others.
The programme provides a direct link between entrepreneurs and large corporations, gives 
access to technical facilities as well as addresses the fragmentation of the automobile 
industry, which until now has hindered its digital transformation.
 https://www.impact-accelerator.com/connected-car/

IMPACT 
Connected 
Car
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NoGravity is a team of experienced USA and polish developers with skills forged through the completion of many (not your everyday) projects. 
Having done this for over 10 years, you will not find phrases like “we can’t do it” or “we don’t know” in our vocabulary.
So what’s this all about? Well, development projects are typically divided into simple and minimally stimulating or difficult and substantially 
captivating. If your project is something that has not yet been done before, then you’ve come
We thrive working on challenging projects and are not afraid to take them on.
Our development motto has always been:
„Once you’ve reached the summit, designate another.”

https://nogravity.io

NoGravity
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Our.Guide is an application dedicated to hotel websites. It provides personalized travel guide which allows its users to explore the surrounding 
places near the hotel. It also constitutes a facilitation of trip organisation.
The widget offers numerous functions and features. Hotel guests have a constant access to the most substantial information thanks to an 
abundant database which gives an opportunity for planning the stay.
Our.Guide application is also destined for hotel authorities – they gain an essential knowledge associated with guests’ expectations and 
preferences. Thanks to daily and monthly reports hoteliers have a chance to find out which tourist attractions and local events are the most 
appealing, and – what is more – which Trip Plans are the most frequently used by your guests. At a glance, the foregoing aspects lead directly to 
considerable increase not only in profitability or marketing but also the overall efficiency in the hotel industry.
In addition, hotel owners take advantage of Our.Guide content in order inspire their potential clients during the process of purchasing, as well as 
influence their pre-departure preparations.
Our.Guide application works on the principle of simple interface – after installation on
the website, each user has an immediate insight into target sections, such as Tourist
Attractions in the area (divided into separate categories: Art & Culture, Entertainment, Landscape, Sport, Restaurants, Shops,
Gay Friendly, For Kids, Accessible), Events (constantly updated), Trip Planning Tool or Dashboard for a manager.
The company offers various pricing plans for using Our.Guide application – MINI,
STANDARD or PREMIUM. The prices are diversified depending on the range of the included functions.

http://our.guide

Our.guide
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Photon Robot is a talent explorer who teaches kids coding in a simple, friendly and fun way. It is the only robot that develops with children. 
Created with help of parents, children and psychologist it responds to kids needs and does not require help of adult to play with. With its many 
narrative scenarios, it is suitable for school class as well as home learning. Compatible with numerous apps like Scratch, MakeCode, Swift 
Playgroud etc. as well as 3rd party tools such as Interactive Board, Funtronic and MakeyMakey. It breaks monotony of educational tools and 
guarantees hundreds of hours of play helping kids with better start into the future.

Photon Robot

Senuto tools support SEO specialists, marketing professionals, content marketers, ecommerce managers, analysts, copywriters, as well as anyone 
else whose job it is to drive more traffic from Google.

www.senuto.com/en

Senuto
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Skriware is a Polish startup that develops EdTech solutions for schools. Skriware aims to teach STEAM skills through practical, hands-on 
experiences. Educational ecosystem includes 3D printers, Skribots – 3D-printable, programmable robots, as well as Skriware Academy – an online 
platform with courses that can be taught in the classrooms.

SKRIWARE

Smart monitoring is a fast developing company which goal is to provide the top of the shelf quality monitoring services in the model of business 
to business.
Our main clients are companies which core business is to protect people or property but want to specialise in other segment still requiring 
Monitoring Center. Our clients also include entities that maintain monitoring center dedicated only to their own needs.
The Smart monitoring team is made up of high class specialists in the industry who have been operating on Polish and European market for over 
ten years. We pay great attention to the selection of personnel which is crucial for Our Service quality.
Thanks to many years of experience we offer highly professional services on the market. Specialization allows us to
continuously develop the technologies and services we provide.

Smart Monitoring
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Think Future Technologies

We are a digital product and software development house based in Warsaw. We provide services in app development, design & prototyping, 
supercharging startups and corporate innovations. We offer support on web development, mobile development, product design, Internet of 
things, AI & machine learning, and blockchain. We love helping startups from zero, but we also back companies at any stage. Our clients are large 
corporations like Siemens and leading startups like Startupmatcher.com. We’re with you from the start and we stay with you until you reach your 
goals. Your success is our finish line. Disciplines: – Product strategy/ design – Branding and identity – User experience and user interface design 
– Prototyping – Web development – Mobile development Our approach: A small and focused team, led by a partner, working directly with you. 
Unparalleled quality in every detail, each step of the way.

https://start-up.house

Startup House

At Think Future Technologies, we provide the following services
For Enterprise Customer, Technology Solutions as a Service
For our Enterprise customers, TFT tech-enables them to achieve better business outcomes. We help your business to address inefficiencies, fill 
identifiable gaps, make better predictions, ensure superior employee and customer experience. Our team of Engineers ensure that our solutions 
address your vision and achieve better business outcomes in context of customers, employees and business processes.
For Product Companies, Product Engineering as a Service
For our Product Customers, TFT brings accumulated best practices to ensure quick delivery of a well architected and scalable product to the 
Market. Whether you are developing a brand new product or you have an existing product that needs to integrate new age technologies, TFT can 
leverage existing solutions and libraries that can be integrated very quickly into your products thereby reducing time to Market.
For all, Software Engineering as a Service
If your organization is facing skill and competency gaps, TFT can help you with trained and experienced teams that function as your own.
TFT has well-defined processes to ensure that the resources deliver good quality software as per the defined architectur
 while adopting industry wide best practices and engineering design patterns.

https://www.tftus.com/
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The company, initially focused on individual projects for intranet business solutions, has existed since 2002.
Our CRM application Electronic platform managing your company constantly growing and changing to meet our customers' evolving business 
needs.
Currently, TYLDA focuses on the development of the CRM software for business, providing technical support for its users and software installations.

https://www.tylda.pl

Würth Elektronik eiSos GmbH & Co. KG is a manufacturer of electronic and electromechanical components for the electronics industry. Production 
sites in Europe, Asia and North America supply a growing number of customers worldwide. The product program encompasses EMC components, 
inductors, transformers, HF components, varistors, capacitors, power modules, LEDs, plug connectors, power supply elements, wireless power coils, 
switches, connection technology and fuse holders. Würth Elektronik eiSos GmbH & Co. KG, together with its specialized affiliated companies, form 
the Würth Elektronik eiSos Group.

https://www.we-online.com/web/en/wuerth_elektronik/start.php

Würth Elektronik

TYLDA SP. Z O.O. CRM.TYLDA.PL
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ZondaTech is the Polish start-up, made up of a creative team of IT, payments and R&D experts. We are known for our passion and experience in 
creating services supporting modern business. We specialize in providing self-service kiosks with a dedicated software. Our innovative solutions 
enable efficient execution of numerous financial and non-financial operations, such as: payments, self check-in/out, KYC, loyalty programs and 
many others.

 http://zonda.tech/pl

ZondaTech

Yandex
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Business France is the national agency supporting the international development of the French economy, responsible for fostering export 
growth by French businesses, as well as promoting and facilitating international investment in France.
It promotes France’s companies, business image and nationwide attractiveness as an investment location, and also runs the VIE international 
internship program.
Founded on January 1, 2015 through a merger between UBIFRANCE and the Invest in France Agency, Business France has 1,500 employees, 
both in France and in 70 countries throughout the world, who work with a network of public- and private-sector partners.
 
www.businessfrance.fr
Contact for the French delegation @DLD Israel : Delphine.adjiman@businessfrance.fr

Buisness France
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CzechInvest

CzechInvest, the Investment and Business Development Agency of the Czech Republic, is an official body founded by the Ministry of Industry 
and Trade to support foreign clients in their expansion to the country, and to develop local companies and startups throught a wide selection of 
support programs. 

Business and academic initiative that promotes blockchain-friendly regulation, conducts 
research projects and connects experts in the field of DLT. Its members are involved in EU 
projects, ISO work on standards and help the Czech government formulate policies in the 
area of distributed ledger technologies. blockchain payment network infrastructure.

Blockchain 
Republic

We innovate market research by employing behavioral techniques to uncover human 
motivations rather than using traditional unreliable self-reporting. Our data tell stories 
you can count on. We introduce a new software product "Atlas of Czechs" where you can 
readily access representative data on Czech customers and add your own private queries. 
At a fraction of market research costs you get higher quality and more detailed outputs.
blockchain payment network infrastructure.

Behavio

We are the developers of NVOICE: Technology of measuring emotion from the voice. First 
product based on this technology is designed for tele sales and call centers. Our product 
is able to measure emotion in real time, predict succes of phone calls in a few seconds 
and can be used also for hiring.  Our "Nvoice" technology is innovative in many ways. We 
can build complete psychological profile of the measured person in real time; there is no 
language limitation of our technology.

Nanoneurotec
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CzechInvest

Czech fintech startup, which offers services that simplify shopping and payments in the 
online environment. The main functionalities include ia. deferred payment, a feature for 
paying bills and invoices, and one for splitting bills. Credit assessment within the setvices 
is done using AI-based internal scoring system.blockchain payment network infrastructure.

Twisto

At Keboola we assist organizations to simplify the way they work with data. Our hybrid 
integration platform (iPaaS) brings data engineering and data analytics together on one 
single platform that anyone can use. One click managed infrastructure, data hub, user 
provisioning, process automation - all rolled into one platform. Machine learning based 
solutions provide predictive support, one click scaffolding and much more. No setup 
required, one click and you are ready to go.

Keboola

We develop a white-label mobile application build as a sublayer on top of the EMR systems 
to quickly provide a superior patient experience to increase healthcare provider's revenue.

iDevBand

EasyChange aims to revolutionize financial industry by liberating both banks and their 
clients from legacy payment systems and fees. EU and UK licensed company currently 
provides free online exchange and money transfer for ten thousands of customers. As a 
scale-up it focus on expansion to US and non-EU markets and builds its own blockchain 
payment network infrastructure.

EasyChange
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AreaWFI is a patented new integrated telecommunication system, giving a new ceremony 
user experience. By dedicated personal device every user can confirm or not the result 
of the personal internet operation. In this way correct data are no more enough to have 
a result, but it’s necessary the expressed real will of the user to confirm, connected to 
internet but disconnected by the web, the real personal result asked. WFI is a system and it 
can be implemented in various services, not only login, but also payments, sending e-mail, 
upload and download files...more personal activities that normally an internet user does.
WFI system works from the first connection until the use of the services in the network. The 
system is composed by hardware (E-T personal device; E-T box; WFI-server) and software 
too. For different market sectors, with different types of customers, we have created a 
patented system that can give an important evolution to the internet world.

AreaWFI

B2Book is a B2B Vacation Rentals platform able to connect Properties Owners/Managers 
and Travel Professional Operators (Travel Agencies, Tour operators, OTAs).
Properties Owners/Managers will be able to get an additional distribution platform to get 
Travel Professionals Target and same time Professional operators will be able to access the 
global Vacation Rentals product at the best market commissions.
B2Book mission is to let become equal “hotel” and “vacation rental” products in the global 
distribution, enabling the promotion of accommodations even on platforms up to now 
used exclusively for hotel bookings.
Through B2Book API integrations, tourist accommodations can be promoted on innumerable 
new portals and countless new players (like also airlines companies), many of which can 
rely on a much larger user pool than a simple OTA.

b2book.net

ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the Governmental agency that supports the business development of our companies abroad and promotes the 
attraction of foreign investment in Italy.  With a motivated and modern organization and a widespread network of overseas offices, ITA provides 
information, assistance, consulting, promotion and training to Italian small and medium-sized businesses. Using the most modern multi-channel 
promotion and communication tools, it acts to assert the excellence of Made in Italy in the world

ITA - Italian Trade Agency
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The Apulian District of High Technology (DHITECH) is a non-profit consortium embedding 
enterprises, universities and public / private research organizations. Dhitech acts as an 
Intermediary of Knowledge (IoK) organization aimed at promoting and facilitating the 
development of the Apulian Ecosystem of Innovation. Dhitech mission is to promote joint 
activities between research centres – companies – financial institutions aimed at: i) realizing 
know-how / technology transfer processes, ii) supporting the emergence of new high-tech 
enterprises, iii) training young researchers adopting a particular educational approach 
to stimulate their entrepreneurial attitude and develop their innovation mindset, and iv) 
communicating and disseminating the culture of technological innovation within schools.
Dhitech areas of interest are the following: Bio-Nanotechnologies for Health and 
Environment; ICT for Innovation in the Design of Products and Services with a high knowledge 
and sustainable content. The main activities performed by Dhitech are: management and 
implementation of Research, Innovation and Training Projects involving the actors of the 
Ecosystem; management and promotion of the Dhitech Building, equipped with state-of-
the-art technological infrastructures, in order to make it a "place of innovation and know-
how / technology transfer", within which to develop new specialized skills; consultancy to 
companies, organizations, research centers and universities in the design, presentation, 
management and reporting of research, innovation and training projects financed by EU 
Community, National and Regional programs.

Dhitch
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CargUp® is a cloud platform which allows shippers, transport companies and logistics 
companies to upgrade from the analogical era to the digital era. CargUp® consists of a 
web platform and a native app (Android and iOS) through which is possible to get perfect 
match between the shipper (a company that needs to send goods via road) and the carrier 
(which is available for the shipping request). 
How does it work? 
The shipper creates its shipping request in a few seconds, specifying all the information 
regarding goods, pick-up and unloading areas and prices. The request is sent to our highly 
qualified and trusted network, which is compatible with the needs of the user. In just a few 
minutes, the shipper found the perfect carrier for the shipment, unlocking all the exclusive 
features of CargUp (document dematerialization, geolocalization of the goods, real-time 
messaging, analytics, calendar, proof of delivery etc.). Alternatively, the company can send the 
shipping request to all its usual carriers, having still available all the post-matching features.
CargUp® operates in partnership with freight forwarders and transport brokers and it 
makes their work easier, quicker, transparent and more profitable trough an exclusive and 
unique multi-level tender system.

CargUp Carg
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Hibye is a local network that connects people with shared interests and needs through 
in person activities. Hibye allows users to spot other people around and to have a real-
time interaction: from sharing a drink or a taxi ride to finding a business partner during a 
conference or a fair. We got 418k in funding so far from FFF, Crowdfunding and a Venture 
Capitalist. Hibye Beta version was released in July 2017, last version a few weeks ago. 
Almost 25000 users have dowloaded our app. Hibye Drops, an innovative concept of 
Stories, is our main feature, potentially disruptive. 
Hibye is a free service for people but not for commercial accounts who will pay:  A Standard 
fee to get the corporate profile; A Premium fee for targeted promotions; A Variable fee to 
get extra visibility on the platform
Our team is composed by a CEO, a CTO, a developer, a marketing analyst and 2 
corporate advisors 
In the futures human relationships are going to change in new and different ways. We 
are getting into the Internet of People (IoP) era and into the People as a Service (PeaaS) 
business.

Hibye
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ONO EXPONENTIAL FARMING is the game changer start-up in the Agritech industry.
The Company has developed the first "Seed-to-Pack" platform based on a patented concept 
for hydroponic cultivation where a new class of farmers can cultivate practically everything, 
everywhere.
A highly automated secure system for indoor vertical cultivation under human control, 
helped by increasingly refined AI algorithms and Biotech innovations in a world wide 
distributed ecosystem. ONO has created a fully traceable “better than organic” farming 
opportunity according to a “circular economy” system that eliminates waste and pollution, 
which makes better use of water availability and uses alternative energy sources for its 
operations. Helped by increasingly refined AI algorithms and Biotech innovations in a 
scalable worldwide-distributed ecosystem and compared to existing vertical farms, ONO 
reduces investment risks: 1) 3x more efficient in space allocation applying lean principles 
2) wide variety of applicable horticultural species 3) -30% CAPEX 4) -70% LED consumption 
5) -80% labour cost.
ONO collects data from each plant and elaborates and shares increasingly better cultivation 
parameters to any associate without on-site competences.
ONO lets any facility be the right one due to its insulated structure.

www.onoexponentialfarming.com

Ono
exponential
farming

Robotic Vertical Farming
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Peekaboo is one of the leading open innovation communities in Italy. Founded in 2015 
to spread the entrepreneurial culture of startups among university students, Peekaboo 
is recognized for having launched the Lean Startup Program, the main pre-acceleration 
program in Italy to validate and implement a business idea in team in just 2 months 
thanks to Lean Startup Methodology. Thanks to this program, in less than 4 years Peekaboo 
has accompanied the growth of more than 50 startups operating in different industries 
(from mobile payment to fast prototyping, from VR to E-Health), has trained hundreds of 
digital entrepreneurs and has supported the deal flow of national company incubators. 
Since 2017, several large companies in the energy, pharma and GDO sectors have chosen 
Peekaboo to connect with the startup ecosystem, discover its talents and technologies, and 
validate their business challenges in outsourcing. For this reason Peekaboo has developed 
an Open Innovation framework that allows partners to analyze the startups operating in 
their industry, discover the opportunities offered by technology, observe the development 
of MVPs that complement their portfolio and maintain their competitive advantage by 
developing new business lines. Peekaboo's vision is to boost the Italian youth economy by 
connecting the potential of startups with the pain of corporates.  
www.peekaboo.vision

Peekaboo

PharmaPrime is an Italian company focuses in the pharmaceutical and para pharmaceutical 
on demand distribution service, cloud computing, and artificial intelligence. Creating an 
efficient and easy solution for pharmaceuticals availability to patients, contributing to 
adherence, for the benefit of all parties: patients, pharmaceutical companies & pharmacies.
Several leading pharmaceutical companies have related to the vision and launched mutual 
projects and cooperation agreements targeting patient support programs adherence 
modules for a better bottom line.

Pharma

where ideas  grow

where ideas  grow

where ideas  grow

where ideas  grow
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Creating a chatbot today means doing a long, complex and manual process. A company 
which wants to create a chatbot have to identify all the possible questions user can ask, 
create bot-specific QnA reworking company’s knowledge, insert them manually in the 
selected platform, and then do the training of the AI by inserting questions’ variants and 
test and correct the behaviour of the AI. Automating this process sounds impossible, no?

Impossible.bot lets everyone create a chatbot faster as never before, we like to say that is 
the Usain Bo(l)t of chatbots platforms ;)
Our chatbots read existing company Help Content and learn by themselves, they are able 
to understand user’s questions with both natural expressions and business jargon.

We use your Help Content knowledge base as it is, minimizing your effort for adapting your 
content to be used by our artificial intelligence. The setup process of impossible.bot takes 
less than 10 minutes on the average, compared to 6 months of other platforms.
We currently support: Zendesk Guide, Intercom, and FAQ; we are working on HelpScout, 
Front, Salesforce, Freshdesk, Zoho, Kayako, Groove, and HappyFox.

Pigro
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Revotree integrates easy-to-install soil probes, weather stations and solenoid valves thanks 
to a platform capable of managing the devices and the farm operations. The platform 
allows the real-time data analysis, the sharing of the best practices and the actuation 
of the watering system, to obtain a natural and economic resource saving, important for 
farms of every dimension.
The farms using Revotree save up to 50% of water and a lot of time in operations, increasing 
the productivity of their crops. 

Revotree

HE HIVE is a Business Incubator & Accelerator certified by the Italian Ministry of Economic 
Development, under the Italian Law as per paragraph 5 of Article 25, of the D.L. n. 179/2012, 
converted into Law no. 221/2012.
THE HIVE is a project of international scope that aims to promote economic development 
and job creation by integrating talents, technologies, know-how and capital within a 
network that promotes the growth of new businesses.
THE HIVE helps entrepreneurs and professionals to start, revitalize, quickly and successfully 
grow their business, by integrating excellence and passion of entrepreneurs, professionals, 
startuppers.
THE HIVE, creates a dynamic and interactive environment in which various professionals can 
work together for the growth of their business through the development of relationships, 
expertise and innovation. 
THE HIVE promotes a new entrepreneurial culture based on ethical behavior, social 
responsibility and environmental principles at the basis of a sustainable and long-lasting 
success of any business and profession.

The Hive
B U S I N E S S  A C C E L E R A T O R
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EXA was established in 2016 and created for the completion of a technology transfer path.  It’s based 
on a university research and supported by a European fund.  The development of such System will be 
used for the detection of explosive (or more generic dangerous and drug) substances in volatile form. 
Reinforced by the entry of an industrial partner, the company developed and installed an analysis 
system prototype at the Venice airport. 
Based on an analysis of the characteristics and requirements of the security sector, the company 
developed the prototype by placing and reaching the development drivers: real-time analysis, 
operational autonomy, continuous and non-continuous analysis, speed of analysis and high sensitivity. 
Company is based in Padua Italy, and it’s registered as an Innovative SME with experience and 
fundamental skills for achieving its objective. Its members have made available researches and 
development skills (Up-Code) in the fields of microelectronics, biosensor engineering and material 
engineering. All this, together with industrial and specific engineering (SDN Holding) long time 
experience. 
EXA has a young, dynamic and transversal company structure. Within its team there are specialized 
research and development skills together with the established industrial ones (SDN Holding Team). 
Their synergy allows EXA to be favored in the current product development phase. 

EXA
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Since October 2008, the Pepe & Con Srl, with the futuristic Mosaico Digitale project®, has 
brought to the fore the ancient art of mosaic, revolutionizing the creative perspectives. 
This unique product has been designed and produced in Italy with the latest technology to 
deconstruct any digital image and print it onto bio-based resin film tiles. Mosaico Digitale’s 
most impressive feature is that almost all aspects of the tile are completely customizeable; 
from features image and shape to texture and install surface. Mosaico Digitale’s most 
impressive feature is that almost all aspects of the tile are completely customizeable.
Mosaico Digitale’s innovative system takes advantage of modern printing technology to 
customize and construct tiles digitally – printing entire images and setting them behind a 
resin which forms a tile. Any photo or graphic image of your choosing may be transferred 
onto the resin tiles, even the shape of the tiles themselves can be changed to fit any 
project you have in mind. The install process is also intelligently simple; Each tile square 
is numbered individually during production, allowing the tiles to be laid out in numerical 
order to form the whole image in preparation for tiling. The flexible nature of the tile 
sheets allows them to be applied to irregular surfaces including curved or round objects as 
well as be trimmed to fit into unusual wall or floor spaces. For the first time digital images 
can be tiled across anything from floor spaces and swimming pools to furniture and 
feature walls.Thanks to these particular characteristics, over the years, Mosaico Digitale 
® has received acclaim around the world so as to provide reality as Eataly, Versace, Costa 
Group, Metropolitan Chicago, MacDonalds, and collaborate with renowned architects and 
designers such as Mac Stopa and Karim Rashid.
Mosaico Digitale ®: the only limit is your creativity!

Mosaico 
Digitale
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Polish IT Promotion Program
Smart solutions, vast knowledge and ability to adjust to the ever changing market needs – such are young and developing 
companies, a driving force of the Polish economy. Learn more about products and technologies of the Polish IT and startup sector at 
the stand organized by the Polish Agency for Enterprise Development (PARP), a governmental agency involved in implementation 
of numerous programs for micro, small and medium-sized enterprises.

https://ict.trade.gov.pl/en

Polska
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Slovak Business Agency is crucial, and is the oldest specialized non-profit organization for the support of small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs). Slovak Business Agency was founded in 1993 by a common initiative of the EU and the Government of the 
Slovak Republic. It is the unique platform of public and private sectors. Slovak Business Agency wants to be the first choice for 
Slovak enterprises for starting and development of their business.

www.sbagency.sk 

Slovak Business Agency
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